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From traci.thompson at gmail.com Sat Mar 1 10:07:35 2008
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Sat Mar 1 10:07:37 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 53, Issue 25
In-Reply-To: <20080301035156.74A8FD0A14@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080301035156.74A8FD0A14@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <efca8b2a0803010707p315e6a85wc12685f3324eeac1@mail.gmail.com>
I was told by an Ancestry rep several months ago that you cannot report
errors through Ancestry Library Edition, only through an individual
subscription to Ancestry.com. He suggested I find someone with a
subscription and use their account to send the error report.
I was trying to report an error that a patron had brought to my attention,
so I left it up to the patron to report it through Ancestry.com. This is
completely inane, in my opinion - I would think they would be more than
willing to have librarian feedback, much less from the general public.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC
I used to submit a lot of corrections to Ancestry through Ancestry
Library Edition, but the dialog box for an e-mail is no longer there.
There used to be a link in the upper righthand corner that said "Having
trouble with this image?" or something similar. Clicking on that image
would give a box where you could enter your e-mail address and send a
description of the error. Now there is a "Help" link that does not lead
to any way of reporting an error that I can find. I find this very
frustrating. I now have to keep track of transcription errors and
record them for future reference so that I or the patron that I am
helping will know how to find the record again without all the extra
searching I had to do the first time. Usually I print off the
individual's summary page that shows the spelling by which the name was
indexed and staple it to the printout of the census page (or other
record) for future reference.
I haven't had time to call up our rep and ask about this. Ancestry
employees have contributed to the list in the past, so I would
appreciate it if someone would comment on this situation.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080301/
aed56c7f/attachment.html
From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Sat Mar 1 10:50:04 2008
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Sat Mar 1 10:50:08 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Reporting errors to Ancestry
Message-ID: <5e931bb30803010750p6a14f547sd44aca99d9cca19@mail.gmail.com>

The problem, as I see it, would be that Ancestry would have no way to
know who at a library is reporting the error. They would have no way
to know whether it's a librarian or a patron. And if someone decided
to be malicious or abusive of the error-reporting feature, they would
have no way to identify exactly who the problem-maker was.
By limiting error reporting to personal subscriptions, they are
providing accountability as to *who* is reporting the error, making it
possible to ignore or block reporting from those who might choose to
abuse the option.
Drew Smith
On Sat, Mar 1, 2008 at 10:07 AM, Traci Thompson
<traci.thompson@gmail.com> wrote:
> I was told by an Ancestry rep several months ago that you cannot report
> errors through Ancestry Library Edition, only through an individual
> subscription to Ancestry.com. He suggested I find someone with a
> subscription and use their account to send the error report.
>
> I was trying to report an error that a patron had brought to my attention,
> so I left it up to the patron to report it through Ancestry.com. This is
> completely inane, in my opinion - I would think they would be more than
> willing to have librarian feedback, much less from the general public.
>
> Traci Thompson
> Local History/Genealogy Librarian
> Braswell Memorial Library
> Rocky Mount, NC
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Sat Mar 1 11:10:55 2008
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Sat Mar 1 11:11:00 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCA@mail.wvculture.local>
<8CA4966A64520E3-5C8-2C44@webmail-stg-d05.sysops.aol.com>
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D226041E618E@phosphorus>
I wasn't going to respond to this, but the all CAPS message disturbs me. It really
is up to the individual library if they want to put a privately published book or
manuscript containing libelous information in it onto the shelf. If the
information is about local people, it is a common curtousy to put the book in an
archive and only make it available after the privacy issues would no longer be a
concern, generally about 50 years. That isn't rewriting history. Libraries do not
routinely put everything they receive onto the shelves; this isn't really any
different. The genealogy might be great, but we don't need the mean, ramblings of
a vicious old man, especially if he doesn't offer any documentation for what he
says.
A note to the person sending the all caps message - using all caps is rude, it is
the same as shouting at someone. Check your spelling before sending anything to a
list like this. And sign your messages. People like to know who is expressing an
opinion.
Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of mrarchive@aol.com
Sent: Fri 2/29/2008 9:51 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
GOOD GOD ...REWRITING HISTORY LEAVE IT LAY WHERE IT WAS FLANG.. FORNICATING WITH
THE INDIANS WAS THE FIRST REFERENCE TO ONE NOBLE AMERICAN FAMILY HISTORY PLACING
THEM I THE EARLY COLONY SHOULD WE BE CENSURING THE WRITTEN WORD OF ANOTHER ..
THINK NOT
THOUGH QUEEN VICTORIA WAS DEAD OR DOES HSE LIVE IN OUR HEARTS, MONDS
AND OUR CENSORSHIP ??
CATALOGUE THE BOOK AND LET THE AUTHOR TAKE THE HEAT OF HIS OR HER PEN!!!
STS
-----Original Message----From: Susan Scouras <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 4:01 pm
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
Generally this is not a problem, but I advise at least flipping through the book
and looking over any personal reminiscences. We had a manuscript (self-published
on a desktop computer) donated last year that was an excellent straightforward
family history at first glance, with an appended section of memoirs written by the
author's father, a retired physician. I sent the unbound manuscript off to the
bindery, then looked at it more in depth while cataloging, checking for possible
local history or physican-related subject headings to add. I discovered that the
physican had not thought too highly of some of his colleagues, nor of at least one
local hospital (still in business), and said so quite plainly, even describing some
specific practices and cases of which he did not approve. He also made quite
hurtful observations about his own relatives, including his children (still living
and none past middle age), such as descriptions of alcoholism, intelligence level,
failure to meet the writer's expectations, character flaws, etc.--all written about
very dispassionately.
We consulted with the donor, who agreed we could separate the family history
narrative from the father's memoirs and withhold the memoirs from the public. The
author's lack of concern over this was telling in itself, and the author didn't
want the memoir pages returned for re-donation in the future. Reluctant to just
trash the memoir, which had a lot of good local history in it, as well as useful
descriptions of a medical practice over the years, we placed it in a restricted
collection with some doctors' birth record notebooks we acquired that must be
withheld for 50 years.
We had discussions about censorship, etc., but felt many of the statements made
violated the privacy of living individuals, and the medical comments were
potentially libelous. We have a few family history notebook collections or
manuscripts that were donated with agreed upon release dates, or with the request
that we place them in our closed stacks so that only someone specifically looking
for that family will ask for it and no one will be browsing it in the public
reading room, but this was the first time--and I hope the last--that we chose to
restrict something from public access based on our own concerns.
Susan Scouras
Librarian

WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu?> ] On
Behalf Of Taggart, Linda
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 3:17 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
A patron has offered us a copy of his wife's family history, which he
researched. It would fit into our collection nicely. However, some of the family
members listed are still living, so I'm a little nervous about privacy issues. Can
anyone point me in the direction of some good resources on this topic, or let me
know how you've handled it?
Thanks!
Linda Taggart
Reference Librarian
Nashua Public Library
Nashua, NH
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
________________________________
Supercharge your AIM. Get the AIM toolbar
<http://download.aim.com/client/aimtoolbar?NCID=aolcmp00300000002586> for your
browser.
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 10618 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080301/46497af4/
attachment.bin
From walters at alaweb.com Sat Mar 1 11:30:22 2008
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Sat Mar 1 11:30:41 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
Message-ID: <380-22008361163022454@alaweb.com>
Pleasr advise as to how the opinions of the doctor in his memoirs is
different from the opinions of an editorial writer writer like say
George Will? I have read somethings in his coloumn that sounded
"hurtful". Yet I want to be free read what he has to say. Why should

the doctors opinions be any different. The writer of the book
certainly thought it worthy of inclusion in his book. Enough of this
politically correct imagined privacy motion.
David
---- Original Message --->>Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
>
>
>
>Generally this is not a problem, but I advise at least flipping
>through the book and looking over any personal reminiscences.? We had
>a manuscript (self-published on a desktop computer) donated last year
>that was an excellent straightforward family history at first glance,
>with an appended section of memoirs written by the author's father, a
>retired physician.??I sent the unbound manuscript off to the bindery,
>then looked at it more in depth while cataloging, checking for
>possible local history or physican-related subject headings to add.?
>I discovered that the physican had not thought too highly of some of
>his colleagues, nor of at least one local hospital (still in
>business), and said so quite plainly, even describing some specific
>practices and cases of which he did not approve.? He also made quite
>hurtful observations about his own relatives, including his children
>(still living and none past middle age), such as descriptions of
>alcoholism, intelligence level, failure to meet the writer's
>expectations, character flaws, etc.--all written about very
>dispassionately.?
>
>?
>
>We consulted with the donor, who agreed we could separate?the family
>history narrative from?the father's?memoirs and withhold the memoirs
>from the public.? The author's lack of concern over this was telling
>in itself, and the author didn't want the memoir pages returned?for
>re-donation in the future.? Reluctant to just trash the memoir, which
>had a lot of good local history in it, as well as useful descriptions
>of a medical practice over the years, we?placed it in a restricted
>collection with some doctors' birth record notebooks?we acquired that
>must be withheld for 50 years.?
>
>?
>
>We had discussions about censorship, etc., but felt many of the
>statements made violated the privacy of living individuals, and the
>medical comments were potentially libelous.? We have a few family
>history notebook collections or manuscripts?that were donated with
>agreed upon release dates, or with?the request that we place them in
>our closed stacks so that only someone specifically looking for that
>family will ask for it and no one will be browsing it in the public
>reading room, but this was the first time--and I hope the last--that
>we?chose to restrict something from public access based on our own
>concerns.
>
>?
>
>Susan Scouras
>
>Librarian
>

>WV Archives and History Library
>
>The Cultural Center
>
>1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
>
>Charleston, WV? 25305-0300
>
>(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
>
>?
>
>
>
>
>-----Original Message---->From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Taggart,
>Linda
>Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 3:17 PM
>To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
>
>
>
>
>A patron has offered us a copy of his wife?s family history, which he
>researched. It would fit into our collection nicely. However, some of
>the family members listed are still living, so I?m a little nervous
>about privacy issues. Can anyone point me in the direction of some
>good resources on this topic, or let me know how you?ve handled it?
>
>?
>
>Thanks!
>
>?
>
>Linda Taggart
>
>Reference Librarian
>
>Nashua Public Library
>
>Nashua, NH
>
>
>
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>enealib mailing list
>enealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>ttp://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Sat Mar 1 13:26:15 2008
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)

Date: Sat Mar 1 13:26:18 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Is Genealogical Services still in business?
Message-ID: <73527.14009.qm@web84102.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Hi, list,
Anyone here order from Genealogical Services
(www.genservices.com)? Are they still in business?
I sent a large (for us) order via email on January 10. On
February 19 I called about the status of my order and got an
answering machine, so I left a message. After getting no reply,
I emailed again on February 22. Still no response.
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City living by
its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It is dependent on a
sophisticated population that makes a hundred compromises daily so that they can
benefit from the collective energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis,
Jr. (1955-2007)
From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Sat Mar 1 14:05:59 2008
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Sat Mar 1 14:06:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
In-Reply-To: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D226041E618E@phosphorus>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCA@mail.wvculture.local>
<8CA4966A64520E3-5C8-2C44@webmail-stg-d05.sysops.aol.com>
<C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D226041E618E@phosphorus>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200803011305.AA05590216@tcpclibrary.org>
Its not libelous if it is true. If the writer also believes it to be true,
then it is not libelous. Only if they spread info known to be false...known
to them and others.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: "Brannan, Joyce A." <jbrannan@uwa.edu>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Sat, 1 Mar 2008 10:10:55 -0600
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
I wasn't going to respond to this, but the all CAPS message disturbs me. It
really is up to the individual library if they want to put a privately
published book or manuscript containing libelous information in it onto the
shelf. If the information is about local people, it is a common curtousy to
put the book in an archive and only make it available after the privacy

issues would no longer be a concern, generally about 50 years. That isn't
rewriting history. Libraries do not routinely put everything they receive
onto the shelves; this isn't really any different. The genealogy might be
great, but we don't need the mean, ramblings of a vicious old man,
especially if he doesn't offer any documentation for what he says.
A note to the person sending the all caps message - using all caps is rude,
it is the same as shouting at someone. Check your spelling before sending
anything to a list like this. And sign your messages. People like to know
who is expressing an opinion.
Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of mrarchive@aol.com
Sent: Fri 2/29/2008 9:51 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
GOOD GOD ...REWRITING HISTORY LEAVE IT LAY WHERE IT WAS FLANG..
FORNICATING WITH THE INDIANS WAS THE FIRST REFERENCE TO ONE NOBLE AMERICAN
FAMILY HISTORY PLACING THEM I THE EARLY COLONY SHOULD WE BE CENSURING THE
WRITTEN WORD OF ANOTHER .. THINK NOT
THOUGH QUEEN VICTORIA WAS DEAD OR
DOES HSE LIVE IN OUR HEARTS, MONDS AND OUR CENSORSHIP ??
CATALOGUE THE BOOK AND LET THE AUTHOR TAKE THE HEAT OF HIS OR HER PEN!!!
STS
-----Original Message----From: Susan Scouras <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 4:01 pm
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
Generally this is not a problem, but I advise at least flipping through the
book and looking over any personal reminiscences. We had a manuscript
(self-published on a desktop computer) donated last year that was an
excellent straightforward family history at first glance, with an appended
section of memoirs written by the author's father, a retired physician. I
sent the unbound manuscript off to the bindery, then looked at it more in
depth while cataloging, checking for possible local history or
physican-related subject headings to add. I discovered that the physican
had not thought too highly of some of his colleagues, nor of at least one
local hospital (still in business), and said so quite plainly, even
describing some specific practices and cases of which he did not approve.
He also made quite hurtful observations about his own relatives, including
his children (still living and none past middle age), such as descriptions
of alcoholism, intelligence level, failure to meet the writer's
expectations, character flaws, etc.--all written about very dispassionately.
We consulted with the donor, who agreed we could separate the family history

narrative from the father's memoirs and withhold the memoirs from the
public. The author's lack of concern over this was telling in itself, and
the author didn't want the memoir pages returned for re-donation in the
future. Reluctant to just trash the memoir, which had a lot of good local
history in it, as well as useful descriptions of a medical practice over the
years, we placed it in a restricted collection with some doctors' birth
record notebooks we acquired that must be withheld for 50 years.
We had discussions about censorship, etc., but felt many of the statements
made violated the privacy of living individuals, and the medical comments
were potentially libelous. We have a few family history notebook
collections or manuscripts that were donated with agreed upon release dates,
or with the request that we place them in our closed stacks so that only
someone specifically looking for that family will ask for it and no one will
be browsing it in the public reading room, but this was the first time--and
I hope the last--that we chose to restrict something from public access
based on our own concerns.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu?> ] On Behalf Of Taggart,
Linda
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 3:17 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
A patron has offered us a copy of his wife's family history, which he
researched. It would fit into our collection nicely. However, some of the
family members listed are still living, so I'm a little nervous about
privacy issues. Can anyone point me in the direction of some good resources
on this topic, or let me know how you've handled it?
Thanks!
Linda Taggart
Reference Librarian
Nashua Public Library
Nashua, NH
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
________________________________
Supercharge your AIM. Get the AIM toolbar
<http://download.aim.com/client/aimtoolbar?NCID=aolcmp00300000002586>

for

your browser.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080301/74e1acc8/
attachment.html
From mrarchive at aol.com Sat Mar 1 19:25:18 2008
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Sat Mar 1 19:25:23 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
In-Reply-To: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D226041E618E@phosphorus>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCA@mail.wvculture.local>
<8CA4966A64520E3-5C8-2C44@webmail-stg-d05.sysops.aol.com>
<C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D226041E618E@phosphorus>
Message-ID: <8CA4A13071ADF6F-D0-2149@webmail-stg-d03.sysops.aol.com>
i SEE THAT JBRANNAN@UWA.EDU
SENT HER COMMETNSS THAT WERE MEANT FOR ME TO THE WHOLE LIST SERVE SO I THOUGH
EVERYONE SHOULD SEE THE REASON AND RESPONSE.? PEHAPS IT WILL GIVE OTHERS PAUSE
BEFORE FIRING OFF THEIR OPINIONS WITHOUT KNOWING THE REASONS FOR CAPS.
"PERHAPS MADAME YOU DO NOT VISUALLY IMPARED PATRONS ? WE WHO ARE VISUALLY IMPAIRRED
ALWAYS USE CAPS.? I MUST ENLARGE ALL THE TEXT IN THE LIST SERVE TO READ? I AM SORRY
THAT YOU SEEMED OFFENDED? I HOPE THAT YOU GET OVER IT. I HAVE FORWARDED YOUR KIND
NOTE TO THE BLIND FORUM? YOU MAY HAVE SOME OTHER EMAILS COMING YOUR WAY. HAVE A
NICE DAY.
S.SEAMES"
A note to the person sending the all caps message - using all caps is rude, it
is the same as shouting at someone. Check your spelling before sending anything
to a list like this. And sign your messages. People like to know who is
expressing an opinion.

-----Original Message----From: Brannan, Joyce A. <jbrannan@uwa.edu>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Sat, 1 Mar 2008 11:10 am
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues

I wasn't going to respond to this, but the all CAPS message disturbs me. It
really is up to the individual library if they want to put a privately published
book or manuscript containing libelous information in it onto the shelf. If the
information is about local people, it is a common curtousy to put the book in an
archive and only make it available after the privacy issues would no longer be a
concern, generally about 50 years. That isn't rewriting history. Libraries do
not routinely put everything they receive onto the shelves; this isn't really
any different. The genealogy might be great, but we don't need the mean,
ramblings of a vicious old man, especially if he doesn't offer any documentation
for what he says.
A note to the person sending the all caps message - using all caps is rude, it

is the same as shouting at someone. Check your spelling before sending anything
to a list like this. And sign your messages. People like to know who is
expressing an opinion.
Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of mrarchive@aol.com
Sent: Fri 2/29/2008 9:51 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
GOOD GOD ...REWRITING HISTORY LEAVE IT LAY WHERE IT WAS FLANG.. FORNICATING
WITH THE INDIANS WAS THE FIRST REFERENCE TO ONE NOBLE AMERICAN FAMILY HISTORY
PLACING THEM I THE EARLY COLONY SHOULD WE BE CENSURING THE WRITTEN WORD OF
ANOTHER .. THINK NOT
THOUGH QUEEN VICTORIA WAS DEAD OR DOES HSE LIVE IN OUR
HEARTS, MONDS AND OUR CENSORSHIP ??
CATALOGUE THE BOOK AND LET THE AUTHOR TAKE THE HEAT OF HIS OR HER PEN!!!
STS
-----Original Message----From: Susan Scouras <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 4:01 pm
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
Generally this is not a problem, but I advise at least flipping through the book
and looking over any personal reminiscences. We had a manuscript
(self-published on a desktop computer) donated last year that was an excellent
straightforward family history at first glance, with an appended section of
memoirs written by the author's father, a retired physician. I sent the unbound
manuscript off to the bindery, then looked at it more in depth while cataloging,
checking for possible local history or physican-related subject headings to add.
I discovered that the physican had not thought too highly of some of his
colleagues, nor of at least one local hospital (still in business), and said so
quite plainly, even describing some specific practices and cases of which he did
not approve. He also made quite hurtful observations about his own relatives,
including his children (still living and none past middle age), such as
descriptions of alcoholism, intelligence level, failure to meet the writer's
expectations, character flaws, etc.--all written about very dispassionately.
We consulted with the donor, who agreed we could separate the family history
narrative from the father's memoirs and withhold the memoirs from the public.
The author's lack of concern over this was telling in itself, and the author
didn't want the memoir pages returned for re-donation in the future. Reluctant
to just trash the memoir, which had a lot of good local history in it, as well
as useful descriptions of a medical practice over the years, we placed it in a
restricted collection with some doctors' birth record notebooks we acquired that
must be withheld for 50 years.
We had discussions about censorship, etc., but felt many of the statements made

violated the privacy of living individuals, and the medical comments were
potentially libelous. We have a few family history notebook collections or
manuscripts that were donated with agreed upon release dates, or with the
request that we place them in our closed stacks so that only someone
specifically looking for that family will ask for it and no one will be browsing
it in the public reading room, but this was the first time--and I hope the
last--that we chose to restrict something from public access based on our own
concerns.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu?> ] On Behalf Of Taggart, Linda
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 3:17 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
A patron has offered us a copy of his wife's family history, which he
researched. It would fit into our collection nicely. However, some of the family
members listed are still living, so I'm a little nervous about privacy issues.
Can anyone point me in the direction of some good resources on this topic, or
let me know how you've handled it?
Thanks!
Linda Taggart
Reference Librarian
Nashua Public Library
Nashua, NH
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
________________________________
Supercharge your AIM. Get the AIM toolbar
<http://download.aim.com/client/aimtoolbar?NCID=aolcmp00300000002586>
for your browser.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080301/40429891/
attachment.html
From llscott2000 at bellsouth.net Sat Mar 1 19:35:28 2008
From: llscott2000 at bellsouth.net (L.L. Scott)
Date: Sat Mar 1 19:35:34 2008
Subject: [Genealib] CAPS
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCA@mail.wvculture.local>
<8CA4966A64520E3-5C8-2C44@webmail-stgd05.sysops.aol.com><C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D226041E618E@phosphorus>
<8CA4A13071ADF6F-D0-2149@webmail-stg-d03.sysops.aol.com>
Message-ID: <009101c87bfd$510b3350$6502a8c0@COMPUTER1>
Perhaps the Visually Impaired person would add a signature note to their messages
tell the world the reason for the caps. I too don't like to see all caps, but if I
know the reason I can ignore my feelings.
----- Original Message ----From: mrarchive@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Saturday, March 01, 2008 6:25 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
i SEE THAT JBRANNAN@UWA.EDU
SENT HER COMMETNSS THAT WERE MEANT FOR ME TO THE WHOLE LIST SERVE SO I THOUGH
EVERYONE SHOULD SEE THE REASON AND RESPONSE. PEHAPS IT WILL GIVE OTHERS PAUSE
BEFORE FIRING OFF THEIR OPINIONS WITHOUT KNOWING THE REASONS FOR CAPS.
"PERHAPS MADAME YOU DO NOT VISUALLY IMPARED PATRONS ? WE WHO ARE VISUALLY
IMPAIRRED ALWAYS USE CAPS. I MUST ENLARGE ALL THE TEXT IN THE LIST SERVE TO READ
I AM SORRY THAT YOU SEEMED OFFENDED I HOPE THAT YOU GET OVER IT. I HAVE FORWARDED
YOUR KIND NOTE TO THE BLIND FORUM YOU MAY HAVE SOME OTHER EMAILS COMING YOUR WAY.
HAVE A NICE DAY.
S.SEAMES"
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080301/9c08c385/
attachment.html
From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Sat Mar 1 20:03:05 2008
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Sat Mar 1 20:03:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] [MODERATOR] List guidelines - please read
Message-ID: <5e931bb30803011703t262a36f3q7a47bf23a536a4d1@mail.gmail.com>
A reminder to *all* GENEALIB subscribers:
1. Comments regarding the format of list postings by other list
subscribers should *not* be sent to the list. If you are having a
problem with another list poster, send your comment to the list
administrator (me).
2. GENEALIB is a professional list. List posters are reasonably
expected to sign their postings with their full name (if their full
name is not already clear from their e-mail address) and their
institutional affiliation (if they have one).

Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
From abrisee at yahoo.com Sun Mar 2 12:52:18 2008
From: abrisee at yahoo.com (adrian brisee)
Date: Sun Mar 2 12:52:20 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Use of Caps
Message-ID: <742378.55273.qm@web52110.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
The use of CAPS in postings is, and has for a long time, been know to be shouting
and rude. Posting in CAPS does not usually help the visually impaired as the
letters run together. The use of upper and lower case letters helps distinguish
them from each other. If anyone needs to make the type larger, go to the top of
your screen and select "view" then "text size" and choose a larger sized font. This
is a great tool for some of my older patrons.
Adrian Brisee
C. G. Brisee Genealogy Library
Irwin, Iowa
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080302/6274b72c/
attachment.html
From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Mon Mar 3 09:50:03 2008
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Mon Mar 3 10:01:23 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 53, Issue 25
References: <20080301035156.74A8FD0A14@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<efca8b2a0803010707p315e6a85wc12685f3324eeac1@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <00a401c87d3e$4f93f4c0$1f52000a@lenawee.local>
In the past AncestryLibrary Edition was provided to us by the Library of Michigan.
When that was the case, there was a rep at Lib of MI that we could report such
things to.
Now it has switched and they provide Heritage Quest and we subscribe to Ancestry.
If something comes up, I will just contact our rep at ProQuest.
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
----- Original Message ----From: Traci Thompson
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Saturday, March 01, 2008 10:07 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 53, Issue 25
I was told by an Ancestry rep several months ago that you cannot report errors
through Ancestry Library Edition, only through an individual subscription to
Ancestry.com. He suggested I find someone with a subscription and use their
account to send the error report.
I was trying to report an error that a patron had brought to my attention, so I
left it up to the patron to report it through Ancestry.com. This is completely

inane, in my opinion - I would think they would be more than willing to have
librarian feedback, much less from the general public.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC
I used to submit a lot of corrections to Ancestry through Ancestry
Library Edition, but the dialog box for an e-mail is no longer there.
There used to be a link in the upper righthand corner that said "Having
trouble with this image?" or something similar. Clicking on that image
would give a box where you could enter your e-mail address and send a
description of the error. Now there is a "Help" link that does not lead
to any way of reporting an error that I can find. I find this very
frustrating. I now have to keep track of transcription errors and
record them for future reference so that I or the patron that I am
helping will know how to find the record again without all the extra
searching I had to do the first time. Usually I print off the
individual's summary page that shows the spelling by which the name was
indexed and staple it to the printout of the census page (or other
record) for future reference.
I haven't had time to call up our rep and ask about this. Ancestry
employees have contributed to the list in the past, so I would
appreciate it if someone would comment on this situation.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080303/33bb2e10/
attachment.html
From Grimshaw at cliftonpl.org Mon Mar 3 11:25:17 2008
From: Grimshaw at cliftonpl.org (Grimshaw, Kathy)
Date: Mon Mar 3 11:25:19 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
In-Reply-To: <20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
I actually had this issue with my name being included in an on-line

family tree. I asked the person who posted my family tree to remove the
information about living relatives and replace it with the term
"living".
Maybe I'm paranoid, but I don't want my birth date, place of birth and
mother's maiden name posted for the world to see- not because I care if
people know how old I am, but because these are pieces of information
commonly used as security questions by financial institutions, and in
this age of identity theft, I would prefer to make it has hard as
possible for someone to get my personal info.

From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Mon Mar 3 11:33:39 2008
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Mon Mar 3 11:38:58 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
References: <20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
Message-ID: <00e801c87d4c$56e93650$1f52000a@lenawee.local>
That is a very valid point and one that I am currently dealing with. I am to
the point of having a lawyer send them a "cease and desist", as I am being
ignored.
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
----- Original Message ----From: "Grimshaw, Kathy" <Grimshaw@cliftonpl.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2008 11:25 AM
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
>I actually had this issue with my name being included in an on-line
> family tree. I asked the person who posted my family tree to remove the
> information about living relatives and replace it with the term
> "living".
>
> Maybe I'm paranoid, but I don't want my birth date, place of birth and
> mother's maiden name posted for the world to see- not because I care if
> people know how old I am, but because these are pieces of information
> commonly used as security questions by financial institutions, and in
> this age of identity theft, I would prefer to make it has hard as
> possible for someone to get my personal info.
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>

From ellen at barrfinancial.com Mon Mar 3 11:49:24 2008
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (AnnEllen Barr)
Date: Mon Mar 3 11:49:27 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
In-Reply-To: <899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
References: <20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
Message-ID: <0564DAA184A3FF438ADE091D9EC7CDC2279F57@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
You are absolutely correct in that information on living persons should
not be posted on line
Or given to anyone other than family that you know closely. Identity
theft is all too common
And this aids the criminals.
ellen@BarrFinancial.com
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Mon Mar 3 11:52:39 2008
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon Centanne)
Date: Mon Mar 3 11:52:43 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
In-Reply-To: <899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
References: <20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
Message-ID: <47CC2CD7.4000909@tampabay.rr.com>
As an alternative, we could disengage our relationship with finanacial
institutions, so that we would not have to worry about idenity theft.
Sometimes that is impossible, buit we might want to limit what
institutions we give this information to, as we do not know how they
will use it.
Using cash instead of credit or checks helps elimiate some of the problems
Being able to trace our families in this age of increasing family
splintering is important, and we do not want the privacy police making
genealogy
impossible. But we do need to be careful. Instead of posting my resume
anymore, I put a link to an email for requesting it. But you can find
anyone on http://www.whitepages.com, so privacy is mostly an illusion
anyway..
Sharon
Grimshaw, Kathy wrote:
>I actually had this issue with my name being included in an on-line
>family tree. I asked the person who posted my family tree to remove the
>information about living relatives and replace it with the term
>"living".
>
>Maybe I'm paranoid, but I don't want my birth date, place of birth and
>mother's maiden name posted for the world to see- not because I care if
>people know how old I am, but because these are pieces of information
>commonly used as security questions by financial institutions, and in
>this age of identity theft, I would prefer to make it has hard as
>possible for someone to get my personal info.
>
>
>
>_______________________________________________

>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
From dlunow at aol.com Mon Mar 3 12:44:24 2008
From: dlunow at aol.com (dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Mon Mar 3 12:44:36 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
In-Reply-To: <899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
References: <20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
Message-ID: <8CA4B6D5A97E57B-9B4-E3F@WEBMAIL-MC03.sysops.aol.com>
Yes, "those pieces of information are commonly used as security questions by
financial institutions".
HOWEVER, if you are wise, you will make certain that your financial institution
does NOT use those common questions.
AND ! The answers to those "commonly used security questions" are ALL easily found
on the Internet. Come up with your own (question and answer) that is NOT commonly
used.? They will be happy to change those for you.
As to identity theft, That UNCOMMON question will help that. AND, DO NOT use your
social Security number for anything except your bank, doctor, employer,?the IRS, or
Medicare.
Printed right on your card??that it is against the law to use the card?for other
purposes.
I NEVER give out my Social Security number.? Yes, I know everyone wants it for ID.
Well they can just want it. I sometimes?have to give a deposit for the first year
of business. I NEVER GIVE THE NUMBER?TO THEM. I just say if there is no other way,
I will take my business else ware. They work it out.
Sometimes I just have to set up a security question so that when I call about the
account they know it is me.
Use items like: your dogs name, your favorite color, favorite flower, astrological
sign, etc.? Like any other pass word, mix up letters and number and slashes and
dashes. OR something!
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
-----Original Message----From: Grimshaw, Kathy <Grimshaw@cliftonpl.org>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 10:25 am
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy

I actually had this issue with my name being included in an on-line

family tree. I asked the person who posted my family tree to remove the
information about living relatives and replace it with the term
"living".
Maybe I'm paranoid, but I don't want my birth date, place of birth and
mother's maiden name posted for the world to see- not because I care if
people know how old I am, but because these are pieces of information
commonly used as security questions by financial institutions, and in
this age of identity theft, I would prefer to make it has hard as
possible for someone to get my personal info.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080303/606b80a5/
attachment.html
From john at johnwylie.com Mon Mar 3 12:45:11 2008
From: john at johnwylie.com (John Wylie)
Date: Mon Mar 3 12:45:05 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
In-Reply-To: <0564DAA184A3FF438ADE091D9EC7CDC2279F57@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
References:
<20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu><899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC0
2524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
<0564DAA184A3FF438ADE091D9EC7CDC2279F57@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
Message-ID: <004a01c87d56$54b051c0$020ba8c0@JohnsGate>
Ellen,

3 March 2008

While I agree that we shouldn't list personal information on living people
on genealogical (or any other) websites, my reasons are different from yours
and are based on more than privacy. Personal privacy today is a myth.
Family is more important than Genealogy, and as a genealogist I try to avoid
upsetting or offending people in my families. After all "ensuring the
domestic tranquility" is in our Constitution and I like my domestic
tranquility.* And since some in my families believe either the privacy myth
or the identity theft myth, upsetting them is certainly NOT tranquil. <grin>
Another myth is that these postings aid criminals involved in identity
theft. Just because such personal information CAN be used by bad people, it
does not follow that it IS used. Do you have any real-world examples of
anyone who has used genealogical online information to steal identities? I
recall that Dick Eastman had, and may still have, a standing reward for
anyone who can so prove.
John Wylie
*Before someone jumps on me about the real meaning of domestic tranquility,
please think irony. The framers of our Constitution were not talking about
home and hearth, but about domestic peace, currently termed homeland

security.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of AnnEllen Barr
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2008 10:49 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
You are absolutely correct in that information on living persons should
not be posted on line
Or given to anyone other than family that you know closely. Identity
theft is all too common
And this aids the criminals.
ellen@BarrFinancial.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Mar 3 13:43:09 2008
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon Mar 3 13:43:13 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Iron Gate Publishing's Directory
Message-ID: <b63c86520803031043i7dd6e9fs7c4e1fa132f7dcdd@mail.gmail.com>
Hello All,
I am ashamed to say ( I think) that I swear I have never heard of the
"Directory of Genealogical and Historical Societies, Libraries, and
Periodicals", put out by Iron Gate Publishing, until an order form for
the new edition just appeared in my mailbox. Is this a good source??
Is it worth the $250?? Anybody got an opinion?? Thanks, Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Past Chair, ALA\RUSA\History Section
From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Mon Mar 3 14:05:06 2008
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly@comcast.net)
Date: Mon Mar 3 14:05:14 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Iron Gate Publishing's Directory
Message-ID:
<030320081905.16814.47CC4BE20008C2E5000041AE221555172497049D0A900A0D990E07900A9D9B@
comcast.net>
Not the same as the one I have for a lot less
comparison.

- and of course cannot make a fair

Directory of Historical Organizations in the United States and Canada. American
Association for State and Local History. AltaMira Press. www.altamirapress.com
Excellent. Mine is the 15th ed. (2001) - I get a new one about every 8-10 years.
Some gen societies are listed but I can always find them on the Internet ... not as

easy for museums, historical organizations, special archives, libraries with
genealogy sections, etc. 1357 pgs.
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas

-------------- Original message ---------------------From: "Mary K. Mannix" <mkmannix@gmail.com>
> Hello All,
>
> I am ashamed to say ( I think) that I swear I have never heard of the
> "Directory of Genealogical and Historical Societies, Libraries, and
> Periodicals", put out by Iron Gate Publishing, until an order form for
> the new edition just appeared in my mailbox. Is this a good source??
> Is it worth the $250?? Anybody got an opinion?? Thanks, Mary
>
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> and
> Past Chair, ALA\RUSA\History Section
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com Mon Mar 3 14:19:37 2008
From: Rhonda.Konig at waynegov.com (Rhonda Konig)
Date: Mon Mar 3 14:19:40 2008
Subject: [Genealib] NC businesses that digitize materials
Message-ID: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0339EBD3@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
A local business would like to digitize some of their records and put
them on CD-ROM. Can anyone recommend a business that does this,
preferably in North Carolina or in the Southeast?

Thank you,

Rhonda Konig
Reference Department Head
Wayne County Public Library
1001 E. Ash St.
Goldsboro, NC 27530
919-735-1824 ext. 5106

rhonda.konig@waynegov.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080303/21662d25/
attachment.html
From jjohnson at plcmc.org Mon Mar 3 14:24:18 2008
From: jjohnson at plcmc.org (Johnson, Jane)
Date: Mon Mar 3 14:24:37 2008
Subject: [Genealib] NC businesses that digitize materials
In-Reply-To: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0339EBD3@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
References: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0339EBD3@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Message-ID: <70EB624EE2CE5B4AB398E54B369044E201EC2F7A@reliant.plcmc2k.net>
We have had this company do some records for us and were pleased with
the outcome and service. It is a few miles from Carolina Place Mall in
Pineville, NC.

Virtual Image Technology Inc
11632 Harrisburg Road
Fort Mill, SC 29715-9158
http://www.vimagetech.com <http://www.vimagetech.com>

Jane Johnson
Librarian / Carolina Room
Public Library of Charlotte & Mecklenburg Co.

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda
Konig
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2008 2:20 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] NC businesses that digitize materials

A local business would like to digitize some of their records and put
them on CD-ROM. Can anyone recommend a business that does this,

preferably in North Carolina or in the Southeast?

Thank you,

Rhonda Konig
Reference Department Head
Wayne County Public Library
1001 E. Ash St.
Goldsboro, NC 27530
919-735-1824 ext. 5106
rhonda.konig@waynegov.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080303/
b35d8516/attachment.html
From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Mar 3 14:35:57 2008
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon Mar 3 14:36:16 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Iron Gate Publishing's Directory
In-Reply-To:
<030320081905.16814.47CC4BE20008C2E5000041AE221555172497049D0A900A0D990E07900A9D9B@
comcast.net>
References:
<030320081905.16814.47CC4BE20008C2E5000041AE221555172497049D0A900A0D990E07900A9D9B@
comcast.net>
Message-ID: <b63c86520803031135p3128e74ds436772e81442aab1@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks for the reply.
I am very dependent on the AASLH publication, as well. Anybody have
any idea if they have plans to do a new edition?
Thanks,
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Past Chair, ALA\RUSA\History Section
From kwieland at otis.lioninc.org Mon Mar

3 17:18:20 2008

From: kwieland at otis.lioninc.org (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Mon Mar 3 16:59:01 2008
Subject: [Genealib] CAPS
In-Reply-To: <009101c87bfd$510b3350$6502a8c0@COMPUTER1>
Message-ID: <web-4188470@lioninc.org>
There may be reasons other than blindness. My
aunt passed away several years ago, a victim
of ALS. For the last year or two of her life,
the computer was her only effective means of
communication. Pecking out messages with two
fingers - and later, only one - the typing had
to be kept simple. For many of those who
received her emails, all CAPS was easier to
read than all lower-case would have been.
On Sat, 1 Mar 2008 18:35:28 -0600
>Perhaps the Visually Impaired person would
>add a signature note to their messages tell
>the world the reason for the caps. I too
>don't like to see all caps, but if I know the
>reason I can ignore my feelings.
Kathleen Wieland
Reference Department
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich CT
06360
860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
From jdouma at gmail.com Tue Mar 4 07:17:11 2008
From: jdouma at gmail.com (Jane)
Date: Tue Mar 4 07:17:16 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
In-Reply-To: <004a01c87d56$54b051c0$020ba8c0@JohnsGate>
References: <20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
<0564DAA184A3FF438ADE091D9EC7CDC2279F57@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
<004a01c87d56$54b051c0$020ba8c0@JohnsGate>
Message-ID: <dba997250803040417y6b35c447o304b5875583d50d@mail.gmail.com>
I just got a notice from the Post Office telling me all the things they are
doing to prevent identity theft and what we should do. It listed the
primary sources - dumpster diving, credit card swipes, phishing, good old
fashioned theft of wallet, a couple others, but nothing about stealing names
from genealogy web sites.
Just to keep it private, I have asked a cousin many times to remove my info
and that of my immediate family, but he has not. An I have used a maiden
name in my mother's line, but not hers! It is not likely anyone would know
which to choose.
Jane
On 3/3/08, John Wylie <john@johnwylie.com> wrote:

>
> Ellen,
3 March 2008
>
> While I agree that we shouldn't list personal information on living people
> on genealogical (or any other) websites, my reasons are different from
> yours
> and are based on more than privacy. Personal privacy today is a myth.
>
> Family is more important than Genealogy, and as a genealogist I try to
> avoid
> upsetting or offending people in my families. After all "ensuring the
> domestic tranquility" is in our Constitution and I like my domestic
> tranquility.* And since some in my families believe either the privacy
> myth
> or the identity theft myth, upsetting them is certainly NOT tranquil.
> <grin>
>
>
> Another myth is that these postings aid criminals involved in identity
> theft. Just because such personal information CAN be used by bad people,
> it
> does not follow that it IS used. Do you have any real-world examples of
> anyone who has used genealogical online information to steal identities? I
> recall that Dick Eastman had, and may still have, a standing reward for
> anyone who can so prove.
>
> John Wylie
>
> *Before someone jumps on me about the real meaning of domestic
> tranquility,
> please think irony. The framers of our Constitution were not talking about
> home and hearth, but about domestic peace, currently termed homeland
> security.
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of AnnEllen Barr
> Sent: Monday, March 03, 2008 10:49 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
>
> You are absolutely correct in that information on living persons should
> not be posted on line
> Or given to anyone other than family that you know closely. Identity
> theft is all too common
> And this aids the criminals.
>
> ellen@BarrFinancial.com
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080304/
e53e7f80/attachment.html
From agwilderman at gmail.com Tue Mar 4 08:01:19 2008
From: agwilderman at gmail.com (Angie Wilderman)
Date: Tue Mar 4 08:01:24 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
In-Reply-To: <899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
References: <20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
Message-ID: <8aa9684e0803040501y710e0b23s1eca252555739d04@mail.gmail.com>
We had that situation arise recently with the password protection
question. The primo question is - What is your mother's maiden name? I
told the guy that was the worst question as everyone in the world can
figure that out due to genealogy.
Angie
On Mon, Mar 3, 2008 at 11:25 AM, Grimshaw, Kathy <Grimshaw@cliftonpl.org> wrote:
> I actually had this issue with my name being included in an on-line
> family tree. I asked the person who posted my family tree to remove the
> information about living relatives and replace it with the term
> "living".
>
> Maybe I'm paranoid, but I don't want my birth date, place of birth and
> mother's maiden name posted for the world to see- not because I care if
> people know how old I am, but because these are pieces of information
> commonly used as security questions by financial institutions, and in
> this age of identity theft, I would prefer to make it has hard as
> possible for someone to get my personal info.
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Angie Wilderman
Chesterfield Historical Society of Virginia
PO Box 40
Chesterfield, VA 23832
From agwilderman at gmail.com Tue Mar 4 08:03:14 2008
From: agwilderman at gmail.com (Angie Wilderman)
Date: Tue Mar 4 08:03:18 2008
Subject: [Genealib] CAPS
In-Reply-To: <009101c87bfd$510b3350$6502a8c0@COMPUTER1>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCA@mail.wvculture.local>
<8CA4966A64520E3-5C8-2C44@webmail-stg-d05.sysops.aol.com>
<C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D226041E618E@phosphorus>
<8CA4A13071ADF6F-D0-2149@webmail-stg-d03.sysops.aol.com>
<009101c87bfd$510b3350$6502a8c0@COMPUTER1>
Message-ID: <8aa9684e0803040503t38bfa68ei59571c7d63a80656@mail.gmail.com>

There is also a way under view to enlarge text.
On Sat, Mar 1, 2008 at 7:35 PM, L.L. Scott <llscott2000@bellsouth.net> wrote:
>
>
> Perhaps the Visually Impaired person would add a signature note to their
> messages tell the world the reason for the caps. I too don't like to see all
> caps, but if I know the reason I can ignore my feelings.
>
> ----- Original Message ----> From: mrarchive@aol.com
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Sent: Saturday, March 01, 2008 6:25 PM
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
>
> i SEE THAT JBRANNAN@UWA.EDU
> SENT HER COMMETNSS THAT WERE MEANT FOR ME TO THE WHOLE LIST SERVE SO I
> THOUGH EVERYONE SHOULD SEE THE REASON AND RESPONSE. PEHAPS IT WILL GIVE
> OTHERS PAUSE BEFORE FIRING OFF THEIR OPINIONS WITHOUT KNOWING THE REASONS
> FOR CAPS.
>
>
> "PERHAPS MADAME YOU DO NOT VISUALLY IMPARED PATRONS ? WE WHO ARE VISUALLY
> IMPAIRRED ALWAYS USE CAPS. I MUST ENLARGE ALL THE TEXT IN THE LIST SERVE TO
> READ I AM SORRY THAT YOU SEEMED OFFENDED I HOPE THAT YOU GET OVER IT. I
> HAVE FORWARDED YOUR KIND NOTE TO THE BLIND FORUM YOU MAY HAVE SOME OTHER
> EMAILS COMING YOUR WAY. HAVE A NICE DAY.
>
> S.SEAMES"
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Angie Wilderman
Chesterfield Historical Society of Virginia
PO Box 40
Chesterfield, VA 23832
From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Tue Mar 4 09:12:28 2008
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Tue Mar 4 09:12:32 2008
Subject: [MODERATOR] Re: [Genealib] CAPS
In-Reply-To: <8aa9684e0803040503t38bfa68ei59571c7d63a80656@mail.gmail.com>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCA@mail.wvculture.local>
<8CA4966A64520E3-5C8-2C44@webmail-stg-d05.sysops.aol.com>
<C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D226041E618E@phosphorus>
<8CA4A13071ADF6F-D0-2149@webmail-stg-d03.sysops.aol.com>
<009101c87bfd$510b3350$6502a8c0@COMPUTER1>
<8aa9684e0803040503t38bfa68ei59571c7d63a80656@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5e931bb30803040612q2ca8e692p980e47d4b6f80bc@mail.gmail.com>
I thought I had made it clear in my previous posting, but apparently not.
The topic of "CAPS" is *closed*. It is not the purpose of this list
to discuss how to format messages for this list (or for any other

list).
Please return to the topic of this list (genealogical librarianship).

Now.

Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
From mmulholl at ahml.info Tue Mar 4 12:43:14 2008
From: mmulholl at ahml.info (Mulholland, Michael)
Date: Tue Mar 4 12:43:18 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Iron Gate Publishing's Directory
In-Reply-To: <20080304170020.F160DD0A53@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F172F@yale.ahml.info>
I actually emailed Iron Gate about our library's entry. It was at least
8 years old. They also had a listing for a local genealogical society
that hasn't been in existence for over 20 years!
This is their response below.
"Thank you for letting us know about the updated information. We have a
long-standing policy of not excluding societies from the Directory until
we hear affirmatively that they are no longer in existence. We also will
be excluding e-mail addresses from the current edition due to the number
of complaints by people who do not want their e-mail addresses
published."
Sincerely,
The Staff
Iron Gate Publishing
Hope this information is hepful.
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2008 11:00 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 54, Issue 4
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific than
"Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Re: RE: Genealogies and privacy (dlunow@aol.com)
RE: RE: Genealogies and privacy (John Wylie)
Iron Gate Publishing's Directory (Mary K. Mannix)
Re: Iron Gate Publishing's Directory (treviawbeverly@comcast.net)
NC businesses that digitize materials (Rhonda Konig)
RE: NC businesses that digitize materials (Johnson, Jane)
Re: Iron Gate Publishing's Directory (Mary K. Mannix)
Re: CAPS (Kathleen Wieland)
Re: RE: Genealogies and privacy (Jane)
Re: RE: Genealogies and privacy (Angie Wilderman)
Re: CAPS (Angie Wilderman)
[MODERATOR] Re: [Genealib] CAPS (Drew Smith)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Mon, 03 Mar 2008 12:44:24 -0500
From: dlunow@aol.com
Subject: Re: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <8CA4B6D5A97E57B-9B4-E3F@WEBMAIL-MC03.sysops.aol.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Yes, "those pieces of information are commonly used as security
questions by financial institutions".
HOWEVER, if you are wise, you will make certain that your financial
institution does NOT use those common questions.
AND ! The answers to those "commonly used security questions" are ALL
easily found on the Internet. Come up with your own (question and
answer) that is NOT commonly used.? They will be happy to change those
for you.
As to identity theft, That UNCOMMON question will help that. AND, DO NOT
use your social Security number for anything except your bank, doctor,
employer,?the IRS, or Medicare.
Printed right on your card??that it is against the law to use the
card?for other purposes.
I NEVER give out my Social Security number.? Yes, I know everyone wants
it for ID. Well they can just want it. I sometimes?have to give a
deposit for the first year of business. I NEVER GIVE THE NUMBER?TO THEM.
I just say if there is no other way, I will take my business else ware.
They work it out.
Sometimes I just have to set up a security question so that when I call
about the account they know it is me.
Use items like: your dogs name, your favorite color, favorite flower,
astrological sign, etc.? Like any other pass word, mix up letters and

number and slashes and dashes. OR something!
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
-----Original Message----From: Grimshaw, Kathy <Grimshaw@cliftonpl.org>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 10:25 am
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy

I actually had this issue with my name being included in an on-line
family tree. I asked the person who posted my family tree to remove the
information about living relatives and replace it with the term
"living".
Maybe I'm paranoid, but I don't want my birth date, place of birth and
mother's maiden name posted for the world to see- not because I care if
people know how old I am, but because these are pieces of information
commonly used as security questions by financial institutions, and in
this age of identity theft, I would prefer to make it has hard as
possible for someone to get my personal info.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080303/606
b80a5/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 11:45:11 -0600
From: "John Wylie" <john@johnwylie.com>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <004a01c87d56$54b051c0$020ba8c0@JohnsGate>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="us-ascii"
Ellen,

3 March 2008

While I agree that we shouldn't list personal information on living
people on genealogical (or any other) websites, my reasons are different
from yours and are based on more than privacy. Personal privacy today is
a myth.
Family is more important than Genealogy, and as a genealogist I try to

avoid upsetting or offending people in my families. After all "ensuring
the domestic tranquility" is in our Constitution and I like my domestic
tranquility.* And since some in my families believe either the privacy
myth or the identity theft myth, upsetting them is certainly NOT
tranquil. <grin>
Another myth is that these postings aid criminals involved in identity
theft. Just because such personal information CAN be used by bad people,
it does not follow that it IS used. Do you have any real-world examples
of anyone who has used genealogical online information to steal
identities? I recall that Dick Eastman had, and may still have, a
standing reward for anyone who can so prove.
John Wylie
*Before someone jumps on me about the real meaning of domestic
tranquility, please think irony. The framers of our Constitution were
not talking about home and hearth, but about domestic peace, currently
termed homeland security.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of AnnEllen
Barr
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2008 10:49 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
You are absolutely correct in that information on living persons should
not be posted on line Or given to anyone other than family that you know
closely. Identity theft is all too common And this aids the criminals.
ellen@BarrFinancial.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 13:43:09 -0500
From: "Mary K. Mannix" <mkmannix@gmail.com>
Subject: [Genealib] Iron Gate Publishing's Directory
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<b63c86520803031043i7dd6e9fs7c4e1fa132f7dcdd@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Hello All,
I am ashamed to say ( I think) that I swear I have never heard of the
"Directory of Genealogical and Historical Societies, Libraries, and
Periodicals", put out by Iron Gate Publishing, until an order form for
the new edition just appeared in my mailbox. Is this a good source??
Is it worth the $250?? Anybody got an opinion?? Thanks, Mary

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Past Chair, ALA\RUSA\History Section
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Mon, 03 Mar 2008 19:05:06 +0000
From: treviawbeverly@comcast.net
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Iron Gate Publishing's Directory
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<030320081905.16814.47CC4BE20008C2E5000041AE221555172497049D0A900A0D990E
07900A9D9B@comcast.net>
Not the same as the one I have for a lot less
make a fair comparison.

- and of course cannot

Directory of Historical Organizations in the United States and Canada.
American Association for State and Local History. AltaMira Press.
www.altamirapress.com
Excellent. Mine is the 15th ed. (2001) - I get a new one about every
8-10 years. Some gen societies are listed but I can always find them on
the Internet ... not as easy for museums, historical organizations,
special archives, libraries with genealogy sections, etc. 1357 pgs.
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas

-------------- Original message ---------------------From: "Mary K. Mannix" <mkmannix@gmail.com>
> Hello All,
>
> I am ashamed to say ( I think) that I swear I have never heard of the
> "Directory of Genealogical and Historical Societies, Libraries, and
> Periodicals", put out by Iron Gate Publishing, until an order form for
> the new edition just appeared in my mailbox. Is this a good source??
> Is it worth the $250?? Anybody got an opinion?? Thanks, Mary
>
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> and
> Past Chair, ALA\RUSA\History Section

>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 14:19:37 -0500
From: "Rhonda Konig" <Rhonda.Konig@waynegov.com>
Subject: [Genealib] NC businesses that digitize materials
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0339EBD3@MSDTC-RESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
A local business would like to digitize some of their records and put
them on CD-ROM. Can anyone recommend a business that does this,
preferably in North Carolina or in the Southeast?

Thank you,

Rhonda Konig
Reference Department Head
Wayne County Public Library
1001 E. Ash St.
Goldsboro, NC 27530
919-735-1824 ext. 5106
rhonda.konig@waynegov.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080303/216
62d25/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 14:24:18 -0500
From: "Johnson, Jane" <jjohnson@plcmc.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] NC businesses that digitize materials
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

Message-ID:
<70EB624EE2CE5B4AB398E54B369044E201EC2F7A@reliant.plcmc2k.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
We have had this company do some records for us and were pleased with
the outcome and service. It is a few miles from Carolina Place Mall in
Pineville, NC.

Virtual Image Technology Inc
11632 Harrisburg Road
Fort Mill, SC 29715-9158
http://www.vimagetech.com <http://www.vimagetech.com>

Jane Johnson
Librarian / Carolina Room
Public Library of Charlotte & Mecklenburg Co.

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rhonda
Konig
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2008 2:20 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] NC businesses that digitize materials

A local business would like to digitize some of their records and put
them on CD-ROM. Can anyone recommend a business that does this,
preferably in North Carolina or in the Southeast?

Thank you,

Rhonda Konig
Reference Department Head
Wayne County Public Library
1001 E. Ash St.

Goldsboro, NC 27530
919-735-1824 ext. 5106
rhonda.konig@waynegov.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080303/b35
d8516/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Mon, 3 Mar 2008 14:35:57 -0500
From: "Mary K. Mannix" <mkmannix@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Iron Gate Publishing's Directory
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<b63c86520803031135p3128e74ds436772e81442aab1@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Thanks for the reply.
I am very dependent on the AASLH publication, as well. Anybody have
any idea if they have plans to do a new edition?
Thanks,
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
and
Past Chair, ALA\RUSA\History Section
-----------------------------Message: 8
Date: Mon, 03 Mar 2008 17:18:20 -0500
From: "Kathleen Wieland" <kwieland@otis.lioninc.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] CAPS
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <web-4188470@lioninc.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="ISO-8859-1"; format="flowed"
There may be reasons other than blindness. My
aunt passed away several years ago, a victim
of ALS. For the last year or two of her life,
the computer was her only effective means of

communication. Pecking out messages with two
fingers - and later, only one - the typing had
to be kept simple. For many of those who
received her emails, all CAPS was easier to
read than all lower-case would have been.
On Sat, 1 Mar 2008 18:35:28 -0600
>Perhaps the Visually Impaired person would
>add a signature note to their messages tell
>the world the reason for the caps. I too
>don't like to see all caps, but if I know the
>reason I can ignore my feelings.
Kathleen Wieland
Reference Department
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich CT
06360
860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
-----------------------------Message: 9
Date: Tue, 4 Mar 2008 07:17:11 -0500
From: Jane <jdouma@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<dba997250803040417y6b35c447o304b5875583d50d@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
I just got a notice from the Post Office telling me all the things they
are
doing to prevent identity theft and what we should do. It listed the
primary sources - dumpster diving, credit card swipes, phishing, good
old
fashioned theft of wallet, a couple others, but nothing about stealing
names
from genealogy web sites.
Just to keep it private, I have asked a cousin many times to remove my
info
and that of my immediate family, but he has not. An I have used a
maiden
name in my mother's line, but not hers! It is not likely anyone would
know
which to choose.
Jane
On 3/3/08, John Wylie <john@johnwylie.com> wrote:
>
> Ellen,
3 March 2008

>
> While I agree that we shouldn't list personal information on living
people
> on genealogical (or any other) websites, my reasons are different from
> yours
> and are based on more than privacy. Personal privacy today is a myth.
>
> Family is more important than Genealogy, and as a genealogist I try to
> avoid
> upsetting or offending people in my families. After all "ensuring the
> domestic tranquility" is in our Constitution and I like my domestic
> tranquility.* And since some in my families believe either the privacy
> myth
> or the identity theft myth, upsetting them is certainly NOT tranquil.
> <grin>
>
>
> Another myth is that these postings aid criminals involved in identity
> theft. Just because such personal information CAN be used by bad
people,
> it
> does not follow that it IS used. Do you have any real-world examples
of
> anyone who has used genealogical online information to steal
identities? I
> recall that Dick Eastman had, and may still have, a standing reward
for
> anyone who can so prove.
>
> John Wylie
>
> *Before someone jumps on me about the real meaning of domestic
> tranquility,
> please think irony. The framers of our Constitution were not talking
about
> home and hearth, but about domestic peace, currently termed homeland
> security.
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of AnnEllen
Barr
> Sent: Monday, March 03, 2008 10:49 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: RE: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
>
> You are absolutely correct in that information on living persons
should
> not be posted on line
> Or given to anyone other than family that you know closely. Identity
> theft is all too common
> And this aids the criminals.
>
> ellen@BarrFinancial.com
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080304/e53
e7f80/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 10
Date: Tue, 4 Mar 2008 08:01:19 -0500
From: "Angie Wilderman" <agwilderman@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] RE: Genealogies and privacy
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<8aa9684e0803040501y710e0b23s1eca252555739d04@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
We had that situation arise recently with the password protection
question. The primo question is - What is your mother's maiden name? I
told the guy that was the worst question as everyone in the world can
figure that out due to genealogy.
Angie
On Mon, Mar 3, 2008 at 11:25 AM, Grimshaw, Kathy
<Grimshaw@cliftonpl.org> wrote:
> I actually had this issue with my name being included in an on-line
> family tree. I asked the person who posted my family tree to remove
the
> information about living relatives and replace it with the term
> "living".
>
> Maybe I'm paranoid, but I don't want my birth date, place of birth
and
> mother's maiden name posted for the world to see- not because I care
if
> people know how old I am, but because these are pieces of information
> commonly used as security questions by financial institutions, and in
> this age of identity theft, I would prefer to make it has hard as
> possible for someone to get my personal info.
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Angie Wilderman
Chesterfield Historical Society of Virginia

PO Box 40
Chesterfield, VA 23832
-----------------------------Message: 11
Date: Tue, 4 Mar 2008 08:03:14 -0500
From: "Angie Wilderman" <agwilderman@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] CAPS
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<8aa9684e0803040503t38bfa68ei59571c7d63a80656@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
There is also a way under view to enlarge text.
On Sat, Mar 1, 2008 at 7:35 PM, L.L. Scott <llscott2000@bellsouth.net>
wrote:
>
>
> Perhaps the Visually Impaired person would add a signature note to
their
> messages tell the world the reason for the caps. I too don't like to
see all
> caps, but if I know the reason I can ignore my feelings.
>
> ----- Original Message ----> From: mrarchive@aol.com
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Sent: Saturday, March 01, 2008 6:25 PM
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
>
> i SEE THAT JBRANNAN@UWA.EDU
> SENT HER COMMETNSS THAT WERE MEANT FOR ME TO THE WHOLE LIST SERVE SO I
> THOUGH EVERYONE SHOULD SEE THE REASON AND RESPONSE. PEHAPS IT WILL
GIVE
> OTHERS PAUSE BEFORE FIRING OFF THEIR OPINIONS WITHOUT KNOWING THE
REASONS
> FOR CAPS.
>
>
> "PERHAPS MADAME YOU DO NOT VISUALLY IMPARED PATRONS ? WE WHO ARE
VISUALLY
> IMPAIRRED ALWAYS USE CAPS. I MUST ENLARGE ALL THE TEXT IN THE LIST
SERVE TO
> READ I AM SORRY THAT YOU SEEMED OFFENDED I HOPE THAT YOU GET OVER
IT. I
> HAVE FORWARDED YOUR KIND NOTE TO THE BLIND FORUM YOU MAY HAVE SOME
OTHER
> EMAILS COMING YOUR WAY. HAVE A NICE DAY.
>
> S.SEAMES"
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Angie Wilderman
Chesterfield Historical Society of Virginia
PO Box 40
Chesterfield, VA 23832
-----------------------------Message: 12
Date: Tue, 4 Mar 2008 09:12:28 -0500
From: "Drew Smith" <amsmith@lib.usf.edu>
Subject: [MODERATOR] Re: [Genealib] CAPS
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<5e931bb30803040612q2ca8e692p980e47d4b6f80bc@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8
I thought I had made it clear in my previous posting, but apparently
not.
The topic of "CAPS" is *closed*. It is not the purpose of this list
to discuss how to format messages for this list (or for any other
list).
Please return to the topic of this list (genealogical librarianship).
Now.
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 54, Issue 4
***************************************
From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Tue Mar 4 13:22:46 2008
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Tue Mar 4 13:23:06 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
In-Reply-To: <47CC2CD7.4000909@tampabay.rr.com>
References: <20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
<47CC2CD7.4000909@tampabay.rr.com>
Message-ID: <47CD3106.8905.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Gang
Are any of you currently offering outreach to children and or young adults?
What sort of programs have you designed and how have they been received?

Have any of you used PodCasting?

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Tue Mar 4 13:32:45 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Tue Mar 4 13:32:56 2008
Subject: [Genealib] SC Hist. Magazine free for postage
Message-ID: <47CD95CD.90801@arlsmail.org>
We have the following issues of *The South Carolina Historical Magazine*
available for the cost of the postage if you will take the entire lot.
It is on a first come - first served basis:
Please contact Robert Maupin OFF list at rmaupin@athenslibrary.org
*?The South Carolina Historical Magazine?*
* *
*Volume*

*No.*

*Month*

*Year*
59

1

Jan.

1958
64

1

Jan.

1963
64

2

Apr

1963
64 (duplicate)

3

Jul.

1963
64 (triplicate)

4

Oct.

1963
65 (triplicate)

1

Jan.

1964
65

2

Apr

1964
65

3

Jul

1964
65

4

Oct.

1964
66

1

Jan.

1965
66

2

Apr

1965
66

3

Jul

1965
66

4

Oct

1965
67 (duplicate)

1

Jan.

1966
67

2

Apr

1966
67

3

Jul

1966
67

4

Oct.

1966
68

1

Jan.

1967
68 (duplicate)

2

Apr

1967
68

3

Jul

1967
69

1

Jan.

1968
69 (triplicate)

2

Apr

1968
69

3

Jul

1968
69

4

Oct

1968
70

1

Jan

1969
70

2

Apr

1969
70

3

Jul

1969
71

1

Jan

1970
71

2

Apr

1970
71

3

Jul

1970
71

4

Oct

1970

72

1

Jan

1971
72

2

Apr

1971
72

3

Jul

1971
72

4

Oct

1971
73

1

Jan

1972
73

2

Apr

1972
73

3

Jul

1972
73

4

Oct

1972
74

1

Jan

1973
74 (duplicate)

2

Apr

1973
74 (duplicate)

3

Jul

1973
74

4

Oct

1973
75

1

Jan

1974
75

2

Apr

1974
75

3

Jul

1974
75

4

Oct

1974
76

1

Jan

1975
78

1

Jan

1977
78

2

Apr

1977
78

3

Jul

1977
78

4

Oct

1977

79

2

Apr

1978
79

3

Jul

1978
79

4

Oct

1978
81

1

Jan

1980
81

2

Apr

1980
81

3

Jul

1980
81

4

Oct

1980
82

1

Jan

1981
82

2

Apr

1981
82

3

July

1981
82

4

Oct

1981
83

1

Jan

1982
83

2

Apr

1982
83

3

July

1982
83

4

Oct

1982
84

1

Jan

1983
84

2

Apr

1983
84

3

July

1983
84

4

Oct

1983
85

1

Jan

1984
85

2

Apr

1984
85

3

July

1984
85

4

Oct

1984
86

1

Jan

1985
86

2

Apr

1985
86

3

July

1985
86

4

Oct

1985
87

1

Jan

1986
87

2

Apr

1986
87

3

July

1986
87

4

Oct

1986
88

1

Jan

1987
88

2

Apr

1987
88

3

July

1987
88

4

Oct

1987
89

1

Jan

1988
89

3

July

1988
89 (duplicate)

4

Oct

1988

90

3

July

1989
90

4

Oct

1989
91

1

Jan

1990
91

2

Apr

1990
91

3

July

1990
91

4

Oct

1990
92

1

Jan

1991
92

2

Apr

1991
92

3

Jul

1991
93

1

Jan

1992
Thanks,
Laura
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From traci.thompson at gmail.com Tue Mar 4 13:40:50 2008
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Tue Mar 4 13:40:59 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry error reporting
Message-ID: <efca8b2a0803041040y1704488di13a77a7876d1e717@mail.gmail.com>
This makes sense, but I wish it were possible to create a way for librarians
to report errors.
Traci Thompson
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The problem, as I see it, would be that Ancestry would have no way to
know who at a library is reporting the error. They would have no way
to know whether it's a librarian or a patron. And if someone decided
to be malicious or abusive of the error-reporting feature, they would
have no way to identify exactly who the problem-maker was.
By limiting error reporting to personal subscriptions, they are
providing accountability as to *who* is reporting the error, making it

> possible to ignore or block reporting from those who might choose to
> abuse the option.
>
> Drew Smith
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080304/
f5dc7083/attachment.html
From Grimshaw at cliftonpl.org Tue Mar 4 13:49:00 2008
From: Grimshaw at cliftonpl.org (Grimshaw, Kathy)
Date: Tue Mar 4 13:49:02 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy and privacy
In-Reply-To: <20080304170020.92185D0A4D@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080304170020.92185D0A4D@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524608@mail01.palsplus.org>
As an information professional who is constantly on the Internet, I'm a
little confused by the the comments from people saying that there is no
personal privacy anymore. Except for information voluntarily posted
about yourself, the only information available online about you is the
information that has always been available in print form, such as phone
listings, property owner information and newspaper articles. I challenge
anyone using free sources available to the general public on the
Internet to find out my social security number, mother's maiden name, or
where I was born.
Kathy Grimshaw-Haven
Reference Librarian
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Tue Mar 4 14:01:42 2008
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Tue Mar 4 14:03:40 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry error reporting
In-Reply-To: <efca8b2a0803041040y1704488di13a77a7876d1e717@mail.gmail.com>
References: <efca8b2a0803041040y1704488di13a77a7876d1e717@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <005e01c87e2a$2ef6c6b0$140ba8c0@Director>
Actually, since someone at the library pays the bills, it would not only be
simple to have an approved address/contact to report errors but also would
be to Ancestry's interest to maintain an accurate database. And, it would
make Ancestry a great deal more palatable to those of us who feel that they
treat libraries (and therefore library patrons) as second class citizens,
while gladly taking our money...
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org <http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org/>
"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at different
speeds.
A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing."

William James

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Traci Thompson
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2008 1:41 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry error reporting
This makes sense, but I wish it were possible to create a way for librarians
to report errors.
Traci Thompson
The problem, as I see it, would be that Ancestry would have no way to
know who at a library is reporting the error. They would have no way
to know whether it's a librarian or a patron. And if someone decided
to be malicious or abusive of the error-reporting feature, they would
have no way to identify exactly who the problem-maker was.
By limiting error reporting to personal subscriptions, they are
providing accountability as to *who* is reporting the error, making it
possible to ignore or block reporting from those who might choose to
abuse the option.
Drew Smith

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080304/
a626ee9d/attachment.html
From whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us Tue Mar 4 14:11:18 2008
From: whunter at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Wanda Hunter)
Date: Tue Mar 4 14:12:08 2008
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Scan -Pro ST 200 X
References: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F462EE@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <077D9AD39D51864D9631CE987BE6BD2401F462F3@mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
see message below.
Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
________________________________
From: Wanda Hunter
Sent: Tue 3/4/2008 11:00 AM

To: genealib@mailman.comp.usf.edu
Subject: Scan -Pro ST 200 X
Are any of you currently using this digital microfilm viewer-scanner?
available for public use? Any problems?

Is it

Wanda Hunter
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Ln
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5000
910-483-7727, ext. 309
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080304/857754ab/
attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Tue Mar 4 14:28:13 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Tue Mar 4 14:28:30 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
In-Reply-To: <47CD3106.8905.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
References: <20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
<47CC2CD7.4000909@tampabay.rr.com>
<47CD3106.8905.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <47CDA2CD.3040303@arlsmail.org>
About all I have been doing is working with Cub/Boy Scout troops since
they have a merit badge. I have worked with some teachers on
assignments but have not had time to develop something organized and
coherent. It's on my to do list, but that's as far as I have gotten.
Laura
James Jeffrey wrote:
> Gang
>
> Are any of you currently offering outreach to children and or young adults?
>
> What sort of programs have you designed and how have they been received?
>
> Have any of you used PodCasting?
>
>
>
> James K. Jeffrey
> Collection Specialist in Genealogy
> Western History and Genealogy
> Denver Public Library
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
--

Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org Tue Mar 4 16:49:45 2008
From: Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org (Heather McLeland-Wieser)
Date: Tue Mar 4 16:49:59 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
In-Reply-To: <47CD3106.8905.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
References: <20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
<47CC2CD7.4000909@tampabay.rr.com>
<47CD3106.8905.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <47CD5378.DB66.00AF.0@spl.org>
I've experimented with a couple of school groups - middle-schoolers here
usually to do something with "family history." But we have no set
program. I would love to here from anyone that does. I think we have
an untapped market.
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager
Art Recreation & Literature
History Travel & Maps
206-386-4092
>>> "James Jeffrey" <jjeffrey@denverlibrary.org> 3/4/2008 10:22 AM >>>
Gang
Are any of you currently offering outreach to children and or young
adults?
What sort of programs have you designed and how have they been
received?
Have any of you used PodCasting?

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080304/
c17ff20e/attachment.html
From john at johnwylie.com Tue Mar 4 22:07:39 2008
From: john at johnwylie.com (John Wylie)
Date: Tue Mar 4 22:07:43 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy and privacy
In-Reply-To: <899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524608@mail01.palsplus.org>
References: <20080304170020.92185D0A4D@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524608@mail01.palsplus.org>
Message-ID: <002401c87e6e$12de4cc0$020ba8c0@JohnsGate>
Hello Kathy,

4 March 08

I understand your skepticism.
Your test requiring free information, may be too limiting. Most of the "good
stuff" about you can be bought. Those who want to know your personal
information are of two types. Type one is legal and usually pays an expert
to find out all about you. These are often employers, but can include rental
agencies, romance matching services and so forth. An associate recently
purchased two foreclosed homes and is now trying to rent them. She pays a
firm to do background checks on potential renters. I wasn't surprised when
she told me about one applicant who has been charged for kiting checks a
number of times, but was never indicted. Another had twice forfeited
deposits on apartments more than a decade ago, while a third was raising
children by three men, none of whom she had married. Of course she had
credit and employment details on all applicants, especially the negative
stuff.
Type two users are the bad guys. They too pay for some of the data they
want, but since much of the most private information on you has been stolen
(whether you've been told or not) from somewhere, they use both the legal
and the black markets to get what they want.
However, things will soon get worse. It's becoming a reality that every
non-encrypted message, like this one, that travels the web is saved forever
and will someday be searched and found. Not easily today, but with emerging
technology, all of your email, public and private, will be available in the
future. And I suspect the bad guys will be next in line after the NSA (and
Homeland Security) to read it. Who pays the most, gets the most, that
capitalism.
Another place where you've lost privacy is on websites. Visit
www.archive.org and select a URL where your name does not appear, but used
to. Most likely you'll find the old website information in that archive.
Think about it this way, our aggregate storage capacity grows faster than we
generate data, so assume that "everything digital" is stored somewhere. The
only real issue is how to find it. Data-mining is very much a growth
profession.
An acquaintance here in Dallas hosted a "node" for the old Fidonet, back in
ancient times (before 1990.) He shut that down in the mid 90s when the world
wide web was launched. He still has some huge backup hard drives that held,
hold your breath here, 810 megabytes each (my home computer currently has a
500 gigabyte hard drive, nearly 1000 time larger than he used just a few
years ago.) As you can imagine, these old drives are filled with messages
that passed through his "node" for about a decade. How many computers does
your typical email travel through today? (check the header on this message

and it will open you eyes to a
processed it.) Beyond the NSA,
really knows. But I don't post
great-great-grand-daughters to

portion of the computers (nodes) that
who else is storing them? I doubt that anyone
any email I don't want my
someday read.

Regards,
John Wylie
Professional Genealogist.
PS In a five-minute search I found that you are about 46 years old (on
Stevemorse.org I could get your actual birth date) graduated from Clifton
High, have an MLS from Rutgers, and your salary in 2006 was $XX,XXX (I
substituted an X for the actual amounts listed for your salary found on the
sixth hit of my first search.) You may live at XX Ploch Rd, phone is
9X3-8X1-8x2X, live with your 90 year old parents and husband or brother
Fredrick Grimshaw. If I'd paid a $9.99 fee I could probably have obtained
your New Jersey Driver's License number, home phone, postal address, email
addresses and household members names. If I was dishonest and pretended I
was a merchant, I could probably have obtained your SSN, and credit
information.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Grimshaw, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2008 12:49 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy and privacy
As an information professional who is constantly on the Internet, I'm a
little confused by the the comments from people saying that there is no
personal privacy anymore. Except for information voluntarily posted
about yourself, the only information available online about you is the
information that has always been available in print form, such as phone
listings, property owner information and newspaper articles. I challenge
anyone using free sources available to the general public on the
Internet to find out my social security number, mother's maiden name, or
where I was born.
Kathy Grimshaw-Haven
Reference Librarian
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Wed Mar 5 08:59:01 2008
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Wed Mar 5 08:59:13 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
In-Reply-To: <47CD5378.DB66.00AF.0@spl.org>
References: <20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
<47CC2CD7.4000909@tampabay.rr.com>
<47CD3106.8905.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
<47CD5378.DB66.00AF.0@spl.org>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200803050859.AA59011825@and.lib.in.us>

We've done a couple programs for middle schools classes, but I wasn't very
satisfied with them. I'm also interested
Beth Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library

-----Original Message----From: "Heather McLeland-Wieser" <Heather.McLeland-Wieser@spl.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tue, 04 Mar 2008 13:49:45 -0800
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
I've experimented with a couple of school groups - middle-schoolers here
usually to do something with "family history." But we have no set program.
I would love to here from anyone that does. I think we have an untapped
market.
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager
Art Recreation & Literature
History Travel & Maps
206-386-4092
>>> "James Jeffrey" <jjeffrey@denverlibrary.org> 3/4/2008 10:22 AM >>>
Gang
Are any of you currently offering outreach to children and or young adults?
What sort of programs have you designed and how have they been received?
Have any of you used PodCasting?

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080305/285d950b/
attachment.html
From suttonl at oakgov.com Wed Mar 5 10:11:55 2008
From: suttonl at oakgov.com (Sutton, Linda)
Date: Wed Mar 5 10:12:00 2008

Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
Message-ID: <20080305101155.ALR49572@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
We are not set up to do outreach to children but personally I
plan on trying something at a family reunion that I am helping to
host this summer.
We get children at the annual reunions asking how they are
related. There are children in there early teens that are the
same generation as my mother on the family tree; which leads to
more discussion.
I found something on the internet that was designed for
Grandparents Day events that I figure will work across any
generational line. It is called Generations Scrapbook
www.somethingtoremembermeby.org part of the Legacy Project
www.legacyproject.org .
I have added a family totam pole to the mix; with the children
using stickers of states of birth and the reunion family line:
child at the top; his/her parents next; family line grandparents
next; and if enough room the family line great grandparents. I
figure that any age child could do this part of the project with
help from an adult.
My hope is that the children will select a "cousin" to interview
rather that a parent or grandparent. If so, and both the child
and the adult do a family tree sheet and totam pole sheet than
the child will be able to see where the family has traveled
through the years. Plus how far back on the family tree they have
to go to connect.
Check it out. This might be something that could also be adapted
for a library event for children.
Linda
Linda
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library
1200 N Telegraph
Dept. 453
Pontiac MI 48341-0453
suttonl@oakgov.com
---- Original message ---Date: Tue, 04 Mar 2008 11:22:46 -0700
From: "James Jeffrey" <jjeffrey@denverlibrary.org>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>Gang
>
>Are any of you currently offering outreach to children and or
young adults?
>

>What sort of programs have you designed and how have they been
received?
>
>Have any of you used PodCasting?
>
>
>
>James K. Jeffrey
>Collection Specialist in Genealogy
>Western History and Genealogy
>Denver Public Library
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080305/4591595e/
attachment.html
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Wed Mar 5 10:59:39 2008
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Wed Mar 5 11:01:41 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
In-Reply-To: <20080305101155.ALR49572@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
References: <20080305101155.ALR49572@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
Message-ID: <001801c87ed9$eb521fd0$140ba8c0@Director>
We did a series of summer programs with the local 4-H Club during our
Vacation Reading Program. We discussed basic genealogical research, learned
how to use the library's online catalog to search for family names, filled
out a very basic family tree (using leaves pasted on a tree), talked about
the things and events that each family thought was important and designed an
individual family crest after studying some basic heraldry.
A local high school history class also does a yearly project involving oral
histories of family members and we assist them and house many of their
records.
A word of warning -- especially when dealing with younger children -- please
make sure that the parents are aware that you will be discussing and
researching family history and make arrangements with the parents for
appropriate alternative programming for adopted children.
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org <http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org/>
"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at different
speeds.
A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing."
William James

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sutton, Linda
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2008 10:12 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
We are not set up to do outreach to children but personally I plan on trying
something at a family reunion that I am helping to host this summer.
We get children at the annual reunions asking how they are related. There
are children in there early teens that are the same generation as my mother
on the family tree; which leads to more discussion.
I found something on the internet that was designed for Grandparents Day
events that I figure will work across any generational line. It is called
Generations Scrapbook www.somethingtoremembermeby.org part of the Legacy
Project www.legacyproject.org .
I have added a family totam pole to the mix; with the children using
stickers of states of birth and the reunion family line: child at the top;
his/her parents next; family line grandparents next; and if enough room the
family line great grandparents. I figure that any age child could do this
part of the project with help from an adult.
My hope is that the children will select a "cousin" to interview rather that
a parent or grandparent. If so, and both the child and the adult do a family
tree sheet and totam pole sheet than the child will be able to see where the
family has traveled through the years. Plus how far back on the family tree
they have to go to connect.
Check it out. This might be something that could also be adapted for a
library event for children.
Linda
Linda
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library
1200 N Telegraph
Dept. 453
Pontiac

MI

48341-0453

suttonl@oakgov.com

---- Original message ----

Date: Tue, 04 Mar 2008 11:22:46 -0700
From: "James Jeffrey" <jjeffrey@denverlibrary.org>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>Gang
>
>Are any of you currently offering outreach to children and or young adults?
>
>What sort of programs have you designed and how have they been received?
>
>Have any of you used PodCasting?
>
>
>
>James K. Jeffrey
>Collection Specialist in Genealogy
>Western History and Genealogy
>Denver Public Library
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080305/0f81fc59/
attachment.html
From nemicrographics at aol.com Wed Mar 5 13:02:37 2008
From: nemicrographics at aol.com (nemicrographics@aol.com)
Date: Wed Mar 5 13:02:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] un subscribe
Message-ID: <8CA4D023AFECAC2-D5C-D18@webmail-dd21.sysops.aol.com>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080305/
bbcb1c86/attachment.html
From nemicrographics at aol.com Wed Mar 5 13:04:14 2008
From: nemicrographics at aol.com (nemicrographics@aol.com)
Date: Wed Mar 5 13:04:27 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Lynn Massachusetts newspaper 1924 ?
In-Reply-To: <47C82576.6040007@worldnet.att.net>
References:
<20080228194819.77bcacebfc24f5ba0cf8c4dace2da7ab.043b1dd1ba.wbe@email.secureserver.
net> <47C7CB93.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
<8CA48FC42A6DE8F-5C8-D96@webmail-stgd05.sysops.aol.com>
<47C82576.6040007@worldnet.att.net>
Message-ID: <8CA4D0274BF99E9-D5C-D36@webmail-dd21.sysops.aol.com>
Boston Public Library has most Lynn Newspapers on Microfilm.

Contact john dorsey in the Research Library Office.
-----Original Message----From: Kathy <lenerz@worldnet.att.net>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 10:32 am
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Lynn Massachusetts newspaper 1924 ?

mrarchive@aol.com wrote:?
> I am trying to assit a lady in my town?in finding an obit that is?
> assumed to have run in a newspaper that was in or around Lynn?
> Massachusetts in May 1924..? Does anyone have suggestions.?
?
You can use the Chronicling America website to determine which newspapers were
published in or near Lynn in that time period and where copies are located:?
http://www.loc.gov/chroniclingamerica/?
?
======================?
Kathleen Lenerz, Ph.D.?
_______________________________________________?
genealib mailing list?
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu?
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080305/11ab137d/
attachment.html
From vctinney at sbcglobal.net Wed Mar 5 12:49:13 2008
From: vctinney at sbcglobal.net (Chris Tinney)
Date: Wed Mar 5 13:08:31 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
In-Reply-To: <WorldClient-F200803050859.AA59011825@and.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <976865.85398.qm@web56107.mail.re3.yahoo.com>
NOTATION:
http://www.co-nect.net/pdf_v2/case_study_newton.pdf
. . .
"Students in pre-Advanced Placement
history classes recently used their
laptops and tools like netTrekker
to research the history of different
communities in the area and create
PowerPoint presentations. Then,
during their regular class period, they
met in the school library and presented
their work to the Newton County historical
society. Following students? presentations,
the historical society then shared their
knowledge of the communities and showed
students how to find additional resources

on the Internet, such as how to research
genealogy or how to research properties
in county or get a blueprint or the market
value of a house."
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America,
Millennium Edition [54th] through 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Family Genealogy & History Internet Education Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
Beth Oljace <boljace@and.lib.in.us> wrote:
We've done a couple programs for
middle schools classes, but I wasn't very satisfied with them. I'm also interested
Beth Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
-----Original Message----From: "Heather McLeland-Wieser" <Heather.McLeland-Wieser@spl.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tue, 04 Mar 2008 13:49:45 -0800
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
I've experimented with a couple of school groups - middle-schoolers here usually
to do something with "family history." But we have no set program. I would love to
here from anyone that does. I think we have an untapped market.
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager
Art Recreation & Literature
History Travel & Maps
206-386-4092
>>> "James Jeffrey" <jjeffrey@denverlibrary.org> 3/4/2008 10:22 AM >>>
Gang
Are any of you currently offering outreach to children and or young adults?
What sort of programs have you designed and how have they been received?
Have any of you used PodCasting?

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
_______________________________________________

genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080305/
c10e6e7a/attachment.html
From carriescorner at yahoo.com Wed Mar 5 13:54:57 2008
From: carriescorner at yahoo.com (Carrie Cook)
Date: Wed Mar 5 13:54:58 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Genealogy Services to Children
In-Reply-To: <20080305170021.A6F76D0AAB@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <424898.57140.qm@web51411.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
In my short tenure as local history and genealogy specialist, I was beginning to
develop programs that could be accomplished in-house, as well as a few special
things that could be taken on the road. Even if not working with specific groups on
badges, their handbooks are a great place for ideas - geared for age group and
interest.
The "on the road" project that I wish I had had the chance to try out, which
could help with badge work - even Cub Scouts - was a yearbook (or directory for
older kids) scavenger hunt. If policy allowed, you would take a few cases of
yearbooks with you and build this into your presentation: Set the yearbooks up in
an easy to access area, explain/review basic citation, then distribute worksheets.
These worksheets would have the items of the scavenger hunt on them. Items on
worksheet could include a person, a business, a town notation, an organization, a
teacher, etc. Unless a very small group working toward an individual prize, I'd
make each worksheet list a bit different. Depending on age, I'd also make each part
of the citation/answer a separate/labeled fill in the blank. This could also be
done as an ongoing contest for family history (or other) month, in house: forms
available that could cover even more reference material, turned in when complete,
"winner" selected at
random from correct/complete entries.
Carrie Cook, Publisher
Gregath Publishing Company
Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
?Never do a wrong thing to make a friend or to keep one.??Robert E. Lee

--------------------------------Looking for last minute shopping deals? Find them fast with Yahoo! Search.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080305/3261a037/

attachment.html
From SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org Wed Mar 5 14:18:15 2008
From: SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org (Shawna Woodard)
Date: Wed Mar 5 14:18:24 2008
Subject: [Genealib] reporting content errors to Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <20080305170021.6E36DD0AAA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F703881708@mail.DMCPL.local>
How to report content errors to Ancestry Library Edition:
I spoke with the Ancestry Library Edition people.
expanding their help section for ALE.

They are working on

The email for LIBRARIANS ONLY to use to report content or indexing
errors is:
apreports@ancestry.com
.
This is not for individual subscribers to use, as they can already
report content or indexing errors another way.
Do not use this email for TECHNICAL support.
Use it for CONTENT support only.
Examples of content errors:
A name is transcribed incorrectly in a census index and/or you would
like to add an alternative spelling to the index.
A place name is misspelled or incomplete.
An image is missing.
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high school
and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our collection
gladly accepted.
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Wed Mar 5 15:22:31 2008
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Wed Mar 5 15:21:46 2008
Subject: [Genealib] reporting content errors to Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F703881708@mail.DMCPL.local>
References: <20080305170021.6E36DD0AAA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F703881708@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A3A1660@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
Thank you for this email address.

I am looking forward to testing it.

They have incorrectly transcribed my family's names in most of the
censuses. I recall emailing them once before about this issue but they
were not keen on making corrections.
It is understandable that they feel compelled to transcribe everything
verbatim, even the enumerator;s misspellings; it is less understandable
why they would insist on keeping a mis-interpretation of the
enumerator's handwriting.

Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2008 1:18 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] reporting content errors to Ancestry Library Edition
How to report content errors to Ancestry Library Edition:
I spoke with the Ancestry Library Edition people.
expanding their help section for ALE.

They are working on

The email for LIBRARIANS ONLY to use to report content or indexing
errors is:
apreports@ancestry.com
.
This is not for individual subscribers to use, as they can already
report content or indexing errors another way.
Do not use this email for TECHNICAL support.
Use it for CONTENT support only.
Examples of content errors:
A name is transcribed incorrectly in a census index and/or you would
like to add an alternative spelling to the index.
A place name is misspelled or incomplete.
An image is missing.
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high school
and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our collection
gladly accepted.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Wed Mar 5 16:01:04 2008
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Wed Mar 5 16:00:20 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
In-Reply-To: <47CDA2CD.3040303@arlsmail.org>
References: <20080301170012.CE918D0A9C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

<899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC02524580@mail01.palsplus.org>
<47CC2CD7.4000909@tampabay.rr.com><47CD3106.8905.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
<47CDA2CD.3040303@arlsmail.org>
Message-ID: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A3A1661@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
I have not done a genealogy program just for children...but I have
included children in some of my general genealogical programs.
Are you asking about young children, or about teens? Thoase are 2
separate age groups, at least as far as my library is concerned. We
have a Youth Services department that serves kids up to 8th grade; and
we also have a Young Adult Librarian who works with kids through high
school.
I have not yet done a program for the young adult age group; it would
have to be planned in conjunction with our young adult librarian and
perhaps also the schools.
But at our last family history celebration, I had a table with materials
for children. It was visited by grandparents picking up those NGS comic
books for kids, and family tree forms which I had printed out, to take
home and work on with their grandchildren.
Some people came in with their children and grandchildren, and they
filled out the family tree forms together....not as easy an exercise as
you might expect, especially when doing it for the first time! They
really worked hard on it, and I enjoyed seeing the interaction between
family members it required.
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Laura
Carter
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2008 1:28 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
About all I have been doing is working with Cub/Boy Scout troops since
they have a merit badge. I have worked with some teachers on
assignments but have not had time to develop something organized and
coherent. It's on my to do list, but that's as far as I have gotten.
Laura
James Jeffrey wrote:
> Gang
>
> Are any of you currently offering outreach to children and or young
adults?
>
> What sort of programs have you designed and how have they been

received?
>
> Have any of you used PodCasting?
>
>
>
> James K. Jeffrey
> Collection Specialist in Genealogy
> Western History and Genealogy
> Denver Public Library
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From mepetersen545 at sbcglobal.net Wed Mar 5 17:36:54 2008
From: mepetersen545 at sbcglobal.net (Eudora PETERSEN)
Date: Wed Mar 5 17:36:57 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
In-Reply-To: <WorldClient-F200803050859.AA59011825@and.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <823057.66094.qm@web82204.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
We work with the local High School Senior Government and History class on their
"Dead Man Project" Each student gets a name and death date before 1945 from the
cemetery of an individual not related to them. (Do the rubbing or the class I
worked with today was photographing the stones with their cell phones) Beginning at
our library the Genealogy Society introduces them to our research and helps them
find 1. and obit. from microfilm, 2. the family on the census, 3. the price of
commodities and goods for that year, 4. Major news events during that week, 5.
local government officials. They discuss and record the sources of what their
occupations were, their family, religion, type of funeral service, location of
residence or farm land. Their next stops over this two to three week period are to
the local HIstorical Societies museum, the various offices in the courthouse, some
will visit a living relative if they find one. They conclude with written reports
and a power point
presentation. We have had some give these are programs at our society's meetings
and have in our Family History Section some of the notebooks the kids donated to
us.
It is interesting to watch some of the most "uninterested" or "bored" students

come to life with the find of "they lived next door to my house", "there are no
prices for cars because they died before cars", "they were a civil war veteran" or
today's find "he died in a car accident at age 18 in 1924."
We just started this semsters group this week with three class times. The
kids will be in the library on their own researching for the next couple of weeks
so it not only introduces them to family research but what a library can provide.
Eudora Petersen
Cloud County Genealogical Society
Frank Carlson LIbrary
Concordia, KS
Beth Oljace <boljace@and.lib.in.us> wrote:
We've done a couple programs for middle schools classes, but I wasn't very
satisfied with them. I'm also interested
Beth Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
-----Original Message----From: "Heather McLeland-Wieser" <Heather.McLeland-Wieser@spl.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tue, 04 Mar 2008 13:49:45 -0800
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Services to Children
I've experimented with a couple of school groups - middle-schoolers here usually
to do something with "family history." But we have no set program. I would love to
here from anyone that does. I think we have an untapped market.
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager
Art Recreation & Literature
History Travel & Maps
206-386-4092
>>> "James Jeffrey" <jjeffrey@denverlibrary.org> 3/4/2008 10:22 AM >>>
Gang
Are any of you currently offering outreach to children and or young adults?
What sort of programs have you designed and how have they been received?
Have any of you used PodCasting?

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080305/
eb4c7eb0/attachment.html
From dlunow at aol.com Thu Mar 6 09:45:16 2008
From: dlunow at aol.com (dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Thu Mar 6 09:45:40 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Book for trade : Search for the Passengers of the Mary &
John Vol. 18
Message-ID: <8CA4DAFD3AA8E51-17D8-10BC@webmail-me03.sysops.aol.com>
Search for the Passengers of the Mary & John 1630 Vol. 18 West Country Ancestries,
1620-1643 Part 2.

By Spear, Burton W.

Oversize Paperback
Publisher: Mary & John Clearing House, Toledo, OH
Date Published: 1992
ISBN: 0941273180
Description: Near Mint. Spiral Bound. 4 to-over 9?"-12" Tall. 199 pages + index,
bibliography, table of contents, and ads for other volumes.
Languages: English

Listed on Bookfinder.com for $37.50 + Shipping
Please contact me off list. dlunow@aol.com
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080306/0cbe88b4/
attachment.html
From dlunow at aol.com Thu Mar 6 09:51:06 2008
From: dlunow at aol.com (dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Thu Mar 6 09:51:26 2008

Subject: [Genealib] Book for postage: How to Survive the Genealogy Bug
Without Going Broke
Message-ID: <8CA4DB0A4913655-17D8-1141@webmail-me03.sysops.aol.com>
How to Survive the Genealogy Bug Without Going Broke
By Nancy Ellen Carlberg @1991
Spiral bound, NEW.
Please contact me off list dlunow@aol.com
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080306/
db98417c/attachment.html
From dlunow at aol.com Thu Mar 6 09:56:30 2008
From: dlunow at aol.com (dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Thu Mar 6 09:56:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Free for postage: Membership ancestor Index of Fairfield
County
Message-ID: <8CA4DB1658144FD-17D8-11D0@webmail-me03.sysops.aol.com>
Free for postage:
Membership ancestor Index of Fairfield County of the Ohio Genealogical Society.
@1985
Bound with Membership ancestor Index of the Fairfield County Chapter of the Ohio
Genealogical Society Volume 3, 1988 - 1993.
Includes addresses.
PLEASE contact me OFF list??? Dlunow@aol.com
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080306/9d5bfead/
attachment.html
From janettom at vpl.ca Thu Mar 6 14:22:25 2008
From: janettom at vpl.ca (janet tomkins)
Date: Thu Mar 6 14:22:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy for Children
Message-ID: <47d04488.7c6.1340737649@vpl.ca>
The Canadian Genealogy Centre's "Youth Corner" at
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/genealogy/022-400-e.html has recommended
activities for primary and intermediate students as well as information

about a badge program for Cub Scouts.
There is, however, the question of how to make genealogy activities for
children inclusive, considering the fact that many children are from broken
or non-traditional families where constructing a pedigree, interviewing
family members etc. in the conventional way could be difficult.
Janet Tomkins
Genealogy librarian
Vancouver Public Library
British Columbia, Canada
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Thu Mar 6 15:06:46 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Thu Mar 6 15:03:06 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy for Children
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCF@mail.wvculture.local>
There are several ways to make genealogy inclusive of all children. You
can briefly discuss the fact that in addition to genetics we are all
influenced by the family culture in which we are raised, so
adopted/foster children can trace the ancestry of their adoptive/foster
families as people who influenced their adoptive/foster parents and
their siblings, and therefore the life of the adopted/foster child.
Another alternative for children for whom researching their own families
would be problematic is to identify some well known people in your area
or state whose ancestry can be easily researched with available records
and biographies. In West Virginia kids have chosen to research Mary Lou
Retton, the Olympic gymnast, and Don Knotts, the actor, or a current
governor or senator, for example. Children whose families are not
natives and come from states or countries for which your library has no
or few resources can pursue this line of research instead of their own
families, so that the kids from "non-traditional" families wouldn't be
the only ones researching a non-family member.
Check the GenLib Archives for July 2004 for some suggested genealogy
books for children. There are a number of Web sites for juvenile
genealogists as well, as this sampling shows:
http://www.genwriters.com/children.html
http://www.familytreemagazine.com/articles/oct01/kids.html (this also
has a list of links to other kid genealogy sites and a list of books)
http://genealogy.about.com/od/children/a/detective.htm
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of janet
tomkins
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2008 2:22 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy for Children

The Canadian Genealogy Centre's "Youth Corner" at
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/genealogy/022-400-e.html has
recommended activities for primary and intermediate students as well as
information about a badge program for Cub Scouts.
There is, however, the question of how to make genealogy activities for
children inclusive, considering the fact that many children are from
broken or non-traditional families where constructing a pedigree,
interviewing family members etc. in the conventional way could be
difficult.
Janet Tomkins
Genealogy librarian
Vancouver Public Library
British Columbia, Canada _______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From dlunow at aol.com Thu Mar 6 15:14:09 2008
From: dlunow at aol.com (dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Thu Mar 6 15:14:19 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals free / postage: German Genealogical Digest
Message-ID: <8CA4DDDC5B04EBD-78C-25D5@MBLK-M41.sysops.aol.com>

Free for postage:? Take any or all!

German Genealogical Digest:

Volume 2 Number 1
Volume 2 Number 2
Volume 2 Number 3
Volume 2 Number 4

Volume 6 Number 1
Volume 6 Number 2
Volume 6 Number 3
Volume 6 Number 4

Volume 7 Number 1

Volume 11 Number 1
Volume 11 Number 2
Volume 11 Number 3
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080306/
fcc8c19b/attachment.html
From ellen at barrfinancial.com Thu Mar 6 15:33:55 2008
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (AnnEllen Barr)
Date: Thu Mar 6 15:36:09 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy for Children
In-Reply-To: <47d04488.7c6.1340737649@vpl.ca>
References: <47d04488.7c6.1340737649@vpl.ca>
Message-ID: <0564DAA184A3FF438ADE091D9EC7CDC2279F82@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
I am not a librarian but work in the Reading Room for our Lake County
Illinois Genealogical Society.
I've done a Girl Scout Badge work with two troops---Our Heritage
Badge---and urged the girls to write
About their life today because it will change so by the time their
grandchildren read it. I told them
Of being in our classrooms (with liquid ink which the boys dipped the
girls braids into)...etc. and that
We had to stay seated till recess or lunch time. They couldn't believe
it.
So if they write about their school day, someday their grandchildren
will think it quaint.
ellen@BarrFinancial.com
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Thu Mar 6 18:01:19 2008
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (ABurrows@slv.vic.gov.au)
Date: Thu Mar 6 18:01:27 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Leave Friday 7 March to Tuesday 11 March 2008
Message-ID: <OF4B12DD25.E05D116C-ONCA257404.007E76EDCA257404.007E76ED@slv.vic.gov.au>
I will be out of the office starting
12/03/2008.

07/03/2008 and will not return until

If the matter is urgent please contact Patrick Gregory, Information
Services Manager on 03 8664 7175.
Thank you.
Anne
This message and any attachment is intended only for the use of the Addressee and
may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this

communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in
error, please delete all copies of the message and its attachments and notify the
sender immediately. Thank you.
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Thu Mar 6 18:17:00 2008
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Thu Mar 6 18:17:05 2008
Subject: [Genealib] US Hispanic Newspapers 1855 to 1956 go live on
GenealogyBank
Message-ID: <45c595dc0803061517p33f094a5r684a06549599262c@mail.gmail.com>
I wanted you know that US Hispanic Newspapers have been added to
GenealogyBank.com
This is the next big thing in genealogy - solid content for Hispanic
genealogical research.
For additional details see my blog: http://blog.genealogybank.com/
The first 20 titles from 4 States - (IN, MO, NM, TX) -1855 to 1956 are
now live on the site.
This is the single largest compilation of Hispanic newspapers in the
country - unique data not available online anywhere else.
When fully uploaded the entire collection of Hispanic newspapers will
span 1808-1980.
Search on every word - find birth, marriage and obituary
announcements- historical events even the advertisements.
Digital copies of every page - everyword searchable.
We announced Tuesday that we had added over 4 Million records and
newspaper content from 24 States. Today we are announcing this
important new collection. This will be a record month for
GenealogyBank!
This week we added these Hispanic Newspapers:
Indiana.
Amigo del Hogar. Indiana Harbour, IN. 11/22/1925 to 4/13/1930
Missouri
Cosmopolita. Kansas City, MO. 8/22/1914 t0 11/8/1919
New Mexico
Democrata. Las Cruces, NM. 6/14/1894 to 11/24/1894
Eco del Rio Grande. Las Cruces, NM. 2/12/1876 to 3/2/1882
Eco del Valle. Las Cruces, NM. 11/18/1905 to 5/6/1916
Empresa. Las Cruces, NM. 9/26/1896 to 6/12/1897
Estrella. Las Cruces, NM. 2/1/1911 to 5/18/1935
Fronterizo. Las Cruces, NM. 4/29/1875 to 4/29/1875
Gaceta Popular. Las Cruces, NM. 10/24/1919 to 10/24/1919
Labrador. Las Cruces, NM. 9/8/1896 to 6/14/1912
Las Cruces Democrat. Las Cruces, NM. 6/21/1899 to 10/11/1899
Observador Fronterizo. Las Cruces, NM. 9/11/1888 to 10/30/1888
Promotor Escolar. Las Cruces, NM. 9/12/1891 to 2/16/1892
Defensor del Pueblo. Socorro, NM. 12/26/1913 to 4/9/1943

Texas
Cronista del Valle. Brownsville, TX. 10/8/1924 to 2/28/1930
Defensor. Edinburg, TX. 2/7/1930 to 12/25/1931
Azote. El Paso, TX. 9/17/1922 to 4/15/1923
Ciudanano. El Paso, TX. 3/12/1892 to 4/23/1892
Continental. El Paso, TX. 9/20/1936 to 8/28/1938
Bejareno. San Antonio, TX. 2/7/1855 to 7/28/1956
From dlunow at aol.com Thu Mar 6 18:54:09 2008
From: dlunow at aol.com (dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Thu Mar 6 18:54:14 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Free for postage:
Message-ID: <8CA4DFC80FD09E2-BB0-3CCF@webmail-nc12.sysops.aol.com>
Can you use any of the following also?
Newspaper research by C. Lloyd Hosman
Where to write for Vital Records
Kentucky Ancestors, Genealogical Quarterly of the Kentucky Historical Society
Volume 31, # 3,
Volume 31, # 2,
Volume 31,?# 1
Please contact me OFF list dlunow@aol.com
Thanks, Diane
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080306/2ac9fe19/
attachment.html
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Fri Mar 7 12:42:20 2008
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Fri Mar 7 12:42:23 2008
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (March 2008)
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C279B7C07@sudley1.pwc.ad>

WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
March 2008

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional
Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email:
relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm>
RON TURNER PUBLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE
We are pleased to report that Ronald Ray Turner recently set up his own
website, offering free access to many of his publications of Prince
William County history and genealogy. Please go to www.pwcvabooks.com
<http://www.pwcvabooks.com/> to see the scope of titles available.
Among them are marriages (1854-1938), business licenses, court loose
papers, court minutes, bonds, census abstracts, and obituaries, plus
selected records from several West Virginia counties.
FOURTH ANNUAL "RELIC AFTER DARK"
PLANNED FOR SEPTEMBER 20
Put Saturday, September 20, 2008, on your calendar.
That's the
date set for the Fourth Annual "RELIC After Dark." This gala event, to
be held at Bull Run Regional Library from 7 to 11 p.m., will feature a
talk by Maureen Taylor, "the photo detective." Ms. Taylor is a national
authority on the dating and identification of old photographs. More
details about the event will be announced soon.

RELIC PROGRAMS

Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language
interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library programs
if requested at least three weeks in advance. To be notified of
upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> and click
on Subscribe to What's New in RELIC. All programs will take place at
the community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA.

March 13 - A Genealogical Roundtable.
March 20 - Genealogy 101: Beginning Your Family History.
March 25 - Bristow Station: Community and Battlefield.
April 10 and 22 - Genealogical Resources:

Your Local Library and Beyond

April 25 - How to Use GPS Tracking Technology
Genealogy Doctor - March 20, April 3 and 17.

(See below for details.)

Thursday, March 13, 11 a.m. to noon.
A GENEALOGICAL ROUNDTABLE
Moderated by Don Wilson
Come and discuss the challenges of your family history
research. An opportunity to share experiences, ask questions, offer
suggestions and (hopefully) get some answers. This program, to be held
at Bull Run Library's community room, Thursday, March 13, from 11 a.m.
to noon, will be moderated by RELIC's Don Wilson.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org.
Thursday, March 20, at 7 p.m.
GENEALOGY 101:

BEGINNING YOUR FAMILY HISTORY

Presented by Beverly Veness
Beverly Veness of the RELIC staff will explain the basics of genealogy,
including methods, strategies and resources. The program includes an
overview of how RELIC can help you with your research. It will be
presented on Thursday, March 20, from 7 to 8 p.m. at Bull Run Regional
Library.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org.
Tuesday, March 25, at 7 p.m.
BRISTOW STATION:

COMMUNITY AND BATTLEFIELD

Presented by Patrick O'Neill
Archaeologist and historian Patrick O'Neill will illustrate
the history of the Bristow Station community from the early 1700s to the
present, the two battles occurring there during the Civil War, and
efforts to reinstate the battlefield on the National Register. The
program will be held on Tuesday, March 25, at 7 p.m. in the community
room of Bull Run Regional Library.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org.
Thursday, April 10, at 11 a.m.
repeated Tuesday, April 22, at 7 p.m.
GENEALOGICAL RESOURCES:
YOUR LOCAL LIBRARY AND BEYOND

Presented by Tish Como
You don't need to travel far to research your family's
history. RELIC's Tish Como will highlight the kinds of materials your
local library offers for the genealogist, including special finding
aids, electronic resources and borrowing materials from farflung
libraries and archives. This program will be presented Thursday, April
10 from 11 a.m. to noon and repeated on Tuesday April 22 at 7 p.m. at
Bull Run Regional Library.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org.
Friday, April 25, at 11 a.m.
GEOCACHING OR FINDING GRANDPA'S GRAVE:
HOW TO USE GPS TRACKING TECHNOLOGY
Presented by Megan Veness
Archaeologist Megan Veness will describe and demonstrate the
use of a Global Positioning System for field research. Learn how this
new technology can help you find you way while searching for
archaeological, historical or genealogical evidence. The program will
be presented on Friday, April 25, at 11 a.m. at Bull Run Regional
Library.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org.
________________________________
THE GENEALOGY DOCTOR IS IN

For tips on starting your own research or to help solve a genealogical
or historical problem that has stumped you, schedule a private,
30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson.

Upcoming schedule (Bull Run Library):
March 20, April 3 and 17.
Choice of times:

10:00, 10:45, 11:30 a.m.

Call RELIC at 703-792-4540 for a free appointment. If the scheduled
dates are not convenient for you, you may request an alternate day and
time.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families?
Need guidance with your genealogical research?

You may contact RELIC staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001840001757>
calling us at 703-792-4540.

or by

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Mon Mar 10 17:41:45 2008
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Mon Mar 10 17:41:48 2008
Subject: [Genealib] anybody need these
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B01ABE157@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
A patron donated them and we don't have a need. Can any of you add them
to your collection?
Cite Your Sources: a manual for documenting family histories and
genealogical records by Richard S. Lackey, Univ. of MS press, c. 1980
North Carolina Genealogical Research by George K. Schweitzer, Ph.D.,
Sc.D., c. 1991
Tennessee Genealogical Research by George K. Schweitzer, Ph.D., Sc.D.,c.
1986
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080310/19e1d446/
attachment.html
From SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org Mon Mar 10 20:09:30 2008
From: SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org (Shawna Woodard)
Date: Mon Mar 10 20:09:33 2008
Subject: [Genealib] article on English emigration
Message-ID: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F70328AE08@mail.DMCPL.local>
A patron asked me to find an article that she read last year on English emigration.
She said that it ran in our local paper, but may have been an Associated Press or

United Press or Reuters, etc. reprint.
It listed where people from specific parts of England left to go to specific parts
of the United States. For example, maybe people from Liverpool tended to go to New
Hampshire, etc.
I checked our Dayton Daily News, Ohio Newsbank, Electric Library and EbscoHost
databases. Electric Library had two interesting maps, but no related article.
There seem to be a few references in PERSI on Heritage Quest, but I don't think she
was reading a specific genealogy magazine. I think it was a mainstream newspaper
article.
Any ideas?
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
315 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
937-496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County yearbooks, or money to
purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Mon Mar 10 21:13:15 2008
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Mon Mar 10 21:17:15 2008
Subject: [Genealib] article on English emigration
References: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F70328AE08@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID: <000001c88315$a0335650$6401a8c0@tejas1>
A historical article or some current connection, perhaps with a report on recent
immigration? Does she remember anything else specific about the article? I wonder
if she could have read it in a 'specialized' newspaper or a periodical instead?
I
checked a few things; nothing found.
If you find the answer, I'm sure a lot of us would like to know.
Not knowing the purpose for which she wants the article, still she might find
these useful, if she does not locate the specific article:
http://www.geocities.com/musetti.geo/newspapers.htm
or states, for the immigrants who speak a language other than English or Spanish at
home, ..... The pattern of immigrant settlement in the United States has ...
ftp.iza.org/dp1231.pdf
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Shawna Woodard
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2008 7:09 PM
Subject: [Genealib] article on English emigration

A patron asked me to find an article that she read last year on English
emigration. She said that it ran in our local paper, but may have been an
Associated Press or United Press or Reuters, etc. reprint.
It listed where people from specific parts of England left to go to specific
parts of the United States. For example, maybe people from Liverpool tended to go
to New Hampshire, etc.
I checked our Dayton Daily News, Ohio Newsbank, Electric Library and EbscoHost
databases. Electric Library had two interesting maps, but no related article.
There seem to be a few references in PERSI on Heritage Quest, but I don't think
she was reading a specific genealogy magazine. I think it was a mainstream
newspaper article.
Any ideas?
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
315 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
937-496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County yearbooks, or money to
purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us Mon Mar 10 21:17:47 2008
From: ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us (Ernie Thode)
Date: Mon Mar 10 21:17:50 2008
Subject: [Genealib] article on English emigration
Message-ID: <200803102117719.SM05544@[10.0.1.5]>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative
From ECole at oakville.ca Tue Mar 11 11:09:21 2008
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Tue Mar 11 11:07:05 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Underground Railroad Encyclopedia by Mary Ellen Snodgrass
Message-ID: <OF5BD36C9B.304EFF18-ON85257409.005309E2-85257409.0053410B@oakville.ca>
Does anyone yet have their copy of this new publication? I'm trying to
determine how much Canadian content it might contain, particularly in the
Oakville, Ontario area. Any assistance you are able to provide would be
greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,
Elise
Elise C. Cole, BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian
Oakville Public Library
ecole@oakville.ca
Central Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax: (905) 815-2024
Mailing Address:
Central Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
http://www.opl.on.ca/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Tue Mar 11 11:14:01 2008
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (Trevia W Beverly)
Date: Tue Mar 11 11:14:03 2008
Subject: [Genealib] article on English emigration
References: <200803102117719.SM05544@[10.0.1.5]>
Message-ID: <00e501c8838a$89f10a20$6401a8c0@tejas1>
I did some checking and came up empty handed. Does the patron remember anything
specific about the article - some other phrase that might lend to a search? Wonder
if she could be mistaken in where she saw it? In a 'special' newspaper such as USA
Today perhaps, or some periodical (genealogy or otherwise)? Was the article
'historic' in nature or did it have something to do with today's immigration
problems? A review of a book or of a History Channel program?
For English history of those who came early to America, Fischer's "Albion's See" is
wonderful. Many of us are still eagerly awaiting the other books in the series!
For lack of anything else, your patron might find information here -http://library.thinkquest.org/20619/English.html
http://www.studyworld.com/reasons_for_english_immigration_.htm
http://www.aeaweb.org/annual_mtg_papers/2008/2008_212.pdf
There are so many good sites .. just by a turn of a phrase, all sorts of sites turn
up.
Good luck in your quest.
found.
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas

I'm sure a lot of us will be interested in the answer, if

----- Original Message ----From: Ernie Thode
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2008 8:17 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] article on English emigration
Look for articles mentioning "Albion's Seed" or its author, David Hackett
Fischer. Dr. George Schweitzer frequently cites him in his talks at genealogy
conferences.
Ernie Thode
Local History & Genealogy
Washington County Public Library
418 Washington St.
Marietta, OH 45750-1922
Phone 740-376-2172
Fax 740-376-2175

-----Original Message----From: "Shawna Woodard" <SWoodard@daytonmetrolibrary.org>
Sent 3/10/2008 8:09:30 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] article on English emigration
A patron asked me to find an article that she read last year on English
emigration. She said that it ran in our local paper, but may have been an
Associated Press or United Press or Reuters, etc. reprint.
It listed where people from specific parts of England left to go to specific
parts of the United States. For example, maybe people from Liverpool tended to go
to New Hampshire, etc.
I checked our Dayton Daily News, Ohio Newsbank, Electric Library and EbscoHost
databases. Electric Library had two interesting maps, but no related article.
There seem to be a few references in PERSI on Heritage Quest, but I don't think
she was reading a specific genealogy magazine. I think it was a mainstream
newspaper article.
Any ideas?
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
315 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
937-496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County yearbooks, or money to
purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080311/
feeabf7d/attachment.html
From mbakeman at parkbooks.com Tue Mar 11 12:41:32 2008
From: mbakeman at parkbooks.com (Mary Bakeman)
Date: Tue Mar 11 11:37:25 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Claims from the Dakota Conflict of 1862: Supplying the
Local Militia
Message-ID: <47D6B63C.7030707@parkbooks.com>
The fourth volume of claims for military supplies for the Minnesota
militia is now available. The first three volumes included 4860 claims
for horses, forage, subsistence, transportation, ammunition, militia pay
and other expenses processed by the Board of Auditors for the Adjustment
of Claims for War Expenses during 1862. That total exceeded $250,000.
This new volume includes more than 2800 claims approved by subsequent
Boards from 1863-1870, totaling more than $100,000. While initially paid
by the State of Minnesota, the military claims were submitted to the
Federal Government for reimbursement.
The four volumes were all compiled from warrants and accounting records
from the State Auditor's office, now held in the State Archives at the
Minnesota Historical Society. Each item indicates if a copy of the claim
application and/or the warrant exists in the Archives.
See our hot list for this new book and others, at
<http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/hot.html> for details.
Mary Bakeman
Park Genealogical Books
From maegen.wilson at waynegov.com Tue Mar 11 15:20:00 2008
From: maegen.wilson at waynegov.com (Maegen Wilson)
Date: Tue Mar 11 15:20:03 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Collection Consultants
In-Reply-To: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A3A1661@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
Message-ID: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B036DF25E@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Does anyone know of or recommend a preservation consultant in the North
Carolina area? We are interested in applying for a NEH grant. Below is
a description of what the consultant does.
"Applicants may engage a conservator, preservation librarian, archivist,
or other appropriate consultant to conduct a general preservation
assessment and to help draft a long-range plan for the care of
humanities collections. The consultant visits the institution to assess
policies, practices, and conditions affecting the care and preservation

of humanities collections and prepares a report that summarizes the
findings and contains prioritized recommendations for future
preservation action"
Maegen Wilson
Wayne County Public Libarary
From Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov Tue Mar 11 16:07:25 2008
From: Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov (Witt, Gretchen B.)
Date: Tue Mar 11 16:07:26 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Collection Consultants
In-Reply-To: <19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B036DF25E@MSDTCRESOURCE.waynegov.local>
References: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A3A1661@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
<19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B036DF25E@MSDTC-RESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Message-ID: <45D41CECEA557B4C8AE68EAAC2BEFD35057DA6E1@is01s063.rowannc.org>
Maybe Etherington Conservation Center in Greensboro
http://www.thehfgroup.com/ecscollsurveys.htm

-

Gretchen Beilfuss Witt
Edith M. Clark History Room
Rowan Public Library

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Maegen
Wilson
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2008 3:20 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Collection Consultants
Does anyone know of or recommend a preservation consultant in the North
Carolina area? We are interested in applying for a NEH grant. Below is
a description of what the consultant does.
"Applicants may engage a conservator, preservation librarian, archivist,
or other appropriate consultant to conduct a general preservation
assessment and to help draft a long-range plan for the care of
humanities collections. The consultant visits the institution to assess
policies, practices, and conditions affecting the care and preservation
of humanities collections and prepares a report that summarizes the
findings and contains prioritized recommendations for future
preservation action"
Maegen Wilson
Wayne County Public Libarary
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From wblohm at gailborden.info Tue Mar 11 16:32:14 2008
From: wblohm at gailborden.info (William Blohm)
Date: Tue Mar 11 16:31:59 2008

Subject: [Genealib] Underground Railroad Encyclopedia by Mary Ellen
Snodgrass
In-Reply-To: <OF5BD36C9B.304EFF18-ON85257409.005309E285257409.0053410B@oakville.ca>
Message-ID: <004d01c883b6$fde83800$fb20a8c0@gailb.com>
We purchased it and received it last week. For Oakville it has short
articles on James Wesley Hill and Robert Wilson. Thirty-one names are listed
for Ontario, but no other provinces have names listed. The index shows
dozens of references to Canada and eleven different routes used to enter
Canada.

William R. Blohm

Reference Librarian & Collection Development Manager

Gail Borden Public Library District
270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL

60120

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
ECole@oakville.ca
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2008 10:09 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Underground Railroad Encyclopedia by Mary Ellen
Snodgrass

Does anyone yet have their copy of this new publication? I'm trying to
determine how much Canadian content it might contain, particularly in the
Oakville, Ontario area. Any assistance you are able to provide would be
greatly appreciated.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080311/0a663ddb/
attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Tue Mar 11 18:31:54 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Tue Mar 11 18:32:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Georgia Gen Society Qtrly free for postage
Message-ID: <47D7085A.1090502@arlsmail.org>
We have the following issues of *Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly
*available for the cost of the postage if you will take the entire lot.
It is on a first come - first served basis:**
* *
ease contact Robert Maupin rmaupin@athenslibrary.org OFF LIST

* *
*Georgia** Genealogical Society Quarterly *

*

Title
Issue *

Year

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1982

Vol. 18,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1982

Vol. 18,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1982

Vol. 18,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1982

Vol. 18,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1983

Vol. 19,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1983

Vol. 19,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1983

Vol. 19,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1983

Vol. 19,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1984

Vol. 20,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1984

Vol. 20,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1984

Vol. 20,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1984

Vol. 20,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1985

Vol. 21,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1985

Vol. 21,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1985

Vol. 21,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1985

Vol. 21,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1986

Vol. 22,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1986

Vol. 22,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1986

Vol. 22,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1986
(2 copies)

Vol. 22,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1987

Vol. 23,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1987

Vol. 23,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1987

Vol. 23,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1987

Vol. 23,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1988

Vol. 24,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1988

Vol. 24,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1988

Vol. 24,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1988

Vol. 24,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1989
(2 copies)

Vol. 25,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1989

Vol. 25,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1989

Vol. 25,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1989

Vol. 25,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1990

Vol. 26,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1990

Vol. 26,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1990

Vol. 26,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1990

Vol. 26,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1991

Vol. 27,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1991

Vol. 27,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1991

Vol. 27,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1992

Vol. 28,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1993

Vol. 29,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1993

Vol. 29,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1993

Vol. 29,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1993

Vol. 29,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1994

Vol. 30,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1994

Vol. 30,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1994

Vol. 30,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1994

Vol. 30,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1995

Vol. 31,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1995

Vol. 31,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1996

Vol. 32,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1996

Vol. 32,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1996

Vol. 32,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1996

Vol. 32,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1997

Vol. 33,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1997

Vol. 33,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1997

Vol. 33,

No. 3, Fall

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1997

Vol. 33,

No. 4, Winter

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1998

Vol. 34,

No. 1, Spring

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1998

Vol. 34,

No. 2, Summer

Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1998

Vol. 34,

No. 4, Winter

-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Tue Mar 11 19:39:23 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Tue Mar 11 19:39:28 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Updated Vital Records Legislative Alerts for New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Vermont
Message-ID: <02fb01c883d1$22cccdb0$6401a8c0@DELL>
Jan Meisels Allen, Director, IAJGS, and Chairperson, Public Records Access
Monitoring
Committee, has posted an update to the IAJGS Legislative Latest Alert on the IAJGS
website
( http://www.iajgs.org/pramc/Latest_Alert.doc ). Or, you can go to
http://www.iajgs.org ,
scroll halfway down the screen, and click Latest Alerts. Either way, the document
will
open in MS Word.
Joy
Joy Rich
Chapter Representative, New York Metro Chapter
Association of Professional Genealogists
http://www.apgen.org
http://www.apgen.org/chapters/newyork/index.html
From kakmiller at yahoo.com

Wed Mar 12 13:12:36 2008

From: kakmiller at yahoo.com (Karen Miller)
Date: Wed Mar 12 13:12:39 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Policy on removing entries from online indexes
Message-ID: <246108.91641.qm@web52202.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Do any of you with internet accessible indexes to
local newspapers have a policy on removing entries if
requested by a patron? Individuals "googling" their
own names may become upset at finding online index
entries even though the material was previously
published in a newspaper. Has this arisen for anyone
out there? Do you have a policy to handle such
requests?
Karen Miller
Wilmette Public Library

___________________________________________________________________________________
_
Be a better friend, newshound, and
know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now.
http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Wed Mar 12 13:23:10 2008
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Wed Mar 12 13:23:25 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Minolta Toner - Free
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA815A955@mail.irclibrary.org>
We have a box of toner (3) for RP600Z-RP603Z that we would like to give
to anyone who can use it. However, it was received Jan 2004, so I have
no idea about the life of it. Contact me off list PLEASE.
pcooper@irclibrary.org

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org>

Need a guide to our collection?

See our pathfinders at:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/pathfinderalpha.htm
<http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/pathfinderalpha.htm>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080312/78872a0f/
attachment.html
From kdr at ckls.org Wed Mar 12 17:00:10 2008
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Wed Mar 12 17:08:59 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Policy on removing entries from online indexes
In-Reply-To: <246108.91641.qm@web52202.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
References: <246108.91641.qm@web52202.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20080312132126.0543ae20@ckls.org>
If the index is to already public materials I would leave it as is.
I feel it sets a precedent that could become a nightmare if you
remove names. It also plays havoc with the whole reason the index is produced!
Kathy
At 12:12 PM 3/12/2008, Karen Miller wrote:
>Do any of you with internet accessible indexes to
>local newspapers have a policy on removing entries if
>requested by a patron? Individuals "googling" their
>own names may become upset at finding online index
>entries even though the material was previously
>published in a newspaper. Has this arisen for anyone
>out there? Do you have a policy to handle such
>requests?
>
>Karen Miller
>Wilmette Public Library
>
>
>
>__________________________________________________________________________________
__
>Be a better friend, newshound, and
>know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it
>now. http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Kathy Rippel
Dept. Head/Consultant--Resource Sharing and Access ;
Pathfinder Central (Manager)
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530

(620-792-4865) phone
(800-362-2642) toll-free, KS
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
***********************************************************************************
*********
I'm currently reading: Five Days in Paris, by Danielle Steel.
I'm currently listening to: A British Collection in Kansas, by George Redmonds.

From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Wed Mar 12 17:38:56 2008
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Wed Mar 12 17:38:46 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Policy on removing entries from online indexes
In-Reply-To: <7.0.1.0.2.20080312132126.0543ae20@ckls.org>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401FC97AC@magneto.wals.local>
I'm with Kathy on this.
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathy
Rippel
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2008 4:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Policy on removing entries from online indexes
If the index is to already public materials I would leave it as is.
I feel it sets a precedent that could become a nightmare if you
remove names. It also plays havoc with the whole reason the index is
produced!
Kathy
At 12:12 PM 3/12/2008, Karen Miller wrote:
>Do any of you with internet accessible indexes to
>local newspapers have a policy on removing entries if
>requested by a patron? Individuals "googling" their
>own names may become upset at finding online index
>entries even though the material was previously
>published in a newspaper. Has this arisen for anyone
>out there? Do you have a policy to handle such
>requests?
>

>Karen Miller
>Wilmette Public Library
>
>
>
>_______________________________________________________________________
_____________
>Be a better friend, newshound, and
>know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it
>now. http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Kathy Rippel
Dept. Head/Consultant--Resource Sharing and Access ;
Pathfinder Central (Manager)
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(800-362-2642) toll-free, KS
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
************************************************************************
********************
I'm currently reading: Five Days in Paris, by Danielle Steel.
I'm currently listening to: A British Collection in Kansas, by George
Redmonds.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Wed Mar 12 17:44:57 2008
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Wed Mar 12 17:45:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Policy on removing entries from online indexes
In-Reply-To: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401FC97AC@magneto.wals.local>
References: <7.0.1.0.2.20080312132126.0543ae20@ckls.org>
<9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401FC97AC@magneto.wals.local>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200803121744.AA44573557@and.lib.in.us>
I too would not remove an index entry from a public information source to
please a customer, unless the customer can prove to me that there's an error
involved.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library

-----Original Message----From: "Mara Munroe" <Munroe@oshkoshpubliclibrary.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 16:38:56 -0500
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Policy on removing entries from online indexes
I'm with Kathy on this.
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathy
Rippel
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2008 4:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Policy on removing entries from online indexes
If the index is to already public materials I would leave it as is.
I feel it sets a precedent that could become a nightmare if you
remove names. It also plays havoc with the whole reason the index is
produced!
Kathy
At 12:12 PM 3/12/2008, Karen Miller wrote:
>Do any of you with internet accessible indexes to
>local newspapers have a policy on removing entries if
>requested by a patron? Individuals "googling" their
>own names may become upset at finding online index
>entries even though the material was previously
>published in a newspaper. Has this arisen for anyone
>out there? Do you have a policy to handle such
>requests?
>
>Karen Miller
>Wilmette Public Library
>
>
>
>_______________________________________________________________________
_____________
>Be a better friend, newshound, and
>know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it
>now. http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ
>
>_______________________________________________

>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Kathy Rippel
Dept. Head/Consultant--Resource Sharing and Access ;
Pathfinder Central (Manager)
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(800-362-2642) toll-free, KS
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
************************************************************************
********************
I'm currently reading: Five Days in Paris, by Danielle Steel.
I'm currently listening to: A British Collection in Kansas, by George
Redmonds.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Thu Mar 13 08:06:32 2008
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Thu Mar 13 08:06:36 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Temporary change in hours at Buffalo & Erie County
Historical Society
Message-ID: <737850.89380.qm@web84103.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
The Buffalo & Erie County Historical Society Library (Buffalo,
NY) will be adjusting its public hours to accommodate a research
project, being open Tuesdays instead of Thursdays in the
following weeks.
Open:
Open:
Open:
Open:
Open:

Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,

March
March
April
April
April

18, 1-5 pm * Closed: Thursday, March 20
25, 1-5 pm * Closed: Thursday, March 27
1, 1-5 pm * Closed: Thursday, April 3
8, 1-5 pm * Closed: Thursday, April 10
15, 1-5 pm * Closed: Thursday, April 17

Regular hours (Wednesdays through Saturdays, 1-5 pm) resume on
April 23, 2008.

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City living by
its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It is dependent on a
sophisticated population that makes a hundred compromises daily so that they can
benefit from the collective energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis,
Jr. (1955-2007)
From CALouderback at hswp.org Thu Mar 13 09:08:01 2008
From: CALouderback at hswp.org (C. Arthur Louderback)
Date: Thu Mar 13 09:08:04 2008
Subject: [Genealib] 3 day Closing of Hiistorical Society of W. Pa.
Message-ID: <86296145646CCA43A7786323D176E66BF7A5C6@hswpexchange.hswp.local>
The Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania / Heinz History Center including the
lilbrary and archiveswill close for a special event on June 20 - 22 to celebrate
the 250th anniversary of Pittsburgh.
Art Louderback
Head Librarian
Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania
412 454-6360 / 6364
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080313/985532d3/
attachment.html
From PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us Fri Mar 14 09:13:40 2008
From: PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Fri Mar 14 09:10:22 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Should it be "Genealogy" or "Family History" ?
Message-ID: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5FD5@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080314/8a16a9db/
attachment.jpe
From nanlauer at comcast.net Fri Mar 14 09:30:42 2008
From: nanlauer at comcast.net (Nancy Lauer)
Date: Fri Mar 14 09:31:21 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Should it be "Genealogy" or "Family History" ?
In-Reply-To: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5FD5@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
References: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5FD5@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Message-ID: <008e01c885d7$9a6740a0$cf35c1e0$@net>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg

Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080314/
f7b68d11/attachment.jpe
From cribbswh at gmail.com Fri Mar 14 09:53:56 2008
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (cribbswh@gmail.com)
Date: Fri Mar 14 09:53:59 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Should it be "Genealogy" or "Family History" ?
In-Reply-To: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5FD5@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
References: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5FD5@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Message-ID: <4058421b0803140653o2409e65au893e0b0d4802fe12@mail.gmail.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080314/
e148afb4/attachment.jpe
From daysa at oplin.org Fri Mar 14 10:59:14 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Mar 14 11:08:49 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Should it be "Genealogy" or "Family History" ?
References: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5FD5@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Message-ID: <004101c885e3$f83d5aa0$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080314/2a3b97ca/
attachment.jpe
From jhcook at alltel.net Fri Mar 14 11:31:42 2008
From: jhcook at alltel.net (Joyce Cook)
Date: Fri Mar 14 11:32:32 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Should it be "Genealogy" or "Family History" ?
In-Reply-To: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5FD5@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
References: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5FD5@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Message-ID: <47DA9A5E.9060900@alltel.net>
I've always pictured genealogy as the tree with branches and family
history as putting the leaves on the branches. Perhaps that's too
simplistic but it does give me a frame of reference when I'm trying to
explain the difference to others, especially beginners.
Joyce Cook, retired librarian and genealogy/family history researcher
Fulton, NY
Paul Immel wrote:
> Greetings,
>
>

>
> If you had to decide between using "Family and Local History" or
> "Genealogy and Local History" for the link on your library's homepage
> for access to your webpage about your collection, which one would you use?
>
>
>
> I bring this up because the librarians in two of my recent workshops
> differed on the effective use of "Family History" and "Genealogy." In
> one workshop, they all argued that "Family History" speaks directly to
> the beginning researcher who is searching for his/her "family." In
> the second gathering, "Genealogy" was preferred because it was more
> comprehensive of a collection including much more than just family
> books and files.
>
>
>
> What is your experience (or thought) ?
>
>
>
> Thanking all contributors in advance,
>
>
>
> Paul Immel
>
> Research Services Librarian
>
> State Library of Ohio
>
> 274 E. 1st Ave.
>
> Columbus, OH 43201
>
> (614) 387-1186
>
> blog: http://statelibraryohiogen.blogspot.com
>
> email: pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us <mailto:pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us>
>
>
>
>----------------------------------------------------------------------->
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------Skipped content of type multipart/related
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Fri Mar 14 12:38:43 2008
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Fri Mar 14 12:38:55 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Should it be "Genealogy" or "Family History" ?
References: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566960C5FD5@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA815A9B6@mail.irclibrary.org>

Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080314/
c583cc9b/attachment.jpe
From ksmith at aapld.org Fri Mar 14 15:00:40 2008
From: ksmith at aapld.org (Kristen Smith)
Date: Fri Mar 14 15:01:28 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Should it be "Genealogy" or "Family History" ?
In-Reply-To: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA815A9B6@mail.irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <3BC4AF7749501B4EA191787085C44C850D5F7A@aapldweb.aapld.local>
Paul,

With regards to the use of the phrase "Genealogy and Local History" on
your web site - think about who the audience for the content would be?
My guess is that it's probably geared primarily for genealogists who are
comfortable doing research and are probably looking for the word
"genealogy" on your web site. Think about what search terms you use in
Google when you're looking for resources about an area. I know that I
usually search on the word "genealogy" and the name of the area I'm
researching. Another reason to use "Genealogy and Local History" is
that these are both search terms that are consistent with Library of
Congress Subject Headings. We use the term Genealogy and Local History
on our web site.

However, if you are doing a program designed to appeal to the general
public, then I agree with Pam that using phrases such as "family
history" or "discovering your heritage" would probably be more enticing
to the person with a casual interest in genealogy.

My two cents...

Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2008 11:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists

Subject: RE: [Genealib] Should it be "Genealogy" or "Family History" ?

Paul:
You bring up a discussion that I have had often with my boss and members
of the local society.

Over the years, we noticed that when we publicize an event with the
words "family history" in the title, we get a much better response.

We will use the word genealogy in the article, but the word is just not
as "appealing" to the public. <g> We try to avoid using it in any title
or subject heading.

However, we are still called the Archive Center and Genealogy
Department. Sometimes, I wish I could change it.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper@irclibrary.org>

Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/pathfinderalpha.htm
<http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/pathfinderalpha.htm>
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Paul Immel
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2008 9:14 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Should it be "Genealogy" or "Family History" ?

Greetings,

If you had to decide between using "Family and Local History" or
"Genealogy and Local History" for the link on your library's homepage
for access to your webpage about your collection, which one would you
use?

I bring this up because the librarians in two of my recent workshops
differed on the effective use of "Family History" and "Genealogy." In
one workshop, they all argued that "Family History" speaks directly to
the beginning researcher who is searching for his/her "family." In the
second gathering, "Genealogy" was preferred because it was more
comprehensive of a collection including much more than just family books
and files.

What is your experience (or thought) ?

Thanking all contributors in advance,

Paul Immel
Research Services Librarian
State Library of Ohio
274 E. 1st Ave.
Columbus, OH

43201

(614) 387-1186
blog: http://statelibraryohiogen.blogspot.com
<http://statelibraryohiogen.blogspot.com>
email: pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us <mailto:pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080314/07d82666/
attachment.html
From robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com Fri Mar 14 15:36:33 2008
From: robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com (Robert Sullivan)

Date: Fri Mar 14 15:36:37 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Should it be "Genealogy" or "Family History" ?
In-Reply-To: <3BC4AF7749501B4EA191787085C44C850D5F7A@aapldweb.aapld.local>
References: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA815A9B6@mail.irclibrary.org>
<3BC4AF7749501B4EA191787085C44C850D5F7A@aapldweb.aapld.local>
Message-ID: <32c265400803141236x364bfb03wdf26479a30ccd13@mail.gmail.com>
> With regards to the use of the phrase "Genealogy and Local History" on your web
site ? think about who the audience for the content would be? My guess is that
it's probably geared primarily for genealogists who are comfortable doing research
and are probably looking for the word "genealogy" on your web site. Think about
what search terms you use in Google when you're looking for resources about an
area. I know that I usually search on the word "genealogy" and the name of the
area I'm researching.
----------This is a very important point about terminology on Web sites. Then
you may work "family" in if you get into some more specific resources.
It may look verbose, but a page with the heading "Genealogy of the
XXXX Family of Countyname, Statename" will catch a lot of researchers.
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Fri Mar 14 16:11:54 2008
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Fri Mar 14 16:11:44 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Should it be "Genealogy" or "Family History" ?
In-Reply-To: <3BC4AF7749501B4EA191787085C44C850D5F7A@aapldweb.aapld.local>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401FC9944@magneto.wals.local>
And then there is the fact that a lot of folks, including many who
should know better, can't seem to spell Genealogy. Drives me nuts!

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
________________________________
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080314/
bd621bf3/attachment.html
From phinkel at pacbell.net Sun Mar 16 14:22:38 2008
From: phinkel at pacbell.net (Paula Hinkel)
Date: Sun Mar 16 14:23:04 2008
Subject: [Genealib] ALA Conference and the Southern California Genealogy
Jamboree
In-Reply-To: <20080307170015.4C87FD0A99@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080307170015.4C87FD0A99@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

Message-ID: <01b001c88792$b78179f0$6701a8c0@Paula>
The Southern California Genealogical Society's 39th Annual Genealogy
Jamboree will be held Friday through Sunday, June 27 through 29, at the
Burbank Airport Marriott Hotel and Convention Center. This year's Jamboree
includes over 81 lecture presentations, over 3 dozen speakers, several
opportunities for networking and exchanging ideas, and more than 50
commercial vendors, genealogical and heritage societies, and other
organizations in our exhibit hall.
This year's Jamboree is being sponsored by Ancestry.com; World Vital
Records, a service of FamilyLink.com, Inc.; the California State
Genealogical Alliance; Legacy Family Tree; the New England Historic
Genealogical Society; and Footnote.com.
The ethnic focus for this year's Jamboree is German, Eastern European and
Jewish ancestry, with presentations by John T. Humphrey, Stephen P. Morse,
Megan Smolenyak Smokenyak, Schelly Talalay Dardashti, and Peter Lande, who
will be speaking about the records available from the newly released WWII
German archive at Bad Arolsen. We have a very strong DNA track with
presentations by Bennett Greenspan of Family Tree DNA, Colleen Fitzpatrick,
Ph.D., Megan Smolenyak Smolenyak, Steve Morse, and others. Our "basics"
sessions will be led by Arlene Eakle, Ph.D., FUGA: Wendy Bebout Elliot,
Ph.D., FUGA: Bill Dollarhide; Jana Broglin, CG; D. Brenton Simons and many,
many others.
One of the highlights of Jamboree will be a panel discussion involving many
of the leading genealogy bloggers -- Dick Eastman, Leland Meitzler, Megan
Smolenyak Smolenyak, George G. Morgan, Schelly Talalay Dardashti, Stephen
Danko and Randy Seaver. Included on the stellar list of speakers for this
year's Jamboree is our own moderator, Drew Smith.
If you've already checked your schedule and notice a conflict with the
American Library Association's annual conference Anaheim, California, from
June 26 through July 2, don't despair. With some creative planning, you may
be able to attend portions of both. Why not take a side trip and come to
the Southern California Genealogy Jamboree too?
Jamboree runs Friday, Saturday and Sunday, June 27-29th.
According to the ALA website:
The 2008 Annual Conference will be held June 26-July 2
Committee and business meetings take place June 28-July 1
Council Meetings run to July 2
Education programs take place primarily June 28-30
The exhibits will be held June 28-July 1
If you're renting a car, the drive from Anaheim to Burbank up Interstate 5
will take you 45 minutes or so, depending on traffic. If you would rather
not attempt to tackle Southern California's legendary freeway traffic, you
have a couple of options.
First, you could take the train. The Burbank Airport station is a 90-minute,
$32 round trip train ride on the Amtrak Pacific Surfliner. The train stops
across the street from the Marriott. The hotel shuttle will pick you up and
bring you to the hotel and take you back to the station at the end of the
day. The train schedules for Friday, Saturday and Sunday can be viewed at
http://tinyurl.com/yq8bna.

The SuperShuttle provides another alternative. Service from the Anaheim
Convention Center to the Burbank Marriott Hotel looks to be about $15 per
person for a party of seven (about $30 round trip). If you would be
interested in investigating a SuperShuttle trip, please let us know. We will
help you connect with others wishing to share a van.
If we have enough interest, we would investigate prices for a private limo.
Here http://tinyurl.com/394u6p is the website for the ALA Conference in
Anaheim. The full Jamboree program is online http://tinyurl.com/23a8f9. Take
a look at the two schedules and see if it might be possible for you to
attend both. Single-day advance registrations are available for Jamboree,
and walk-ins are welcome. Early-bird discounts are available for early
registrants (before May 1) and for SCGS members.
It's not very often that an opportunity like this presents itself. Take
advantage of it!
We look forward to welcoming you to Jamboree.
Cordially,
Paula Hinkel and Leo Myers
Co-Chairmen, Genealogy Jamboree
Southern California Genealogical Society
417 Irving Drive
Burbank, CA 91504
www.scgsgenealogy.com
www.genealogyjamboree.blogspot.com
From peckg at michigan.gov Mon Mar 17 09:57:23 2008
From: peckg at michigan.gov (Gloriane Peck)
Date: Mon Mar 17 09:57:36 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Free Genealogy Seminar March 29 at Library of Michigan
Message-ID: <47DE4083020000960000935F@michigan.gov>
The Library of Michigan will hold a free genealogy seminar, 1 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. Saturday, March 29 at the Michigan Library and Historical
Center in downtown Lansing. To register online, please go to
www.michigan.gov/familyhistory. The news release on the event,
including the class schedule, follows.
Gloriane Peck
Special Collections Librarian
Library of Michigan
Library of Michigan*s Free Family History Workshop March 29 Shows How
to Make Most of Internet Research and Resources
"Learning More at the Library of Michigan," a free annual genealogy
seminar set for Saturday, March 29, will focus on utilizing online
resources for family history research. The half-day workshop will
highlight a number of Web sites and subscription databases, including
Footnote.com and Family History Archive, two new resources gaining
popularity and respect among genealogists.
"The sessions we*re offering touch on several key topics for
genealogists: the U.S. census, vital records and immigration, and

we*ll provide an in-depth look at some of the latest ways to access
this information," said Randy Riley, special collections manager at the
Library of Michigan. "These trusted online resources, combined with more
traditional research materials, give family history researchers the
tools they need, whether they*re just beginning their genealogy or
have been at it for years."
Home to one of the top 10 genealogy collections in the United States,
the Library of Michigan also offers electronic resources that make
genealogical records and rare research materials more accessible.
"Learning More at the Library of Michigan" runs from 1 to 4:30 p.m. at
the Michigan Library and Historical Center, located at 702 W. Kalamazoo
St. in downtown Lansing. Free weekend parking is available in the
library*s parking lot off of Kalamazoo Street.
"Last year, more than 300 people from around Michigan attended the
'Learning More' seminar, and the Library of Michigan looks forward to
sharing this passion for genealogy with as many participants this year,"
Riley said. "As interest in genealogy continues to grow, so do the
resources available to family history researchers."
Seating is limited, so registration is recommended. Sign up online at
www.michigan.gov/familyhistory, by e-mail at librarian@michigan.gov
or by phone at (517) 373-1300. For more information, please contact the
Library of Michigan*s Special Collections Services at (517) 373-1300.
Participants will choose one class for each time slot. Upon arrival at
the seminar, attendees will receive a schedule with room assignments.
Sessions include:
1-2 p.m.
Effectively Using HeritageQuest Online
Heritage Quest is now available to Michigan residents anytime, anywhere
through MeL, the Michigan eLibrary, at http://mel.org. Hear how to find
information in this growing resource, which now offers six database
collections.
Negotiating Online Passenger and Immigration Lists
Discover the latest additions to online immigration resources and learn
search strategies to trace your ancestor*s journey.
2:15-3:15 p.m.
Online Research with U.S. Census Records
Learn how to put the digitized census records and indexes on both
HeritageQuest Online and Ancestry Library Edition to full use.
Vital Records on the Internet
Find out which Web sites are available and pick up tips to improve your
searches as more states and counties put indexes to birth, marriage and
death records online.
3:30-4:30 p.m.
Utilizing Footnote.com at the Library of Michigan
Explore this interactive repository containing millions of images of

original documents, many from the National Archives, including
naturalization records and Civil War service records.
Cooperation Brings More to Genealogists: Family History Archive
Collection
Family History Archive*s digital collection brings collaboration to
you. Check out this ever-increasing collection of digitized family and
local histories.
The Library of Michigan is part of the Department of History, Arts and
Libraries (HAL). Dedicated to enriching quality of life and
strengthening the economy by providing access to information, preserving
and promoting Michigan's heritage and fostering cultural creativity, the
department also includes the Mackinac Island State Park Commission, the
Michigan Council for Arts and Cultural Affairs, the Michigan Film Office
and the Michigan Historical Center. For more information, visit
www.michigan.gov/hal.
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Tue Mar 18 16:35:25 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Tue Mar 18 16:37:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: yet more free to good home
In-Reply-To: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D014ECA9B@rplexch1.rpl.org>
References: <20070531160013.6F2D6D00BA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D014ECA9B@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <022a01c88937$9b0f58e0$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Title
Pioneer heritance.
Publisher
Larchmont, N.Y., Gene Price.
Format
Periodical qPeriodical Serial qSerial
Summary Holdings Information
Call Number
LocHist
Location
Rochester Public Library Central
OCLC: 6405009
------------------------------------------------And:
The Oberlin Evangelist, Oberlin OH, Nov. 1, 1838 (v 1 no 1) - (Dec 18, 1839
(v 1 no 26). No smell, but a little damaged. Bound all in one volume.
WorldCat entry: The Oberlin evangelist. Henry Cowles; Asa Mahan
1838-1862 English Serial Publication Serial Publication : Newspaper :
Semimonthly (twice a month) 24 v. ; 30-38 cm.
Oberlin, Ohio : [R.E. Gillett], OCLC: 1760980
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Wed Mar 19 14:27:09 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Wed Mar 19 14:27:16 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Austin [TX} Gen Soc Qtrly for postage
Message-ID: <47E15AFD.9090504@arlsmail.org>
We have the following issues of the Austin [TX] Genealogical Society
Quarterly available for the cost of the postage if you will take the
entire lot. It is on a first come - first served basis: Please contact
Robert Maupin OFF LIST at rmaupin@athenslibrary.org or 706 613-3650
Ext. 332

Austin Genealogical Society Quarterly,
Vol. 23, No. 1, March, 1982 -- Vol. 25, No. 4, Nov., 1984
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From ECole at oakville.ca Wed Mar 19 15:04:24 2008
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Wed Mar 19 15:02:01 2008
Subject: [Genealib]
I am out of the office until 1 p.m. on Tuesday, March 25,
2008 but will be
checking email in the evening on March 19th and March 20th.
Message-ID: <OF2A9E6470.DC334907-ON85257411.0068C638-85257411.0068C637@oakville.ca>
I will be out of the office starting
03/25/2008.

03/19/2008 and will not return until

Please note that our Library is closed on Friday, March 21 and Sunday,
March 23 for Easter. If you require more immediate assistance, please
contact AskUs, our e-mail reference service at oplreference@oakville.ca or
call our Information Desk at 905-815-2044 during business hours.
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Thu Mar 20 21:30:35 2008
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Thu Mar 20 21:30:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy collections
In-Reply-To: <OKEALAFJFMNLLDNGCLFGIEBCCIAA.priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org>
References: <OKEALAFJFMNLLDNGCLFGIEBCCIAA.priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0803201830n564b2525pb3608e4b7a98b87d@mail.gmail.com>
FYI
Tom
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: priscillaemrich <priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org>
Date: Thu, Mar 20, 2008 at 6:17 PM
Subject: [Publib] Genealogy collections
To: HALSlist <halslist@list.houstonlibrary.org>, Publib Listserv
<publib@webjunction.org>
We are starting to plan for a new building. I am thinking of having a
separate genealogy room, but I fear that I can't afford to staff it full
time. Does anyone in library land have a genealogy room that has different
hours than your main library?

***************************************************
Priscilla E. Emrich
Murphy Memorial Library
Livingston, TX 77351
priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org
From Seslee2 at cs.com Thu Mar 20 22:22:30 2008
From: Seslee2 at cs.com (Seslee2@cs.com)
Date: Thu Mar 20 22:22:42 2008
Subject: [Genealib] History of Fannin County, Georgia left over
Message-ID: <bfa.e005967.351475e6@cs.com>
Ceya Minder:
If the History of Fannin County, Georgia is still available our library would
greatly appreciate the opportunity to add it to our collection. I would be
happy to pay the postage costs.
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
(912) 652-3697
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080320/7f6c4ef4/
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From jbrannan at uwa.edu Fri Mar 21 10:05:53 2008
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Fri Mar 21 10:05:57 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy collections
References: <OKEALAFJFMNLLDNGCLFGIEBCCIAA.priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org>
<45c595dc0803201830n564b2525pb3608e4b7a98b87d@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D226041E61CF@phosphorus>
We do. We have the Alabama & Special Collections Room and vault that has local
history and genealogy. The hours are Mon-Fri 8AM-5PM if a librarian is available;
appointments are recommended. The library hours are much longer than that and a
librarian is always available.
We are starting to plan for a new building. I am thinking of having a
separate genealogy room, but I fear that I can't afford to staff it full
time. Does anyone in library land have a genealogy room that has different
hours than your main library?
***************************************************
Priscilla E. Emrich
Murphy Memorial Library
Livingston, TX 77351
priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available

Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 3619 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080321/16b0c7d8/
attachment.bin
From archives at uww.edu Fri Mar 21 10:37:40 2008
From: archives at uww.edu (UW-W Archives)
Date: Fri Mar 21 10:40:01 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy collections
References: <OKEALAFJFMNLLDNGCLFGIEBCCIAA.priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org>
<45c595dc0803201830n564b2525pb3608e4b7a98b87d@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <C3A805AD82C67146AC853EB5DBFD923E7A89A9@facmail3.uww.edu>
Our Area Research Center which handles genealogy materials is only open 9-5 M-F.
The main library is open many more hours.
For several years, it was only open 9
to 1.
Karen Weston
University Archivist
UW-Whitewater Archives / Area Research Center
800 West Main Street P.O. Box 900 Whitewater, WI 53190-0900
(262) 472-5520
http://library.uww.edu/COLLECTN/archicol.htm
Normal Semester Hours: Monday-Friday 9 AM-5 PM
Exceptions:
Closing at 4:30: Mar. 21, 24-28 and May 20-23

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Tom Kemp
Sent: Thu 3/20/2008 8:30 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: priscillaemrich
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy collections

FYI
Tom
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: priscillaemrich <priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org>
Date: Thu, Mar 20, 2008 at 6:17 PM
Subject: [Publib] Genealogy collections
To: HALSlist <halslist@list.houstonlibrary.org>, Publib Listserv
<publib@webjunction.org>
We are starting to plan for a new building. I am thinking of having a
separate genealogy room, but I fear that I can't afford to staff it full
time. Does anyone in library land have a genealogy room that has different
hours than your main library?
***************************************************
Priscilla E. Emrich
Murphy Memorial Library

Livingston, TX 77351
priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Mar 21 16:12:56 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri Mar 21 16:13:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] East Georgia Settlers: family sketches
Message-ID: <47E416C8.3030502@arlsmail.org>
Please feel free to forward.
This has people who were in the 20+
counties served by the East Georgia Genealogical Society - Banks,
Barrow, Butts, Clarke, Columbia, Elbert, Franklin, Glascock, Greene,
Gwinnett, Hancock, Hart, Jackson, Jasper, Lincoln, Madison, McDuffie,
Morgan, Newton, Oconee, Oglethorpe, Putnam, Rockdale, Stephens,
Taliaferro, Walton and Wilkes.
For more information and an order form in case the attachment does not
come through, go to
http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~gaeggs/projects.html
The order form lists the surnames in the book
The East Georgia Genealogical Society does a good job with their
publications.
Laura
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: FlyerEastGASettlersBook-1.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 454698 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080321/7ff464fa/
FlyerEastGASettlersBook-1-0001.pdf
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Mar 21 16:15:22 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri Mar 21 16:15:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Jrnl of Surry Co. [NC] Gen Assoc for postage
Message-ID: <47E4175A.4010703@arlsmail.org>
We have the following issues of The Journal of Surry County

[N.C.]Genealogical Association available for the cost of the postage if
you will take the entire lot. It is on a first come - first served basis:
The Journal of Surry County Genealogical Association, Vol. 8, Book 1,
Jan., 1988 -- Vol. 10, Book 4, Oct., 1990
Please contact Robert Maupin rmaupin@athenslibrary.org OFF list or 706
613-3650 Ext. 332.
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Mar 21 16:18:51 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri Mar 21 16:19:00 2008
Subject: [Genealib] News
=?windows-1252?q?=91N=92_Notes=2C_Published_by_St=2E_Louis_?=
=?windows-1252?q?=5BMissouri=5D_Gen_Soc_for_postage?=
Message-ID: <47E4182B.2000005@arlsmail.org>
Please contact Robert Maupin OFF list rmaupin@athenslibrary.org or 706
613 3650 Ext 332
We have the following issues of the *News ?N? Notes*, Published by the
St. Louis [Missouri] Genealogical Society available for the cost of the
postage if you will take the entire lot. It is on a first come - first
served basis:
Vol. XIV, No. 12

Dec.

1982

Vol. XV, No. 2

Feb.

1983

Vol. XV, No. 5

May

Vol. XV, No. 7

July

Vol. XV, No. 9
1985

Sept.

1983 -- Vol. XVII, No. 2

Vol. XVII, No. 4

Apr.

1985

Vol. XVII, No. 7
1985

July

1983
1983

1985 -- Vol. XVII, No. 10

Vol. XVIII, No. 2
1987

Feb.

1986 -- Vol. XIX, No. 7

Vol. XIX, No. 10

Oct.

1987

Feb.

Oct.
July

Vol. XIX, No. 12
Mar.
1988

Dec.

Vol. 20, No. 5

May

Vol. 20, No. 8

Aug.

1987 -- Vol. 20, No. 3
1988
1988

Vol. 20, No. 10

Oct.

1988

Vol. 20, No. 12
Mar.
1989

Dec.

1988 -- Vol. 21, No. 3

Vol. 21, No. 5
Nov.
1989

May

1989 -- Vol. 21, No. 11

Vol. 22, No. 1
Apr.
1990

Jan.

Vol. 22, No. 6

June

1990

Vol. 26, No. 6

June

1994

Vol. 26, No. 11
Dec.
1994

Nov.

1990 -- Vol. 22, No. 4

1994 -- Vol. 26, No. 12

Vol. 27, No. 6

June

1995

Vol. 27, No. 9

Sept.

1995

Vol. 27, No. 11
Jan.
1996

Nov.

Vol. 28, No. 4
May
1996

Apr.

Vol. 28, No. 7
Dec.
1996

July

Vol. 29, No. 2

Feb.

1995 -- Vol. 28, No. 1
1996 -- Vol. 28, No. 5
1996 ? Vol. 28, No. 12
1997

-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From agwilderman at gmail.com Fri Mar 21 22:14:10 2008
From: agwilderman at gmail.com (Angie Wilderman)
Date: Fri Mar 21 22:15:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy collections
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0803201830n564b2525pb3608e4b7a98b87d@mail.gmail.com>
References: <OKEALAFJFMNLLDNGCLFGIEBCCIAA.priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org>

<45c595dc0803201830n564b2525pb3608e4b7a98b87d@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <8aa9684e0803211914h372bde83ya7890990524e681c@mail.gmail.com>
Our public library has a separate history room. In the past it was
open two days a week and the first Saturday of the month. It was
staffed with dedicated volunteers. A librarian was in charge of making
purchases etc. Now it is made available every day; however, on the
additional days, the visitor must ask the reference librarian for
access.
I was there yesterday and the volunteer told me that the volunteer
staff was down to two people.
> We are starting to plan for a new building. I am thinking of having a
> separate genealogy room, but I fear that I can't afford to staff it full
> time. Does anyone in library land have a genealogy room that has different
> hours than your main library?
From Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com Mon Mar 24 10:21:09 2008
From: Lynette.Jones at cityofcarrollton.com (Lynette Jones)
Date: Mon Mar 24 10:20:35 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy collections
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0803201830n564b2525pb3608e4b7a98b87d@mail.gmail.com>
References: <OKEALAFJFMNLLDNGCLFGIEBCCIAA.priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org>
<45c595dc0803201830n564b2525pb3608e4b7a98b87d@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <F3AE62F634F2E44A89AF37058A0F38640165E032@carrch23.carrollton.com>
Carrollton Public Library has had a genealogy/local history collection
for close to 30 years. When we built our new library in 2004 we
included a special area for the genealogy collection. I hate to call it
a room because it doesn't have any doors. The 'room' is open every hour
the library is open. All reference staff assists patrons with finding
materials, using the microfilm reader/printer, demonstrating databases,
etc. Unusual or exceptionally difficult questions are given to me. If
possible I talk with the patron right then; otherwise I will call or
email to discuss his/her question. I also select materials for
purchase. This arrangement has worked rather well for us.
Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX 75006
972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom Kemp
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2008 8:31 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: priscillaemrich
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy collections
FYI
Tom
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: priscillaemrich <priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org>
Date: Thu, Mar 20, 2008 at 6:17 PM

Subject: [Publib] Genealogy collections
To: HALSlist <halslist@list.houstonlibrary.org>, Publib Listserv
<publib@webjunction.org>
We are starting to plan for a new building. I am thinking of having a
separate genealogy room, but I fear that I can't afford to staff it full
time. Does anyone in library land have a genealogy room that has
different
hours than your main library?
***************************************************
Priscilla E. Emrich
Murphy Memorial Library
Livingston, TX 77351
priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Mon Mar 24 10:45:02 2008
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Mon Mar 24 10:45:13 2008
Subject: [Genealib] FYI - FL genealogy librarian - Robin Dombrowsky has
passed away
Message-ID: <45c595dc0803240745q5b2cc542k572870b78e3685b0@mail.gmail.com>
See:
http://blog.genealogybank.com/
Robin Dombrowsky a well known genealogy librarian has passed away. She was
an active promoter of genealogy through her many articles and popular
lectures. She was active in genealogy even while getting her MLS at the
University of South Florida. She was the Supervisor of the Reference
Department at the Palm Harbor (FL) Public Library.
She will be missed.
Her obituary appeared in the St. Petersburg Times ? courtesy of
GenealogyBank <http://www.genealogybank.com/enter/gblog>.com
St. Petersburg Times (FL) - December 7, 2007
DOMBROWSKY, Robin Dianne, 56, of Clearwater, was the Supervisor of Adult
References at the Palm Harbor Public Library. She is survived by her husband
of 12 years, Gregory Dominguez; her sister, Ann Boray; and nephew, Connor
Boray, of Carol Stream, IL. Visitation will be Friday, Dec. 7, from 2-5 pm,
at Curlew Hills Funeral Home, Palm Harbor, with a Memorial Gathering at 6
pm, at the Palm Harbor Public Library. Curlew Hills Funeral
Home<http://www.curlewhills.com/>727-789-2000
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080324/
cbb4dfca/attachment.html
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Mon Mar 24 11:21:07 2008
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Mon Mar 24 11:20:50 2008

Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy collections
In-Reply-To: <F3AE62F634F2E44A89AF37058A0F38640165E032@carrch23.carrollton.com>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB940206A91D@magneto.wals.local>
Our situation is much like Lynette's. Since our public library is open
69 hours a week, a separate staff is beyond the budget. In the days
before online census searches, I made everyone learn how to code
soundex. Of course, I was the only one who did it from memory, but
that's OK.
In the past, I have run into the problem that the day which otherwise
worked best for me to visit an area was the day the LH & G room was not
open. When you're splicing personal research onto a trip a thousand
miles from home, that can be really frustrating.
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lynette
Jones
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2008 9:21 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: priscillaemrich
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy collections
Carrollton Public Library has had a genealogy/local history collection
for close to 30 years. When we built our new library in 2004 we
included a special area for the genealogy collection. I hate to call it
a room because it doesn't have any doors. The 'room' is open every hour
the library is open. All reference staff assists patrons with finding
materials, using the microfilm reader/printer, demonstrating databases,
etc. Unusual or exceptionally difficult questions are given to me. If
possible I talk with the patron right then; otherwise I will call or
email to discuss his/her question. I also select materials for
purchase. This arrangement has worked rather well for us.
Lynette V. Jones
Information Services Supervisor
Carrollton Public Library @ Josey Ranch Lake
Carrollton, TX 75006
972-466-4814
fax 972-466-4265
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom Kemp
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2008 8:31 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: priscillaemrich
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy collections
FYI

Tom
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: priscillaemrich <priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org>
Date: Thu, Mar 20, 2008 at 6:17 PM
Subject: [Publib] Genealogy collections
To: HALSlist <halslist@list.houstonlibrary.org>, Publib Listserv
<publib@webjunction.org>
We are starting to plan for a new building. I am thinking of having a
separate genealogy room, but I fear that I can't afford to staff it full
time. Does anyone in library land have a genealogy room that has
different
hours than your main library?
***************************************************
Priscilla E. Emrich
Murphy Memorial Library
Livingston, TX 77351
priscillaemrich@murphymemlib.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From mmulholl at ahml.info Mon Mar 24 15:52:09 2008
From: mmulholl at ahml.info (Mulholland, Michael)
Date: Mon Mar 24 15:53:00 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
Message-ID: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F175F@yale.ahml.info>
Does anyone still keep the print indexes to the various census
schedules, namely, the ones from Ronald Vern Jackson (Accelerated
Indexing System) and Precison Indexing?
Since the census can be searched online in simple or advanced levels and
exact or Soundex spellings, why would anyone want to use them?
I need to do some serious weeding and they take up a lot of precious
shelf space.
Thank you.
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080324/5bbd09b3/
attachment.html
From nvoyles at hcpl.org Mon Mar 24 15:57:27 2008

From: nvoyles at hcpl.org (Nancy Voyles)
Date: Mon Mar 24 15:56:13 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
In-Reply-To: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F175F@yale.ahml.info>
References: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F175F@yale.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <001a01c88de9$4aa3e310$dfeba930$@org>
Henderson County Public Library, Henderson, Kentucky, keeps the printed
indexes for those patrons who are not comfortable using a computer. We have
many older patrons and they like the "old fashioned way".

Nancy Voyles
Henderson County Public Library
101 South Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky 42420
nvoyles@hcpl.org

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mulholland,
Michael
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2008 2:52 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes

Does anyone still keep the print indexes to the various census schedules,
namely, the ones from Ronald Vern Jackson (Accelerated Indexing System) and
Precison Indexing?
Since the census can be searched online in simple or advanced levels and
exact or Soundex spellings, why would anyone want to use them?
I need to do some serious weeding and they take up a lot of precious shelf
space.
Thank you.

Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080324/3dd022ab/
attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Mon Mar 24 15:54:31 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Mon Mar 24 16:03:46 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
References: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F175F@yale.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <002201c88de8$e09c06f0$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Hi
We have kept ALL of our print indexes for the census for the reason Nancy stated.
Also we keep them because sometimes you can find the name with its variant spelling
in the print source and not the online source. One example is that we had a local
person index 5 different census years for our county and he was much more familiar
with the surnames for our county and therefore there was less chance of a misread
or misspelling. I will weed something else before I weed these books.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: Mulholland, Michael
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2008 3:52 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
Does anyone still keep the print indexes to the various census schedules, namely,
the ones from Ronald Vern Jackson (Accelerated Indexing System) and Precison
Indexing?
Since the census can be searched online in simple or advanced levels and exact or
Soundex spellings, why would anyone want to use them?
I need to do some serious weeding and they take up a lot of precious shelf space.
Thank you.
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080324/
a3ecd292/attachment.html
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Mon Mar 24 16:35:47 2008
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon Mar 24 16:35:58 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Questions and Answers During a Workshop
Message-ID: <47E7CA53.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Salutations, Listmembers:
When presenting any kind of genealogical workshop at any level, how do you handle
questions from the audience? Do you take them as they come, or do you ask the folks
to save questions until you finish? Is it more beneficial for the audience to hear
an immediate answer as long as you don't take too much time answering it?
Also, do you use evaluation forms to get audience feedback regarding your
presentation?
Thanks,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov
"Any nation, race, or people who ignores its past and becomes callous toward its
traditions and indifferent toward its heritage will sooner or later vanish from the
face of this earth." ~Marderos Deranian
From mmulholl at ahml.info Mon Mar 24 16:39:12 2008
From: mmulholl at ahml.info (Mulholland, Michael)
Date: Mon Mar 24 16:39:16 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Books available
Message-ID: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F1761@yale.ahml.info>
I have 23 volumes of
Collections of the New York Historical Society. The John Watts De
Peyster publication fund series.
The years are one volume of 1885 and 1then 892 to 1915 with 2 years
missing (1909 and 1912)
Any and all of them are yours when you pay for postage.
Thanks
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080324/18ebc4b4/
attachment.html
From wblohm at gailborden.info Mon Mar 24 16:44:21 2008
From: wblohm at gailborden.info (William Blohm)
Date: Mon Mar 24 16:43:53 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
In-Reply-To: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F175F@yale.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <005401c88def$d69fdbc0$fb20a8c0@gailb.com>
We are keeping ours, simply because the indexing in Ancestry is not as good
as we might want. Last week I found even Heritage Quest had indexed the
surname Bunnell as Burwell. The Ronald Vern Jackson indexes are far from
perfect, but they do give you one more shot at finding someone you can't
find online.

William R. Blohm

Reference Librarian & Collection Development Manager

Gail Borden Public Library District
270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL

60120

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mulholland,
Michael
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2008 2:52 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes

Does anyone still keep the print indexes to the various census schedules,
namely, the ones from Ronald Vern Jackson (Accelerated Indexing System) and
Precison Indexing?
Since the census can be searched online in simple or advanced levels and
exact or Soundex spellings, why would anyone want to use them?
I need to do some serious weeding and they take up a lot of precious shelf
space.
Thank you.

Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library

500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080324/
fd849a61/attachment.html
From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Mon Mar 24 16:46:55 2008
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Mon Mar 24 16:47:01 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Questions and Answers During a Workshop
In-Reply-To: <47E7CA53.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
References: <47E7CA53.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200803241546.AA46550180@tcpclibrary.org>
Questions are asked at the time, always use a feedback sheet
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: "Nancy Maxwell" <nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Mon, 24 Mar 2008 15:35:47 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Questions and Answers During a Workshop
Salutations, Listmembers:
When presenting any kind of genealogical workshop at any level, how do you
handle questions from the audience? Do you take them as they come, or do you
ask the folks to save questions until you finish? Is it more beneficial for
the audience to hear an immediate answer as long as you don't take too much
time answering it?
Also, do you use evaluation forms to get audience feedback regarding your
presentation?
Thanks,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way

Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov
"Any nation, race, or people who ignores its past and becomes callous toward
its traditions and indifferent toward its heritage will sooner or later
vanish from the face of this earth." ~Marderos Deranian
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From wblohm at gailborden.info Mon Mar 24 16:48:24 2008
From: wblohm at gailborden.info (William Blohm)
Date: Mon Mar 24 16:47:57 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Questions and Answers During a Workshop
In-Reply-To: <47E7CA53.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <005901c88df0$67e9eb70$fb20a8c0@gailb.com>
> When presenting any kind of genealogical workshop at any level, how do you
handle
> questions from the audience? Do you take them as they come, or do you ask
the folks to
> save questions until you finish? Is it more beneficial for the audience to
hear an immediate
> answer as long as you don't take too much time answering it?
It depends on the presentation; if the question is simple I will answer it
immediately or indicate that the question will be answered later in the
presentation material. Complex questions or questions that are not germane
to the presenation being given I always leave until afterwards.
> Also, do you use evaluation forms to get audience feedback regarding your
presentation?
Generally not, although I have not given presentations at conferences, where
I definitely would have evaluation forms.
William R. Blohm
Reference Librarian & Collection Development Manager
Gail Borden Public Library District
270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL 60120
From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Mon Mar 24 16:48:41 2008
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Mon Mar 24 16:48:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
In-Reply-To: <005401c88def$d69fdbc0$fb20a8c0@gailb.com>
References: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F175F@yale.ahml.info>
<005401c88def$d69fdbc0$fb20a8c0@gailb.com>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200803241548.AA48410181@tcpclibrary.org>

Ditto to all of the previously posted replies.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: "William Blohm" <wblohm@gailborden.info>
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Mon, 24 Mar 2008 15:44:21 -0500
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Census indexes
We are keeping ours, simply because the indexing in Ancestry is not as good
as we might want. Last week I found even Heritage Quest had indexed the
surname Bunnell as Burwell. The Ronald Vern Jackson indexes are far from
perfect, but they do give you one more shot at finding someone you can?t
find online.
William R. Blohm
Reference Librarian & Collection Development Manager
Gail Borden Public Library District
270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL 60120

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mulholland,
Michael
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2008 2:52 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
Does anyone still keep the print indexes to the various census schedules,
namely, the ones from Ronald Vern Jackson (Accelerated Indexing System) and
Precison Indexing?
Since the census can be searched online in simple or advanced levels and
exact or Soundex spellings, why would anyone want to use them?
I need to do some serious weeding and they take up a lot of precious shelf
space.
Thank you.
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Mon Mar 24 17:14:30 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Mon Mar 24 17:10:39 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCDA@mail.wvculture.local>
We have the Jackson indexes for West Virginia and some surrounding
states, plus many indexes prepared by local societies and interested
individuals. We will keep them as long as a significant number of our
patrons keep on using them. Besides the computer-phobic who always use
them, it is still faster sometimes to pull a good index off the shelf
and check it than to use the computer versions. Also, same as others
have said, local people know local names and are less likely to
misinterpret spellings. Computers and internet service go down, too.
As long as there is light coming in the window, you can use a book. We
won't be giving ours up or moving them to closed stacks for a long time.
We still keep our microfilm census rolls, and find the Soundex very
useful at times when names have been mispelled and misinterpreted in the
online indexes.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mulholland,
Michael
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2008 3:52 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
Does anyone still keep the print indexes to the various census
schedules, namely, the ones from Ronald Vern Jackson (Accelerated
Indexing System) and Precison Indexing?
Since the census can be searched online in simple or advanced
levels and exact or Soundex spellings, why would anyone want to use
them?
I need to do some serious weeding and they take up a lot of
precious shelf space.
Thank you.
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080324/
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From lcarter at arlsmail.org Mon Mar 24 18:12:49 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Mon Mar 24 18:12:59 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
In-Reply-To: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F175F@yale.ahml.info>
References: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F175F@yale.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <47E82761.10603@arlsmail.org>
With all their errors, sometimes the indexing errors are worse in the
Heritage Quest and Ancestry.com databases. I have had patrons find
folks in there and then go to the online census pages to find them. Two
different names last Saturday as a matter of fact.
Laura
Mulholland, Michael wrote:
> Does anyone still keep the print indexes to the various census
> schedules, namely, the ones from Ronald Vern Jackson (Accelerated
> Indexing System) and Precison Indexing?
> Since the census can be searched online in simple or advanced levels
> and exact or Soundex spellings, why would anyone want to use them?
> I need to do some serious weeding and they take up a lot of precious
> shelf space.
> Thank you.
>
> Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
> Local History/Genealogy Librarian
> Arlington Heights Memorial Library
> 500 N. Dunton Ave.
> Arlington Heights, IL 60004
> (847) 870-3643
>
> ----------------------------------------------------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From pfollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us Mon Mar 24 18:05:08 2008
From: pfollett at cityof.lawton.ok.us (Paul Follett)
Date: Mon Mar 24 20:55:35 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
In-Reply-To: <002201c88de8$e09c06f0$8b01a8c0@Ohio>

Message-ID: <4FDDD8E916D8B74EA501F366B5F27475032C6A61@serverbex.cityof.lawton.ok.us>
I agree with the previously mentioned ideas and here's another thought.
Sometimes the computers are down or the internet is not accessible, the
print indexes and films are a nice backup. I too, would not weed the
print indexes.

Paul Follett
Genealogy Librarian
Lawton Public Library
110 SW Fourth St.,
Lawton, OK 73501
pfollett@cityof.lawton.ok.us

"Let us, before we die, gather up our heritage, and offer it to our
children."
Will Durant
The Story of Civilization

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sandy Day
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2008 2:55 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Census indexes

Hi
We have kept ALL of our print indexes for the census for the reason
Nancy stated. Also we keep them because sometimes you can find the name
with its variant spelling in the print source and not the online source.
One example is that we had a local person index 5 different census years
for our county and he was much more familiar with the surnames for our
county and therefore there was less chance of a misread or misspelling.
I will weed something else before I weed these books.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian

Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: Mulholland, Michael <mailto:mmulholl@ahml.info>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2008 3:52 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes

Does anyone still keep the print indexes to the various census
schedules, namely, the ones from Ronald Vern Jackson (Accelerated
Indexing System) and Precison Indexing?
Since the census can be searched online in simple or advanced
levels and exact or Soundex spellings, why would anyone want to use
them?
I need to do some serious weeding and they take up a lot of
precious shelf space.
Thank you.

Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643

________________________________
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From ksmith at aapld.org Mon Mar 24 21:32:40 2008

From: ksmith at aapld.org (Kristen Smith)
Date: Tue Mar 25 05:06:09 2008
Subject: [Genealib] AIS Census Indexes Available on Ancestry
References: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F175F@yale.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <3BC4AF7749501B4EA191787085C44C8504E5F1@aapldweb.aapld.local>
Michael,
I realize that I am going against the grain here, but I would say that it's okay to
discard them if you need to make space for more resources. Print indexes certainly
have value, but there are other ways of searching when names prove themselves to be
"difficult." Do you have a way of tracking if these volumes are actually being
used?
I did check the Ancestry Card Catalog and the AIS Census Indexes are available on
Ancestry Library Edition. See
http://www.ancestrylibrary.com/search/rectype/census/ais/main.aspx. Perhaps you
could verify that all the volumes you have are also available on Ancestry and
discard the copies that are duplicates?
You can search the Ancestry Card Catalog by keyword for "Accelerated Indexing" to
get a list of matching databases. If you click on the links for More Information
About this Database, you can find out more specifically what years and dates are
included. The Ancestry Card Catalog is located under the Search Tab in the top
right-hand corner.
The Precision Indexing volumes do not appear to be available on Ancestry, so you
might want to keep those if you feel so inclined.
Hope this information helps you make your decision.
Kind Regards,
Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
Algonquin, Illinois 60102
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mulholland, Michael
Sent: Mon 3/24/2008 2:52 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
Does anyone still keep the print indexes to the various census schedules, namely,
the ones from Ronald Vern Jackson (Accelerated Indexing System) and Precison
Indexing?
Since the census can be searched online in simple or advanced levels and exact or
Soundex spellings, why would anyone want to use them?
I need to do some serious weeding and they take up a lot of precious shelf space.
Thank you.
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004

(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
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From egrundset at dar.org Tue Mar 25 07:54:11 2008
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Tue Mar 25 07:53:03 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
References: <4CB6A5A6D74BFB408C4753E90DD9C8290F175F@yale.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <06FFCCE0640FA94E8CC6EC8C4AC5887218C148@Mail2.darlib.org>
DAR Library will always keep the printed census indexes because of the many, many
errors in the online versions. They're not used as much as in the past, but they
are essential for double-checking when online results do not yield anything. Many
times I've searched for a name knowing it is in a particular county in a specific
census year and only got a result by searching the print versions.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Mulholland, Michael
Sent: Mon 3/24/2008 3:52 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census indexes
Does anyone still keep the print indexes to the various census schedules, namely,
the ones from Ronald Vern Jackson (Accelerated Indexing System) and Precison
Indexing?
Since the census can be searched online in simple or advanced levels and exact or
Soundex spellings, why would anyone want to use them?
I need to do some serious weeding and they take up a lot of precious shelf space.
Thank you.
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
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From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Tue Mar 25 08:54:59 2008
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (Trevia Beverly)
Date: Tue Mar 25 08:55:38 2008

Subject: [Genealib] Questions and Answers During a Workshop
In-Reply-To: <47E7CA53.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
References: <47E7CA53.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <1137730AEEA049FA862B9407B316142C@TreviaBeverlyPC>
Probably the best answer is,what's comfortable for you? If you do allow
questions during your lecture you must be able to strictly monitor it ...
are you bold enough to say, for example, "we'll discuss that a bit
further.would you mind asking your question then?" or if the question is in
an appropriate place, can you call time? or ask the person to keep it brief?
or when they begin with 'the whole history' say 'could we discuss this
latter and let me see if I can answer more fully?"
If you want to allow questions, tell the group at the onset that they
should keep their question to the subject at hand, and to make it general
... in other words,'don't tell me everyone's name and date - don't tell me
about all six of Uncle John's wives.'
Evaluation forms. We douse them at the Angelina College Conference http://www.angelina.edu/genealogy.htm - but I never use them for a 'personal
appearance' of one lecture before a society's monthly meeting, for example.
While in a conference setting it is good to have feedback ... even
though we do get some back when it is obvious that the person was too new
to know about the topic or grasp the purpose of the lecture. You need to
keep in mind that 'how does the person coming to learn from you, really
know if you covered the subject adequately or not?' but we have a pretty
good idea how the speakers did when we analyze all those from the same
session together..
You may want to say Feedback Form rather than Evaluation Form ... the
first indicates correctly that you are asking for feedback to improve not
only your lecture but room conditions, etc.... The second indicates that
the person coming to learn from you is being asked to 'grade' you.
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas

----- Original Message ----From: "Nancy Maxwell" <nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2008 3:35 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Questions and Answers During a Workshop
Salutations, Listmembers:
When presenting any kind of genealogical workshop at any level, how do you
handle questions from the audience? Do you take them as they come, or do you
ask the folks to save questions until you finish? Is it more beneficial for
the audience to hear an immediate answer as long as you don't take too much
time answering it?
Also, do you use evaluation forms to get audience feedback regarding your
presentation?
Thanks,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevinetexas.gov
"Any nation, race, or people who ignores its past and becomes callous toward
its traditions and indifferent toward its heritage will sooner or later
vanish from the face of this earth." ~Marderos Deranian
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From john at johnwylie.com Tue Mar 25 10:40:07 2008
From: john at johnwylie.com (John Wylie)
Date: Tue Mar 25 10:40:03 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Questions and Answers During a Workshop
In-Reply-To: <1137730AEEA049FA862B9407B316142C@TreviaBeverlyPC>
References: <47E7CA53.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
<1137730AEEA049FA862B9407B316142C@TreviaBeverlyPC>
Message-ID: <002c01c88e86$1fd12060$030ba8c0@JohnsGate>
Barb and I have developed a critique form that we use for some of our
presentations. Over the years we've learned to avoid asking for too much,
especially for rating scales. The feedback we get is about 25% useful which
is fine. Periodically using the form helps keep us from creeping back into
bad habits (I hope.)
However, the most valuable feedback is when someone tells us that we got a
fact wrong. If we don't make a mistake once in a while, then we're not
making progress. Especially since genealogists are local-history and
repository experts where they've been researching for some time.
A FHC director slammed me once after I referred to the IGO throughout a talk
when I meant IGI. I guess I got my tang all tungeled up. I probably won't
make that mistake again <grin>.
You can view the form we use at www.johnwylie.com/critique.pdf
Regards,
John Wylie
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Trevia Beverly
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2008 7:55 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Questions and Answers During a Workshop
Evaluation forms. We do use them at the Angelina College Conference http://www.angelina.edu/genealogy.htm - but I never use them for a 'personal

appearance' of one lecture before a society's monthly meeting, for example.
While in a conference setting it is good to have feedback ... even
though we do get some back when it is obvious that the person was too new
to know about the topic or grasp the purpose of the lecture. You need to
keep in mind that 'how does the person coming to learn from you, really
know if you covered the subject adequately or not?' but we have a pretty
good idea how the speakers did when we analyze all those from the same
session together..
You may want to say Feedback Form rather than Evaluation Form ... the
first indicates correctly that you are asking for feedback to improve not
only your lecture but room conditions, etc.... The second indicates that
the person coming to learn from you is being asked to 'grade' you.
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas

From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Tue Mar 25 10:53:39 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Tue Mar 25 10:55:28 2008
Subject: [Genealib] still more free to good home, for postage
In-Reply-To: <20070816160016.7A874D00E6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20070816160016.7A874D00E6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <042801c88e88$02f00540$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Magazine of the Reformed Dutch Church, Rutgers (NJ) 1827
See OCLC: 4365804
Bound, but in iffy condition.
Cayuga County (NY) Historical Collections, nos. 7-11; Cayuga Co Historical
Society Auburn NY ca 1889.
See: OCLC: 8663032
Commercial Press. Pultneyville, Wayne County NY various issues July
1862-Feb. 1869, photocopies of original
See: OCLC: 10263297
From mccartj at halifaxpubliclibraries.ca Tue Mar 25 07:03:47 2008
From: mccartj at halifaxpubliclibraries.ca (Joanne McCarthy)
Date: Tue Mar 25 11:25:37 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Digitization Partnership Agreements
Message-ID: <120645742710987-25110310987majm1@nsh.library.ns.ca>
Hi Everyone,
I am wondering if anyone might be willing to send me samples of partnership
agreements/contracts between a public library and a local
historical/genealogical society or association for the purpose of
digitizing a collection held by said society using library
technology/staff/resources. The digitized resources (may be photos or
books, etc) would be stored on library servers, but the public gateway
would have branding of both the library and the society. While the
copyright laws differ between Canada and the U.S, I am interested to see
what types of issues are covered in these sample agreement/contracts.

Has anyone entered into these types of agreements for the purpose of
digitizing local history resources?
Any words of advice or insights about these types of agreements would
also be appreciated. Also, I'd love to see any examples of the finished
product on your website.
Please reply to me personally.
All the best
Joanne
Joanne McCarthy
Reference Librarian
Halifax Regional Library
5381 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Tue Mar 25 12:33:46 2008
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Tue Mar 25 11:35:51 2008
Subject: [Genealib] still more free to good home, for postage
In-Reply-To: <042801c88e88$02f00540$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <001001c88e96$019acd20$5b72a8c0@genealogy>
We can provide a new home for the Cayuga County items and will be glad
to pay postage.
Nancy Calhoun
Muskogee Public Library
Local History & Genealogy
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, OK 74401
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 ex 257
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2008 8:54 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] still more free to good home, for postage
Magazine of the Reformed Dutch Church, Rutgers (NJ) 1827
See OCLC: 4365804
Bound, but in iffy condition.
Cayuga County (NY) Historical Collections, nos. 7-11; Cayuga Co
Historical
Society Auburn NY ca 1889.
See: OCLC: 8663032
Commercial Press. Pultneyville, Wayne County NY various issues July

1862-Feb. 1869, photocopies of original
See: OCLC: 10263297
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From diane_rogers at shaw.ca Tue Mar 25 11:41:49 2008
From: diane_rogers at shaw.ca (M. Diane Rogers)
Date: Tue Mar 25 11:42:26 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Questions and Answers During a Workshop
References: <47E7CA53.4B2F.00C1.0@grapevinetexas.gov>
<1137730AEEA049FA862B9407B316142C@TreviaBeverlyPC>
<002c01c88e86$1fd12060$030ba8c0@JohnsGate>
Message-ID: <000801c88e8e$bd53b8e0$6401a8c0@bookworm>
Kenneth Aitken, who is no longer with us, discussed evaluations forms on his
blog some time ago.
His blog is still on-line. One post that I found helpful, 'Updating My
Program Evaluation Form', is at:
http://genealogyeducation.wordpress.com/2006/05/08/updating-my-program-evaluationform/
or search the blog for 'evaluation', etc.
M. Diane Rogers
British Columbia, Canada
From ltantillo at hotmail.com Tue Mar 25 12:56:58 2008
From: ltantillo at hotmail.com (linda tantillo)
Date: Tue Mar 25 12:57:06 2008
Subject: [Genealib] still more free to good home, for postage
In-Reply-To: <042801c88e88$02f00540$fa01060a@rpl.org>
References: <20070816160016.7A874D00E6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<042801c88e88$02f00540$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <BAY134-W47B48B00FB4ED64DF23E96AAFC0@phx.gbl>

If the Magazine of the Reformed Dutch Church in Rutgers is still available,
we would be very interested in it for our collection. A member of one of our
oldest families, Jacob Rutsen Hardenbergh, was minister of this church and the
first president of Rutgers University which he named after his father's family
patrinymic name Rutsen, or Rutgersen. He also had a very accomplished and
influential wife, Diana Van Bergh which I am hoping to learn more about. Sorry to
digress in these detail! You know how local history people can get!
We will, of course, be very happy to pay the postage.
Linda
Rosendale Library Local History Collection
Rosendale, NY

> From: lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2008 10:53:39 -0400

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Subject: [Genealib] still more free to good home, for postage
Magazine of the Reformed Dutch Church, Rutgers (NJ) 1827
See OCLC: 4365804
Bound, but in iffy condition.
Cayuga County (NY) Historical Collections, nos. 7-11; Cayuga Co Historical
Society Auburn NY ca 1889.
See: OCLC: 8663032
Commercial Press. Pultneyville, Wayne County NY various issues July
1862-Feb. 1869, photocopies of original
See: OCLC: 10263297
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_________________________________________________________________
In a rush? Get real-time answers with Windows Live Messenger.
http://www.windowslive.com/messenger/overview.html?
ocid=TXT_TAGLM_WL_Refresh_realtime_042008
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080325/4885ee36/
attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Tue Mar 25 14:29:51 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Tue Mar 25 14:29:58 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Lancaster County [PA] Connections for postage
Message-ID: <47E9449F.9030504@arlsmail.org>
Please contact Robert Maupin OFF list at rmaupin@athenslibrary.org or
(706)613-3650 Ext, 332 if you are interested in these.
We have the following issues of *Lancaster** County** [PA] Connections
*available for the cost of the postage if you will take the entire lot.
It is on a first come - first served basis:
Lancaster County Connections, Vol. 3, No. 1, Feb. - Apr., 1986 -- Vol.
3, No. 2, May ? July, 1986
Lancaster County Connections, Vol. 3, No. 4, Nov. ? Jan., 1986-87
Lancaster County Connections, Vol. 4, No. 4, Nov. ? Dec., 1987 -- Vol.
5, No. 2, Apr. ? June, 1988
Lancaster County Connections, Vol. 6, No. 3, July ? Aug., 1989
Lancaster County Connections, Vol. 7, No. 1, Jan. ? Mar., 1990
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library

2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From genealogy at morleylibrary.org Wed Mar 26 11:46:36 2008
From: genealogy at morleylibrary.org (Sally Malone)
Date: Wed Mar 26 11:47:46 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Kentucky Settlement and Statehood map
Message-ID: <20080326154742.A5C3C2D86C9@mail.oplin.org>
The following map appeared on a shelf in our genealogy stacks. The title of
the map is *The Great Settlement Area* covered by the land grants in this
publication. The publication is Kentucky Settlement and Statehood,
1750-1800. The C [copyright] is 1975 by the Kentucky Historical Society. It
is about 15 by 22.5 inches and is folded so as to fit into a book. I don't
think this publication has ever been in our collection.

Before I draw the conclusion that it was mistakenly left behind by a patron,
can anyone tell me whether or not this nifty map locating frontier towns,
landings, rivers, 71 *stations* and forts was included in another
publication that I might have in my collection?

Thanks.
Sally Malone
Genealogy specialist

<mailto:genealogy@morleylibrary.org> genealogy@morleylibrary.org
Genealogy and Local History Room
Morley Library
184 Phelps Street
Painesville, Ohio 44077-3926
(440) 352-3383
<http://www.morleylibrary.org/> www.morleylibrary.org

Queries and answers are placed in publicly accessible Family Files cabinets
as a service to researchers.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080326/802fdac4/
attachment.html
From grrorela71 at yahoo.com Sun Mar 9 21:42:30 2008

From: grrorela71 at yahoo.com (Rebecca Rose)
Date: Wed Mar 26 13:54:33 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Duplicates for Sale
Message-ID: <426095.37638.qm@web83814.mail.sp1.yahoo.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: DUPLICATES.docx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document
Size: 14162 bytes
Desc: pat1112263661
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080310/
a4f4b713/DUPLICATES.bin
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Tue Mar 11 17:02:01 2008
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (ABurrows@slv.vic.gov.au)
Date: Wed Mar 26 13:54:48 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Super Sleuthing in the Genealogy Centre program
In-Reply-To: <20080307170015.BE88DD0A9F@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <OF6EDC118B.1AB15676-ONCA257409.0072E5A8CA257409.00738A3D@slv.vic.gov.au>

At the State Library of Victoria in Melbourne, Australia we have been
conducting a program called Super Sleuthing in the Genealogy Centre for the
past few years for school groups. The Genealogy Team conducts this with
trained teachers from the Library's School Services Team. During the
session, the students research in the Genealogy Centre well-known
Victorians, such as Ned Kelly. We also provide the younger students with a
box of clues, such as a helmet for Ned Kelly. At the end of their session ,
the students receive a certificate making them 'Genealogy detectives for
the day'!
In conjunction with this we have published an information guide Genealogy
Resources for Young People (see
http://www.slv.vic.gov.au/about/using/guides/information/genealogy/index.html)
Anne
Anne Burrows
Genealogy Librarian
Information Services Division
State Library of Victoria
328 Swanston Street
Melbourne Vic 3000
Telephone : (03) 8664 7190
Fax : (03) 9639 2301

genealib-request@
mailman.acomp.usf
.edu
Sent by:
genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf
.edu

genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

To
cc

Subject
genealib Digest, Vol 54, Issue 7

08/03/2008 04:00
Please respond to
genealib@mailman.
acomp.usf.edu

Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1. Genealogy for Children (janet tomkins)
2. RE: Genealogy for Children (Susan Scouras)
3. Periodicals free / postage: German Genealogical Digest
(dlunow@aol.com)
4. RE: Genealogy for Children (AnnEllen Barr)
5. Leave Friday 7 March to Tuesday 11 March 2008
(ABurrows@slv.vic.gov.au)
6. US Hispanic Newspapers 1855 to 1956 go live on
GenealogyBank
(Tom Kemp)
7. Free for postage: (dlunow@aol.com)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Thu, 06 Mar 2008 11:22:25 -0800
From: "janet tomkins" <janettom@vpl.ca>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy for Children
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <47d04488.7c6.1340737649@vpl.ca>
The Canadian Genealogy Centre's "Youth Corner" at
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/genealogy/022-400-e.html has recommended
activities for primary and intermediate students as well as information
about a badge program for Cub Scouts.
There is, however, the question of how to make genealogy activities for
children inclusive, considering the fact that many children are from broken
or non-traditional families where constructing a pedigree, interviewing

family members etc. in the conventional way could be difficult.
Janet Tomkins
Genealogy librarian
Vancouver Public Library
British Columbia, Canada
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Thu, 6 Mar 2008 15:06:46 -0500
From: "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy for Children
To: <janettom@vpl.ca>,
"Librarians Serving Genealogists"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCF@mail.wvculture.local>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="US-ASCII"
There are several ways to make genealogy inclusive of all children. You
can briefly discuss the fact that in addition to genetics we are all
influenced by the family culture in which we are raised, so
adopted/foster children can trace the ancestry of their adoptive/foster
families as people who influenced their adoptive/foster parents and
their siblings, and therefore the life of the adopted/foster child.
Another alternative for children for whom researching their own families
would be problematic is to identify some well known people in your area
or state whose ancestry can be easily researched with available records
and biographies. In West Virginia kids have chosen to research Mary Lou
Retton, the Olympic gymnast, and Don Knotts, the actor, or a current
governor or senator, for example. Children whose families are not
natives and come from states or countries for which your library has no
or few resources can pursue this line of research instead of their own
families, so that the kids from "non-traditional" families wouldn't be
the only ones researching a non-family member.
Check the GenLib Archives for July 2004 for some suggested genealogy
books for children. There are a number of Web sites for juvenile
genealogists as well, as this sampling shows:
http://www.genwriters.com/children.html
http://www.familytreemagazine.com/articles/oct01/kids.html (this also
has a list of links to other kid genealogy sites and a list of books)
http://genealogy.about.com/od/children/a/detective.htm
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of janet
tomkins
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2008 2:22 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy for Children

The Canadian Genealogy Centre's "Youth Corner" at
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/genealogy/022-400-e.html has
recommended activities for primary and intermediate students as well as
information about a badge program for Cub Scouts.
There is, however, the question of how to make genealogy activities for
children inclusive, considering the fact that many children are from
broken or non-traditional families where constructing a pedigree,
interviewing family members etc. in the conventional way could be
difficult.
Janet Tomkins
Genealogy librarian
Vancouver Public Library
British Columbia, Canada _______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Thu, 06 Mar 2008 15:14:09 -0500
From: dlunow@aol.com
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals free / postage: German Genealogical
Digest
To: genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <8CA4DDDC5B04EBD-78C-25D5@MBLK-M41.sysops.aol.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

Free for postage:? Take any or all!

German Genealogical Digest:

Volume 2 Number 1
Volume 2 Number 2
Volume 2 Number 3
Volume 2 Number 4

Volume 6 Number 1
Volume 6 Number 2
Volume 6 Number 3
Volume 6 Number 4

Volume 7 Number 1

Volume 11 Number 1
Volume 11 Number 2
Volume 11 Number 3
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080306/fcc8c19b/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Thu, 6 Mar 2008 14:33:55 -0600
From: "AnnEllen Barr" <ellen@barrfinancial.com>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Genealogy for Children
To: <janettom@vpl.ca>,
"Librarians Serving Genealogists"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<0564DAA184A3FF438ADE091D9EC7CDC2279F82@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="us-ascii"
I am not a librarian but work in the Reading Room for our Lake County
Illinois Genealogical Society.
I've done a Girl Scout Badge work with two troops---Our Heritage
Badge---and urged the girls to write
About their life today because it will change so by the time their
grandchildren read it. I told them
Of being in our classrooms (with liquid ink which the boys dipped the
girls braids into)...etc. and that
We had to stay seated till recess or lunch time. They couldn't believe
it.
So if they write about their school day, someday their grandchildren
will think it quaint.
ellen@BarrFinancial.com

-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Fri, 7 Mar 2008 10:01:19 +1100
From: ABurrows@slv.vic.gov.au
Subject: [Genealib] Leave Friday 7 March to Tuesday 11 March 2008
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID:
<OF4B12DD25.E05D116C-ONCA257404.007E76ED-CA257404.007E76ED@slv.vic.gov.au>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
I will be out of the office starting
12/03/2008.

07/03/2008 and will not return until

If the matter is urgent please contact Patrick Gregory, Information
Services Manager on 03 8664 7175.
Thank you.
Anne
This message and any attachment is intended only for the use of the
Addressee and may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL
If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please delete all copies of the
message and its attachments and notify the sender immediately. Thank you.
-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Thu, 6 Mar 2008 18:17:00 -0500
From: "Tom Kemp" <thomas.j.kemp@gmail.com>
Subject: [Genealib] US Hispanic Newspapers 1855 to 1956 go live on
GenealogyBank
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<45c595dc0803061517p33f094a5r684a06549599262c@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
I wanted you know that US Hispanic Newspapers have been added to
GenealogyBank.com
This is the next big thing in genealogy - solid content for Hispanic
genealogical research.
For additional details see my blog: http://blog.genealogybank.com/
The first 20 titles from 4 States - (IN, MO, NM, TX) -1855 to 1956 are
now live on the site.
This is the single largest compilation of Hispanic newspapers in the
country - unique data not available online anywhere else.
When fully uploaded the entire collection of Hispanic newspapers will

span 1808-1980.
Search on every word - find birth, marriage and obituary
announcements- historical events even the advertisements.
Digital copies of every page - everyword searchable.
We announced Tuesday that we had added over 4 Million records and
newspaper content from 24 States. Today we are announcing this
important new collection. This will be a record month for
GenealogyBank!
This week we added these Hispanic Newspapers:
Indiana.
Amigo del Hogar. Indiana Harbour, IN. 11/22/1925 to 4/13/1930
Missouri
Cosmopolita. Kansas City, MO. 8/22/1914 t0 11/8/1919
New Mexico
Democrata. Las Cruces, NM. 6/14/1894 to 11/24/1894
Eco del Rio Grande. Las Cruces, NM. 2/12/1876 to 3/2/1882
Eco del Valle. Las Cruces, NM. 11/18/1905 to 5/6/1916
Empresa. Las Cruces, NM. 9/26/1896 to 6/12/1897
Estrella. Las Cruces, NM. 2/1/1911 to 5/18/1935
Fronterizo. Las Cruces, NM. 4/29/1875 to 4/29/1875
Gaceta Popular. Las Cruces, NM. 10/24/1919 to 10/24/1919
Labrador. Las Cruces, NM. 9/8/1896 to 6/14/1912
Las Cruces Democrat. Las Cruces, NM. 6/21/1899 to 10/11/1899
Observador Fronterizo. Las Cruces, NM. 9/11/1888 to 10/30/1888
Promotor Escolar. Las Cruces, NM. 9/12/1891 to 2/16/1892
Defensor del Pueblo. Socorro, NM. 12/26/1913 to 4/9/1943
Texas
Cronista del Valle. Brownsville, TX. 10/8/1924 to 2/28/1930
Defensor. Edinburg, TX. 2/7/1930 to 12/25/1931
Azote. El Paso, TX. 9/17/1922 to 4/15/1923
Ciudanano. El Paso, TX. 3/12/1892 to 4/23/1892
Continental. El Paso, TX. 9/20/1936 to 8/28/1938
Bejareno. San Antonio, TX. 2/7/1855 to 7/28/1956
-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Thu, 06 Mar 2008 18:54:09 -0500
From: dlunow@aol.com
Subject: [Genealib] Free for postage:
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <8CA4DFC80FD09E2-BB0-3CCF@webmail-nc12.sysops.aol.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Can you use any of the following also?
Newspaper research by C. Lloyd Hosman
Where to write for Vital Records

Kentucky Ancestors, Genealogical Quarterly of the Kentucky Historical
Society Volume 31, # 3,
Volume 31, # 2,
Volume 31,?# 1
Please contact me OFF list dlunow@aol.com
Thanks, Diane
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080306/2ac9fe19/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 54, Issue 7
***************************************
This message and any attachment is intended only for the use of the Addressee and
may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in
error, please delete all copies of the message and its attachments and notify the
sender immediately. Thank you.
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Mar 26 14:06:43 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Mar 26 14:45:00 2008
Subject: [Genealib] removing items from a index.
In-Reply-To: <20080326173033.E030814805C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080326173033.E030814805C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <048e01c88f6c$25eba7e0$fa01060a@rpl.org>
It would seem to this layman that a person whose name appears in a publicly
accessible source such as a newspaper has no expectation of ex-post-facto
privacy. It's in the newspaper, for crying out loud!
Try to get the newspaper to do anything other than a correction. They don't
go in to their online sources and take out people's names. Where does it
end? Ask Ancestry or other online newspaper providers what they do.
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Mar 26 14:09:33 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)

Date: Wed Mar 26 14:47:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] still more to good home
In-Reply-To: <20080326180651.746C41482B5@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080326180651.746C41482B5@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <048f01c88f6c$8b8b47e0$fa01060a@rpl.org>
For some reason I have just gotten several days of GENEALIB mailings all
sluicing in simultaneously. I will go through them and see who got there
first as far as claiming titles.
Larry
From SKirby at environcorp.com Wed Mar 26 15:06:25 2008
From: SKirby at environcorp.com (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Wed Mar 26 15:06:28 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [Publib] Genealogy collections
Message-ID:
<EEF44102D894864EBB0DCDDC5148DBAA6E0B83@ENVCHIEXCH3.environchicago.environ.local>
The Genealogy Collection at the Fremont Public Library (Mundelein, IL)
is staffed only when a volunteer is available. Volunteers come from the
Lake County (IL) Genealogical Society. Our average rate of being open is
85-98% of the time the library is open. The collection is actually owned
by the Society and not the Library, but this arrangement has worked well
for the past 6 years or so since we moved in.
We require all library volunteers to go through an orientation as to the
collection contents and the location of various types of materials. Then
we throw them to the wolves.
____________________
Sarah A. V. Kirby, MLIS | Research Associate
ENVIRON International Corporation | www.environcorp.com
<http://www.environcorp.com/> 1300 Higgins Road, Suite 301| Park Ridge,
Illinois 60068
V: 847-685-9284| F: 267-295-7384 | skirby@environcorp.com
From jlichtenwalner at scotlib.org Wed Mar 26 15:49:08 2008
From: jlichtenwalner at scotlib.org (Jenny Lichtenwalner)
Date: Wed Mar 26 15:48:14 2008
Subject: Naming of Rutgers [WAS: Re: [Genealib] still more free to good home,
for postage]
References:
<20070816160016.7A874D00E6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu><042801c88e88$02f00540$fa01060a@rp
l.org>
<BAY134-W47B48B00FB4ED64DF23E96AAFC0@phx.gbl>
Message-ID: <007101c88f7a$86f89800$a1640a0a@Reference2>
As a Rutgers graduate, (and a genealogy librarian!) I would be interested in
knowing your source for Rutsen/Rutgersen being the origination point for the name
of Rutgers University.
Documentation from Rutgers University states that the
original Queens College was named after Colonel Henry Rutgers in 1825, long after
Hardenbergh died.
A short version:
http://ruweb.rutgers.edu/timeline/1800a1.htm
And a longer version:
http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/libs/scua/university_archives/milledoler.shtml

Thanks,
Jenny
Jenny Binaghi Lichtenwalner, MLS
Scotch Plains Public Library
1927 Bartle Avenue
Scotch Plains, New Jersey 07076
908-322-5007 x204
----- Original Message ----From: linda tantillo
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc: rosendalelibrary@hvi.net
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2008 12:56 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] still more free to good home, for postage
If the Magazine of the Reformed Dutch Church in Rutgers is still available,
we would be very interested in it for our collection. A member of one of our
oldest families, Jacob Rutsen Hardenbergh, was minister of this church and the
first president of Rutgers University which he named after his father's family
patrinymic name Rutsen, or Rutgersen. He also had a very accomplished and
influential wife, Diana Van Bergh which I am hoping to learn more about. Sorry to
digress in these detail! You know how local history people can get!
We will, of course, be very happy to pay the postage.
Linda
Rosendale Library Local History Collection
Rosendale, NY
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080326/
b9b57919/attachment.html
From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Wed Mar 26 15:49:49 2008
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Wed Mar 26 15:50:39 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Odd list behavior (was Re: still more to good home)
Message-ID: <5e931bb30803261249rde8a751wad96cfa1d3a38fcb@mail.gmail.com>
On Wed, Mar 26, 2008 at 2:09 PM, Larry Naukam <
lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us> wrote:
> For some reason I have just gotten several days of GENEALIB mailings all
> sluicing in simultaneously.
GENEALIB has definitely been behaving a bit strangely today. I'm hopeful
that it's a one-time problem, but I'll investigate further if it continues.
Regards,
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080326/16670050/
attachment.html

From localhistory at forbeslibrary.org Wed Mar 26 17:22:30 2008
From: localhistory at forbeslibrary.org (Local History)
Date: Wed Mar 26 17:22:32 2008
Subject: [Genealib] removing items from a index.
References: <20080326173033.E030814805C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<048e01c88f6c$25eba7e0$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <006101c88f87$81499820$1701a8c0@P08NO>
Related to this issue, in my other life as a community college archivist, I
have been asked to remove photos from our online photo archives. They are
of staff people who were photographed by the official college photographer
(so college owns copyright) and it was at a work event on work time. The
college does do signed releases for images in commercial type publications
such as brochures, catalogs, marketing, etc. but nothing for a shot of the
crowd at an event. How have others dealt with similar problems?
Thanks,
Julie H. Bartlett
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St.
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 587-1014
jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
"In spite of all the other facilities books are the principal permanent
repository of knowledge and culture."
>From the syndicated newspaper column "Calvin Coolidge Says"
April 30, 1931
----- Original Message ----From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2008 2:06 PM
Subject: [Genealib] removing items from a index.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

It would seem to this layman that a person whose name appears in a
publicly
accessible source such as a newspaper has no expectation of ex-post-facto
privacy. It's in the newspaper, for crying out loud!
Try to get the newspaper to do anything other than a correction. They
don't
go in to their online sources and take out people's names. Where does it
end? Ask Ancestry or other online newspaper providers what they do.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From ltantillo at hotmail.com Wed Mar 26 18:05:00 2008
From: ltantillo at hotmail.com (linda tantillo)
Date: Wed Mar 26 18:05:04 2008

Subject: Naming of Rutgers [WAS: Re: [Genealib] still more free to good
home, for postage]
In-Reply-To: <007101c88f7a$86f89800$a1640a0a@Reference2>
References:
<20070816160016.7A874D00E6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu><042801c88e88$02f00540$fa01060a@rp
l.org>
<BAY134-W47B48B00FB4ED64DF23E96AAFC0@phx.gbl>
<007101c88f7a$86f89800$a1640a0a@Reference2>
Message-ID: <BAY134-W14AC8B31A01CDE60151E06AAFF0@phx.gbl>
Hi Jenny! and other interested people...
Thank you for your email. After some searching, I do think you must be correct.
I found one of my sources, ( which read in part:"He [Rev. J.R. Hardenberg] changed
the name of Queen Anne's College in honor of his grandfather (Jacobus
Ruttgerstis)".
But now I am questioning its validity, especially in view of your
sources. I think we have a case of an assumption that someone once made that has
been perpetuated as truth. Much as I hate to let go of the story, I think it must
be corrected.
Best wishes,
Linda Tantillo
From: jlichtenwalner@scotlib.org
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu; ltantillo@hotmail.com
Subject: Naming of Rutgers [WAS: Re: [Genealib] still more free to good home,
for postage]
Date: Wed, 26 Mar 2008 15:49:08 -0400
CC:

As a Rutgers graduate, (and a genealogy librarian!) I
would be interested in knowing your source for Rutsen/Rutgersen being
the origination point for the name of Rutgers University.
Documentation from Rutgers University states that the original Queens College
was named after Colonel Henry Rutgers in 1825, long after Hardenbergh
died.
A short version:
http://ruweb.rutgers.edu/timeline/1800a1.htm
And a longer version:
http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/libs/scua/university_archives/milledoler.shtml
Thanks,
Jenny
Jenny Binaghi Lichtenwalner, MLS
Scotch Plains Public Library
1927 Bartle Avenue

Scotch Plains, New Jersey
07076
908-322-5007 x204
----- Original Message ----From:
linda
tantillo
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc: rosendalelibrary@hvi.net
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2008 12:56
PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] still more free
to good home, for postage
If the Magazine of the Reformed
Dutch Church in Rutgers is still available, we would be very interested in it
for our collection. A member of one of our oldest families, Jacob Rutsen
Hardenbergh, was minister of this church and the first president of Rutgers
University which he named after his father's family patrinymic name Rutsen, or
Rutgersen. He also had a very accomplished and influential wife, Diana
Van Bergh which I am hoping to learn more about. Sorry to digress in
these detail! You know how local history people can
get!
We will, of course, be very happy to
pay the postage.
Linda
Rosendale Library Local History
Collection
Rosendale, NY

_________________________________________________________________
Test your Star IQ
http://club.live.com/red_carpet_reveal.aspx?icid=redcarpet_HMTAGMAR
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080326/96bf9e32/
attachment.html
From Jwilson at virl.bc.ca Wed Mar 26 18:09:29 2008
From: Jwilson at virl.bc.ca (Judy Wilson)
Date: Wed Mar 26 18:10:20 2008
Subject: [Genealib] questions during presentations
Message-ID: <s7ea6759.061@portal.virl.bc.ca>
I am quite comfortable answering questions during my presentations. I
find that the questions often address issues that others in the audience
are wondering about. Also, I find that interaction between me and the
audience makes me more comfortable : )
However, I always ask that any questions specific to research on an
individual's family tree be kept until the break or after the
presentation.

Judy Wilson
Library Manager - Ladysmith
Vancouver Island Regional Library
#3 - 740 1st Avenue
Ladysmith, B.C.
250-245-2322
www.virl.bc.ca
-------------- next part -------------BEGIN:VCARD
VERSION:2.1
X-GWTYPE:USER
FN:Judy Wilson
TEL;WORK:(250) 753-1154 ext 230
ORG:;Collections
TEL;PREF;FAX:(250) 753-0819
EMAIL;WORK;PREF;NGW:Jwilson@virl.bc.ca
N:Wilson;Judy
TITLE:Library Manager
END:VCARD
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Mar 27 11:41:06 2008
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu Mar 27 11:41:09 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Reliquary's 25th issue has been posted.
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C2702820DEA@sudley1.pwc.ad>
Reliquary's twenty-fifth issue has been posted.
You are invited to view and download the latest edition of Prince
William Reliquary, a quarterly genealogical and historical magazine for
Prince William County, Virginia. To view it requires version 7.0 of
Adobe Acrobat, available as a free download.

http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/reliquary.htm

Contents of the January 2008 issue include:

*
Camp Recovery: Civilian Conservation Corps at Canova, by
Beverly R. Veness. The history of a New Deal work program in Prince
William County, 1934-1937.

*
Delinquent Taxes, Prince William County, 1865-1883 (con.), by
Ron Turner. The Reconstruction period illuminated by a list of
properties and owners who fell behind on their taxes. Includes returns
through 1886.

*

Prince William County Naturalizations, 1853-1869, by Jan

Cunard. A record of immigrants, from Ireland, England and Prussia, who
obtained citizenship in the local court.

*
Dumfries District Court Land Causes, 1793-1811 (con.),
transcribed by William Balderson. Includes Stephen LACOSTE vs. Solomon
EWELL, a dispute over the sale of lands called "Greenwich." Also a suit
among the heirs of Thomas RENO (1703-1777). Other surnames include
FRENCH, CARGYLE, LEE, HOOMES.

You may use Control+F to search the text for keywords of interest to
you. Backfiles can be searched on Google using keyword(s) plus
'Reliquary.' Name indexes to volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are now posted
online, as well as a topical guide to the first 24 issues.

We invite your comments and submissions.

Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center (RELIC)
for Genealogy and Local History
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue
Manassas, Virginia 20109
(703) 792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/
<http://mydesktop/adminapps/enotifications/www.pwcgov.org/library/>
relic

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080327/56878732/
attachment.html
From kdr at ckls.org Thu Mar 27 15:55:19 2008
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Thu Mar 27 16:03:37 2008
Subject: [Genealib] removing items from a index.
In-Reply-To: <006101c88f87$81499820$1701a8c0@P08NO>
References: <20080326173033.E030814805C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

<048e01c88f6c$25eba7e0$fa01060a@rpl.org>
<006101c88f87$81499820$1701a8c0@P08NO>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20080327145252.0597fc80@ckls.org>
Although I'm definitely not an attorney, it seems that LEGALLY there
is no reason for the college to remove these photos since they
include staff members AT WORK and the copyright is owned by the college.
If the administration is worried about staff morale and MORALLY (? I
guess that's the term), perhaps they would want to add a section of
any employment contracts/agreements/staff manuals, etc. that
clarifies the position.
Kathy
At 04:22 PM 3/26/2008, you wrote:
>Related to this issue, in my other life as a community college
>archivist, I have been asked to remove photos from our online photo
>archives. They are of staff people who were photographed by the
>official college photographer (so college owns copyright) and it was
>at a work event on work time. The college does do signed releases
>for images in commercial type publications such as brochures,
>catalogs, marketing, etc. but nothing for a shot of the crowd at an
>event. How have others dealt with similar problems?
>Thanks,
>Julie H. Bartlett
>Archivist
>Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
>Hampshire Room for Local History
>Forbes Library
>20 West St.
>Northampton, MA 01060
>(413) 587-1014
>jbartlett@forbeslibrary.org
>
>
>"In spite of all the other facilities books are the principal
>permanent repository of knowledge and culture."
> From the syndicated newspaper column "Calvin Coolidge Says"
April 30, 1931
>
>----- Original Message ----- From: "Larry Naukam"
><lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
>To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2008 2:06 PM
>Subject: [Genealib] removing items from a index.
>
>
>>It would seem to this layman that a person whose name appears in a publicly
>>accessible source such as a newspaper has no expectation of ex-post-facto
>>privacy. It's in the newspaper, for crying out loud!
>>
>>Try to get the newspaper to do anything other than a correction. They don't
>>go in to their online sources and take out people's names. Where does it
>>end? Ask Ancestry or other online newspaper providers what they do.
>>
>>
>>_______________________________________________
>>genealib mailing list

>>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
Kathy Rippel
Dept. Head/Consultant--Resource Sharing and Access ;
Pathfinder Central (Manager)
[project partially funded by LSTA funds from IMLS through the State
Library of Kansas]
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(800-362-2642) toll-free, KS
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
***********************************************************************************
*********
I'm currently reading: Thin Walls, by Kris Nelscott.
I'm currently listening to: A British Collection in Kansas, by George Redmonds.

From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Thu Mar 27 16:30:11 2008
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Thu Mar 27 16:30:17 2008
Subject: [Genealib] removing items from a index.
In-Reply-To: <7.0.1.0.2.20080327145252.0597fc80@ckls.org>
References: <20080326173033.E030814805C@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<048e01c88f6c$25eba7e0$fa01060a@rpl.org>
<006101c88f87$81499820$1701a8c0@P08NO>
<7.0.1.0.2.20080327145252.0597fc80@ckls.org>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200803271530.AA30110042@tcpclibrary.org>
I also believe all the legal aspects are covered....If they object, the
decision should come from a higher source within the organization...possibly
in the form of a policy.
I don't think that decision should be on your
shoulders.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080327/
a9dbadf6/attachment.html
From dkfhgc at metc.net Thu Mar 27 17:57:16 2008
From: dkfhgc at metc.net (Michele McNabb )
Date: Thu Mar 27 17:57:36 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Heraldry collections
Message-ID: <008601c89055$8636fe30$6802a8c0@FHGCWSF>
Which US libraries are considered to have the best collection of books
dealing with German or Scandinavian heraldry?
Our holdings in this area are non-existent.

Thanks, Michele McNabb
______________
Michele McNabb
Librarian/Manager, Family History & Genealogy Center
The Danish Immigrant Museum
PO Box 249 - Elk Horn IA 51531-0249
www.danishmuseum.org
"The road to wisdom? / Well it's plain / and simple to express:
Err / and err / and err again / but less / and less / and less."
Danish poet Piet Hein (1905-1996)
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Note: Outgoing email and attachments from this address are checked for
viruses by AVG.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080327/9304c248/
attachment.html
From PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us Fri Mar 28 07:17:10 2008
From: PIMMEL at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Fri Mar 28 07:14:53 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Heraldry collections
In-Reply-To: <008601c89055$8636fe30$6802a8c0@FHGCWSF>
References: <008601c89055$8636fe30$6802a8c0@FHGCWSF>
Message-ID: <D8F0790BDCB45D46B9570ED349E566968549F9@exchsrv2.statelibrary.local>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
--------------

A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 3316 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080328/
a1af0821/attachment.jpe
From ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us Fri Mar 28 08:24:50 2008
From: ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us (Ernie Thode)
Date: Fri Mar 28 08:29:14 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Heraldry collections
Message-ID: <200803280824284.SM09784@[10.0.1.5]>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative
From crscott at heritagebooks.com Fri Mar 28 10:02:21 2008
From: crscott at heritagebooks.com (crscott)
Date: Fri Mar 28 10:54:18 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Heraldry collections
In-Reply-To: <200803280824284.SM09784@[10.0.1.5]>
References: <200803280824284.SM09784@[10.0.1.5]>
Message-ID: <20080328140221.M32367@heritagebooks.com>
I just felt the need to share. Rietstaps's Armorial General is currently published
by Clearfield Company and I have had a set for years. It has been sold and returned
more than any other title that Willow Bend Books ever carried.? In spite of
mentioning that the book is in French on the website, folk would purchase it and
then return it, telling us that it was in French. Duh!!!
Now when someone orders the book, we call them to make sure that they understand it
is in French. No takers so far after the calls.
C.
Craig R. Scott, CG
President and CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
100 Railroad Ave, Ste. 104
Wesminster, MD 21157
crscott@HeritageBooks.com
800 876-6103
410 876-6101
fax 410 871-2674
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080328/
f92d0c31/attachment.html
From carriescorner at yahoo.com Fri Mar 28 13:30:37 2008
From: carriescorner at yahoo.com (Carrie Cook)
Date: Fri Mar 28 14:09:09 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 54, Issue 11
In-Reply-To: <20080326173034.B3A7E14806F@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <764263.82891.qm@web51405.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Also, if you start removing entries for any reason, you no longer have a full
index, but a partial one. As there would be no concrete, logical explination as to
what information was left out, it would not be a good resource for anyone - family
or local history researcher to use.

Carrie Cook
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu wrote:
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 16:00:10 -0500
From: Kathy Rippel
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Policy on removing entries from online
indexes
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20080312132126.0543ae20@ckls.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed;
x-avg-checked=avg-ok-1AE7135
If the index is to already public materials I would leave it as is.
I feel it sets a precedent that could become a nightmare if you
remove names. It also plays havoc with the whole reason the index is produced!
Kathy
At 12:12 PM 3/12/2008, Karen Miller wrote:
>Do any of you with internet accessible indexes to
>local newspapers have a policy on removing entries if
>requested by a patron? Individuals "googling" their
>own names may become upset at finding online index
>entries even though the material was previously
>published in a newspaper. Has this arisen for anyone
>out there? Do you have a policy to handle such
>requests?
>
>Karen Miller
>Wilmette Public Library
>
>
>
>__________________________________________________________________________________
__
>Be a better friend, newshound, and
>know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it
>now. http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Kathy Rippel
Dept. Head/Consultant--Resource Sharing and Access ;
Pathfinder Central (Manager)
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(800-362-2642) toll-free, KS
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
***********************************************************************************
*********

I'm currently reading: Five Days in Paris, by Danielle Steel.
I'm currently listening to: A British Collection in Kansas, by George Redmonds.

-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 16:38:56 -0500
From: "Mara Munroe"
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Policy on removing entries from online
indexes
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
Message-ID:
<9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401FC97AC@magneto.wals.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I'm with Kathy on this.
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathy
Rippel
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2008 4:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Policy on removing entries from online indexes
If the index is to already public materials I would leave it as is.
I feel it sets a precedent that could become a nightmare if you
remove names. It also plays havoc with the whole reason the index is
produced!
Kathy
At 12:12 PM 3/12/2008, Karen Miller wrote:
>Do any of you with internet accessible indexes to
>local newspapers have a policy on removing entries if
>requested by a patron? Individuals "googling" their
>own names may become upset at finding online index
>entries even though the material was previously
>published in a newspaper. Has this arisen for anyone
>out there? Do you have a policy to handle such
>requests?
>

>Karen Miller
>Wilmette Public Library
>
>
>
>_______________________________________________________________________
_____________
>Be a better friend, newshound, and
>know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it
>now. http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Kathy Rippel
Dept. Head/Consultant--Resource Sharing and Access ;
Pathfinder Central (Manager)
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(800-362-2642) toll-free, KS
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
************************************************************************
********************
I'm currently reading: Five Days in Paris, by Danielle Steel.
I'm currently listening to: A British Collection in Kansas, by George
Redmonds.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 17:44:57 -0400
From: "Beth Oljace"
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Policy on removing entries from online
indexes
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
Message-ID:
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I too would not remove an index entry from a public information source to
please a customer, unless the customer can prove to me that there's an error
involved.

Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library

-----Original Message----From: "Mara Munroe"
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2008 16:38:56 -0500
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Policy on removing entries from online indexes
I'm with Kathy on this.
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kathy
Rippel
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2008 4:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Policy on removing entries from online indexes
If the index is to already public materials I would leave it as is.
I feel it sets a precedent that could become a nightmare if you
remove names. It also plays havoc with the whole reason the index is
produced!
Kathy
At 12:12 PM 3/12/2008, Karen Miller wrote:
>Do any of you with internet accessible indexes to
>local newspapers have a policy on removing entries if
>requested by a patron? Individuals "googling" their
>own names may become upset at finding online index
>entries even though the material was previously
>published in a newspaper. Has this arisen for anyone
>out there? Do you have a policy to handle such
>requests?
>
>Karen Miller
>Wilmette Public Library
>
>
>
>_______________________________________________________________________
_____________
>Be a better friend, newshound, and

>know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it
>now. http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Kathy Rippel
Dept. Head/Consultant--Resource Sharing and Access ;
Pathfinder Central (Manager)
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(800-362-2642) toll-free, KS
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
************************************************************************
********************
I'm currently reading: Five Days in Paris, by Danielle Steel.
I'm currently listening to: A British Collection in Kansas, by George
Redmonds.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080312/
bd373428/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2008 05:06:32 -0700 (PDT)
From: Cynthia Van Ness
Subject: [Genealib] Temporary change in hours at Buffalo & Erie County
Historical Society
To: genealib
Message-ID: <737850.89380.qm@web84103.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
The Buffalo & Erie County Historical Society Library (Buffalo,
NY) will be adjusting its public hours to accommodate a research
project, being open Tuesdays instead of Thursdays in the
following weeks.

Open:
Open:
Open:
Open:
Open:

Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,

March
March
April
April
April

18, 1-5 pm * Closed: Thursday, March 20
25, 1-5 pm * Closed: Thursday, March 27
1, 1-5 pm * Closed: Thursday, April 3
8, 1-5 pm * Closed: Thursday, April 10
15, 1-5 pm * Closed: Thursday, April 17

Regular hours (Wednesdays through Saturdays, 1-5 pm) resume on
April 23, 2008.
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City living by
its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It is dependent on a
sophisticated population that makes a hundred compromises daily so that they can
benefit from the collective energy that a city generates." --Robert N. Davis, Jr.
(1955-2007)
-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2008 09:08:01 -0400
From: "C. Arthur Louderback"
Subject: [Genealib] 3 day Closing of Hiistorical Society of W. Pa.
To:
Message-ID:
<86296145646CCA43A7786323D176E66BF7A5C6@hswpexchange.hswp.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
The Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania / Heinz History Center including the
lilbrary and archiveswill close for a special event on June 20 - 22 to celebrate
the 250th anniversary of Pittsburgh.
Art Louderback
Head Librarian
Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania
412 454-6360 / 6364
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080313/985532d3/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 54, Issue 11
****************************************

Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
?Never do a wrong thing to make a friend or to keep one.??Robert E. Lee

--------------------------------Looking for last minute shopping deals? Find them fast with Yahoo! Search.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080328/
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From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Fri Mar 28 14:34:35 2008
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Mar 28 16:27:55 2008
Subject: [Genealib] [MODERATOR] Attn: Digest subscribers - subject line issue
Message-ID: <5e931bb30803281134x778d18eej18e6315f6481b979@mail.gmail.com>
If you get GENEALIB in digest mode (if not, you can safely ignore the rest
of this message)...
...and you are responding to a message in the digest, please remember to
edit your subject line so that it looks like a response to the original
message (with the informative subject line), instead of leaving it with an
uninformative digest subject line. Usually, you can just copy and paste the
subject line from the original message into the subject line of the response
message immediately after the "Re" that your e-mail software inserts
automatically (replacing the subject line of the digest).
This is basic good practice for any electronic mailing list you may be
subscribed to.
Regards,
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Sat Mar 29 13:17:11 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Sun Mar 30 05:20:18 2008
Subject: [Genealib] re - pasting subject lines in reply
In-Reply-To: <20080329162350.205A7D099B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080329162350.205A7D099B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <054801c891c0$b9ef3870$fa01060a@rpl.org>
I agree with Drew about pasting an informative subject line. It is probably
also a good idea to delete anything that you are not responding to directly
IF you are getting the digest. That's how I get it, and it is very easy to
get confused when a long digest is quoted in its entirety beneath a short
reply.
If you get the items individually then this digest related problem does not
occur.
------------------------------

From cats at spamcop.net Sun Mar 30 16:33:41 2008
From: cats at spamcop.net (Marta Metcalf)
Date: Sun Mar 30 15:34:33 2008
Subject: : Re: [Genealib] Heraldry collections
Message-ID: <47EFF925.9010607@spamcop.net>
Marta Metcalf wrote:
> Which US libraries are considered to have the best collection of
> books dealing with German or Scandinavian heraldry?
>
> Our holdings in this area are non-existent.
One collection often overlooked is the Heraldry Collection of the
Augustan Society Library. While it's presently in storage following a
move, most volumes are available through ILL.
A partial catalog exists. Sadly it's on paper, but can be quickly
scanned for specific items. A large variety of periodicals on
continental heraldry are also held.
Research services are available, but are presently slow due to the
collection being in storage and the long access times the result.
Marta Metcalf
Genealogy Librarian
The Augustan Society, Inc.
<www.augustansociety.org>
From raleighadams at hotmail.com Sun Mar 30 20:06:28 2008
From: raleighadams at hotmail.com (sherry raleigh-adams)
Date: Sun Mar 30 20:07:08 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Boone, Howard & Randolph co, MO Newspaper Resource
Message-ID: <BAY136-W218CBA8A426B38AD8A416EC9FA0@phx.gbl>

A Special Invitation
from
Gone West Publications
To You and Your Patrons
Gone West Publications is pleased to announce that all eleven volumes of Howard,
Boone and Randolph co, MO Newspaper Abstracts are now available on CD as well as in
book form! The new CD format allows independent researchers a more affordable
resource with easy, every-word search capabilities that could launch their research
into whole new family lines in seconds!
But, before you invest, investigate Gone West Publications? on-line indices! If
you have ancestors in central Missouri, don?t miss this opportunity to browse
through the indices for all 11 volumes now available on-line. Nearly 80,000
Missourians are listed in these PDF's and the indices are yours to view as you
please! To do so, go to the following link and click on the book or books that
interest you most.

http://www.gonewestpublications.com/books.html
Here's a look of what you can expect from these books:
Randolph co, MO Newspaper Abstracts, Vol. 1:
Thursday, October 17, 1889
Pg. #3: Everett Fullington, the 11-year-old son of John Fullington of this
vicinity, took a notion four or five weeks ago that he would strike out for himself
and boarded the train at this point for NE. Not being able to find employment in
that State, he crossed over into KS, where he secured work, but the labor was
heavy, the fare light and wages low, and on Saturday last he returned to old
Randolph co, thoroughly disgusted with life in the West, and satisfied to spend his
future in grand old MO, the land of plenty.
Boone co, MO Newspaper Abstracts, Vol. 1:
Thursday, June 28, 1888
Pg. #3: Long lost Ike Crisman has returned home. Some two months ago, he drew $500
from the bank, stating that he was going down the river to buy hogs, but would be
back in a day or two. Mrs. Crisman had given him up as dead and employed a man to
run the farm near here while she looked after the growing crop on Gallinipper
Island. After six weeks, she received a postal card from Kansas City, stating that
he was domiciled in the work house in that city, working out a fine. She paid his
fine and brought him home. Ike states that some four weeks ago, he was arrested for
carrying concealed weapons and was fined $50. Having no money, he was placed in the
workhouse to work it out at the rate of 50 cents per day and board.
Boone co, MO Newspaper Abstracts, Vol. 6:
Friday, March 23, 1906
Pg. #1: We have received from our friend, Mrs. Mary Bysfield, one of the oldest
residents of Rocheport, the St. Louis Republican, dated May 3, 1883. In it is an
account, telegraphed from Columbia, of the trial of Mike Shroyer, who murdered his
wife near Sturgeon, Boone co, in October 1876. After the crime Shroyer disappeared
and his whereabouts was not known until six years later, when he was found near
Joplin, MO, working as a grader on a railroad. He was found guilty and sent to the
penitentiary for ten years, but died before the expiration of his term. Terry
Bradley, a native of Rocheport, and father of Brooks Bradley of the Democrat staff,
was one of the jurors. The defendant would likely have been hanged, but got a
light sentence largely owing to the immoral character of the woman he slew. In the
fall of 1876, Shroyer, with his wife and three children, left Marshall, KS, for
Miami co, IN, to collect money coming to her from her first husband?s estate. In
passing through Boone co they stopped at the home of Mr. Gulick, near Sturgeon, to
get feed for their team The woman in the wagon said then that her husband had
threatened to kill her that very night. The following February some woodchoppers
found the mutilated remains of a human being, and it was very easy to trace the
crime to Mr. Shroyer.
Howard co, MO Newspaper Abstracts, Vol. 1:
Thursday, Jan 8, 1885
Pg. #7: Mrs. Green of Macon City, MO, widow of the late Col. Clark H. Green,
formerly of Glasgow, died suddenly of heart disease at Joseph, MO, Dec 30th, aged
56 years. She had been visiting friends in that city and started to the depot to go
to Dakota on a visit to her son, William Green. Burial at the cemetery of St.
Joseph. She once lived in Fayette and was a daughter of Dr. Snelson, who for many
years resided here. Hall K. Green, who has been living at Cape Girardeau for
several years, is a son of the deceased. Mrs. Green was born May 3, 1825 in Louisa
co, VA and came to MO with her parents when a child. On Feb 22, 1853, she was
married to Col. Green at Fayette. On Jun 17, 1865, the family moved to Macon City
where the Col. died in Sep 1871. [An informative letter from the Dr. to Mary Green

is included.]
Howard co, MO Newspaper Abstracts, Vol. 4:
Thursday, Jul 12, 1906
Pg. #1: Fred Jones, son of Sanford Jones, and Emma Jones, daughter of William
Jones, both of near Lisbon were first cousins, but that did not prevent them from
falling in love. They wanted to marry, but the laws of Missouri prevented such, so
they eloped to Oswego, KS, where they were made husband and wife Jul 5th. They then
came back to Clinton, MO.

As you may have noted, these volumes are more than just a powerful genealogical
tool. They also offer the reader a peek into the social values and cultural
aspects relevant to their ancestors? time period. The historical significance of
the articles found in these newspapers is a great learning tool for the armchair
sociologist and the genealogist who has hit a brick wall. I hope that you will
find them useful.
Kind Regards,
Sherry Raleigh-Adams
Publications

Gone West

28018 Deer Trails
Jonesburg, MO 63351
Tel:
(636) 488-

5230
_________________________________________________________________
How well do you know your celebrity gossip?
http://originals.msn.com/thebigdebate?ocid=T002MSN03N0707A
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From bsink at cjh.org Mon Mar 31 11:53:14 2008
From: bsink at cjh.org (Bob Sink)
Date: Mon Mar 31 11:53:36 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Job Posting, New York City NY
Message-ID: <645D8508A770D04F91F427D76401D38202F6C553@smtp3.cjh.org>
DIRECTOR
ACKMAN & ZIFF FAMILY GENEALOGY INSTITUTE

The Center for Jewish History is one of the great public Jewish historical and
cultural institutions in the world. The Center embodies a unique partnership of
five major institutions of Jewish scholarship, history, and art. For more
information about the Center, please visit www.cjh.org <http://www.cjh.org/> .

The Center seeks a Director of the Ackman & Ziff Family Genealogy Institute to

direct the development and day-to-day operations of its genealogy programs and
initiatives. The director will oversee genealogy reference services to the general
public for on-site, telephone and written queries; recruit and supervise volunteers
to assist patrons with genealogical research; select and maintain the Institute's
reference collection and advise on the selection of electronic resources; prepare
educational fact sheets for use by the public; conduct workshops and other
educational programs for the public; oversee the microfilm loan program to assist
genealogy researchers; serve as a representative from the Center to the global
Genealogical community; provide advice to the Center's five partner institutions on
genealogy; and assist the Center's development department with genealogy based
fundraising activities.

As a member of the senior management team, the Director will be involved in the
strategic planning of the Institute, will report to the chief of archive and
library services and work closely with the Center's leadership. The ideal candidate
will be able to provide strong and innovative leadership and possess an
entrepreneurial spirit, strong organizational and management ability, superior
communication skills, ability to develop and implement appropriate plans, and a
demonstrated ability to communicate and interact effectively with diverse
constituencies. Advanced degree in library science, history or other appropriate
subject field required, as well as significant experience doing genealogy and
family history research, familiarity with Jewish genealogical resources, and
supervisory experience in a comparable program area. Preference will be given to
those candidates who meet the skills defined above in addition to having experience
writing reports on the results of genealogical research, knowledge of at least one
of the foreign languages required for doing research in the collections housed at
the Center, and successful track record in conducting outreach activities to
diverse public audiences.

Interested applicants should send a cover letter, r?sum?, and salary requirement
to:

Robert Sink
Chief of Archive and Library Services
Center for Jewish History
15 West 16th Street
New York, NY 10011
hr@cjh.org <mailto:mglickman@cjh.org>

No phone calls please.

**********************************
Search our Catalog: http://catalog.cjh.org

Search our Digital Collections: http://digital.cjh.org
Search Museum Collections: http://museums.cjh.org
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From ellen at barrfinancial.com Mon Mar 31 12:06:33 2008
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (AnnEllen Barr)
Date: Mon Mar 31 12:06:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Kentucky Settlement and Statehood map
In-Reply-To: <20080326154742.A5C3C2D86C9@mail.oplin.org>
Message-ID: <0564DAA184A3FF438ADE091D9EC7CDC227A067@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
This could be a great resource for many of us.
is available for purchase and from where.
Thank you.

Please let us know if it

ellen@BarrFinancial.com
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sally
Malone
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2008 10:47 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Kentucky Settlement and Statehood map

The following map appeared on a shelf in our genealogy stacks. The
title of the map is *The Great Settlement Area* covered by the land
grants in this publication. The publication is Kentucky Settlement and
Statehood, 1750-1800. The (c) [copyright] is 1975 by the Kentucky
Historical Society. It is about 15 by 22.5 inches and is folded so as
to fit into a book. I don't think this publication has ever been in our
collection.

Before I draw the conclusion that it was mistakenly left behind by a
patron, can anyone tell me whether or not this nifty map locating
frontier towns, landings, rivers, 71 *stations* and forts was included
in another publication that I might have in my collection?

Thanks.
Sally Malone
Genealogy specialist

<mailto:genealogy@morleylibrary.org> genealogy@morleylibrary.org
Genealogy and Local History Room
Morley Library
184 Phelps Street
Painesville, Ohio 44077-3926
(440) 352-3383
www.morleylibrary.org <http://www.morleylibrary.org/>

Queries and answers are placed in publicly accessible Family Files
cabinets as a service to researchers.
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From traci.thompson at gmail.com Mon Mar 31 13:21:38 2008
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Mon Mar 31 13:21:40 2008
Subject: [Genealib] pioneerfamiliesllc.com
Message-ID: <efca8b2a0803311021j28f2fe09uadf5aeb76c456043@mail.gmail.com>
Does anyone have any opinions about pioneerfamiliesllc.com? I got a card in
the mail about it. I looked at the website, but I'm not quite sure what to
think.
Does anyone else subscribe to this? Thanks.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC
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From lcarter at arlsmail.org Mon Mar 31 14:24:36 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Mon Mar 31 14:24:56 2008
Subject: [Genealib] pioneerfamiliesllc.com
In-Reply-To: <efca8b2a0803311021j28f2fe09uadf5aeb76c456043@mail.gmail.com>
References: <efca8b2a0803311021j28f2fe09uadf5aeb76c456043@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <47F12C64.4080804@arlsmail.org>
Her books on Georgia are good. I have not subscribed to the site, and
perhaps it is me, but I cannot tell what is really on the site or how
it's used. I probably need to spend some time with it, but haven't yet.
Laura
Traci Thompson wrote:
>
> Does anyone have any opinions about pioneerfamiliesllc.com
> <http://pioneerfamiliesllc.com>? I got a card in the mail about it.
> I looked at the website, but I'm not quite sure what to think.
Does

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

anyone else subscribe to this?

Thanks.

Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
Rocky Mount, NC
-----------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From James.Overbeck at fultoncountyga.gov Mon Mar 31 15:02:42 2008
From: James.Overbeck at fultoncountyga.gov (Overbeck, James)
Date: Mon Mar 31 15:05:30 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: I wish to unsubscribe
In-Reply-To: <5e931bb30803281134x778d18eej18e6315f6481b979@mail.gmail.com>
References: <5e931bb30803281134x778d18eej18e6315f6481b979@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <12325866.1206990177996.JavaMail.root@securemail.co.fulton.ga.us>
Drew: I wish to unsubscribe to genealib. James Overbeck

James A. Overbeck, Assistant Manager
Special Collections Department
Atlanta-Fulton Public Library
One Margaret Mitchell Square NW
Atlanta, GA 30303-1089
Phone: (404)-730-1898
Fax: (404)-730-1895
Email: James.Overbeck@FultonCountyGA.Gov

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Drew Smith
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 2:35 PM
To: GENEALIB
Subject: [Genealib] [MODERATOR] Attn: Digest subscribers - subject line
issue

If you get GENEALIB in digest mode (if not, you can safely ignore the
rest of this message)...
...and you are responding to a message in the digest, please remember to
edit your subject line so that it looks like a response to the original
message (with the informative subject line), instead of leaving it with
an uninformative digest subject line. Usually, you can just copy and
paste the subject line from the original message into the subject line
of the response message immediately after the "Re" that your e-mail
software inserts automatically (replacing the subject line of the
digest).
This is basic good practice for any electronic mailing list you may be
subscribed to.
Regards,
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
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